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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes queueing-theoretic analysis of shared service systems that 

require that customers leave the system in the sequence in which they arrived. This require

ment makes it necessary to resequence customers before they leave the system. Resequencing 

adds new complications to the analysis of queueing systems. While waiting time is still 

important, resequencing results in a new type of "non-working" delay of a customer called 

the resequencing delay. 

This dissertation presents primarily analytical and numerical methods to determine the 

distribution and mean value of resequencing delay, and of total delay. In the simplest models 

closed form analytical expressions have been obtained, but in more complex models numeri

cal methods have been developed to compute the distribution and mean of resequencing 

delay, and of total delay. This enables us to study the behavior of resequencing and total 

delay as system parameters are changed. 

For several composite server models we present expressions for the distribution and 

mean of resequencing delay, and of total delay. In particular we consider the MIMloo compo

site server model, the MIHKloo composite server model, the GIMloo composite server model, 

the MIMlm composite server model, and the GIMlm composite server model. The formulas 

are interpreted using asymptotic approximation or bounding techniques. 

For more general composite server models, it is difficult to obtain closed form expres

sions for resequencing and total delay. We develop numerical methods based on matrix

geometric methods to compute resequencing and total delay. In particular, we develop 

numerical methods for the computation of the mean resequencing delay, and mean total delay 

for the MIH21m composite server model, and the MIHypo21m composite server model. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A shared service system consists of a collection of resources that are shared by the 

users of the system. Examples of such systems are multiprogrammed computer systems, dis

tributed and parallel computer systems, telecommunication networks, industrial production 

systems, and public transportation systems. Sharing is necessitated by the principles of 

economics rather than by human convenience. Sharing of resources leads to better utilization 

of of expensive or scarce resources. However, a high degree of sharing translates into high 

demand on system resources. When there are uncoordinated fluctuations in demand patterns, 

there is contention for resources by customers, and thus long queueing delays for customers 

to access these resources. If the system tries to serve ever more customers, then it will even

tually be overwhelmed and become unstable; queueing delays for a marginal increase of 

number of customers eventually become excessive. 

It is important to provide shared services without long delays and yet to ensure efficient 

utilization of the system resources. Queueing theory is a branch of applied mathematics that 

analyzes shared service systems to determine their stability, performance, and utilization. 

With queueing analysis we can systematically study the changes in the behavior of a system 

with changes in the parameters of the system and in the demands put on it. Thus we can 

select suitable values of system parameters to serve our best interest. Queueing analysis has 

led to the discovery of many techniques that improve performance of a system and is a fun

damental methodology for comparative performance evaluation of competing techniques. 

This dissertation describes queueing-theoretic analysis of shared service systems that 

require that customers leave the system in the sequence in which they arrived. Since this 
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often requires that customers going out of sequence at service completion are put back in 

sequence before leaving the system, these systems are known in the literature as "resequenc

ing" systems [2, 10]. Until recently very little work has been done to analyze queueing sys

tems that require resequencing of customers. Kamoun, Kleinrock and Muntz [10] were the 

first to analyze a system requiring resequencing of customers. Classical queueing analysis 

does not impose any restriction on the sequence in which customers leave the system: custo

mers are allowed to leave as soon as they finish receiving service. Classically one assumes 

that the interarrival time distribution and the service time distribution are known. The quan

tities one wants to determine are the number of customers in the system, the waiting time of 

a customer, and the system time (waiting time + service time) of a customer. Also of interest 

are the busy period, i.e. the span of time during which there is at least one customer in the 

system, and the interdeparture time of customers. Classically the only "non-working" delay 

to a customer caused by sharing is the waiting time in the queue. 

Resequencing adds new complications to the analysis of queueing systems. While wait

ing time is still important, resequencing results in a new type of "non working" delay of a 

customer. This delay depends on the system parameters and on the system load in compli

cated ways. Analysis of systems requiring resequencing with appropriate queueing models 

provides insight into the behavior of the delay arising out of resequencing. This insight leads 

to discovering of ways for smooth system operation. Hence we are interested in determining 

this resequencing delay under various assumptions about system load as described below. 

Also, we would like to determine the total delay (system time + resequencing delay) of a 

customer as that is a good system performance metric. 

There are a number of application areas where the need for resequencing analysis 

arises. Two of these are computer networks supporting virtual circuits and replicated database 

systems. 
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1.1. Examples of Systems Requiring Resequencing 

Computer networks employ either datagrams or virtual-circuits. In computer networks 

supporting datagrams. delivery of a packet is not guaranteed. and the sequence in which 

packets are delivered to the receiver is not necessarily the same as the sequence in which 

they are sent by the sender. On the other hand. in networks supporting virtual circuits. 

delivery of a packet is guaranteed and packets are delivered to the receiver in the same 

sequence as they are sent by the sender. Virtual circuits subjects a network to resequencing 

delays. 

The ARPA network is an example of a network supporting datagrams. Examples of net

works supporting virtual circuits are the Systems Network Architecture of IBM. the Tymnet 

of Tymshare. Inc .• the Telenet of GTE. the French network TRANSPAC. and the Canadian 

network Datapac [5. 17.23.25.27]. 

A computer network consists of a set of interconnected nodes. Each node is directly 

connected by a communication line to at least one other node. It is possible to have two 

nodes directly connected by multiple parallel communication lines of different capacities. 

Each such line is called a link. There is a path between nodes N 1 and Nj if there are nodes 

N2• N3. ... • Nj _ 1 such that nodes Nj and Nj + 1. 1 ~ j ~ i-I are directly connected. 

The nodes N2. N3 •...• Nj -1 are called intermediate nodes in the path; Nl is the source 

node and Nj is the destination. 

When packets are sent from one node to another of a computer network. the sequence 

in which the packets arrive at the destination node can possibly be different from the 

sequence in which they leave the source node if there are multiple paths that packets can 

take between the source and the destination. Several lower-level layers in the ISO hierarchy 

[25] contribute to packets going out of sequence and to their subsequent resequencing. As 

described below. packets go out of sequence because of the decisions made in the network 
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p 

Figure 1.1. Two nodes connected by multiple paths. Node S sends packets to node L across a 
computer network. There are multiple paths between nodes S and L of the network. If one packet 
takes Path I, and another Path 2, it is possible for them to arrive at L in a sequence different from the 
sequence in which they left S. 
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layer and in the data link layer. The responsibility of putting packets back in sequence lies 

with the transport layer. 

Consider a process P that communicates with another process Q across a computer net

work (Fig. 1.1). Process P presents packets to the transport software at node S of the net

work. Node S subsequently sends packets to node L of the network. Node L delivers packets 

to process Q. Since there are multiple paths between S (the source node) and L (the destina

tion node), it is possible for packets to take different paths. Consider two packets Xl and X2 

sent from node S in that sequence. Suppose Xl takes Path 1 and X2 takes Path 2. Depend

ing on network conditions, it is possible, indeed often desirable, for X I to take a long time to 

reach L. If such is the case, it is possible for X2 to overtake Xl on the way, and so X2 may 

arrive at L before Xl. Therefore, when tllere are multiple paths between Sand L, then it is 

possible for packets to arrive at the destination in a sequence different from the sequence in 

which they left the source. 

p 

Figure 1.2. Intennediate nodes connected by multiple links. Node S sends packets to Node L 
across a computer network. If two packets sent by P are transmitted in parallel from S to A, and if 
they have different lengths, then it is possible that they would arrive at A out of sequence. Thus. 
packets sent by P may arrive at L out of sequence. 
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Let us consider another example. In Figure 1.2, the intennediate nodes between S and 

L are connected by multiple parallel links. Suppose two packets Xl and X2, sent in that 

sequence, are transmitted from S to A in parallel. If Xl is longer than X2, or if the link 

speed for Xl is slower than that for X2, then it is possible for X2 to arrive at A before Xl. 

Thus it is possible for Xl and X2 to arrive at the destination out of sequence. 

There is another reason for packets to arrive at the destination out of sequence. If a 

packet is lost on the way, then it needs to be re-transmitted. So, the re-transmitted copy may 

arrive at the destination out of sequence. 

As noted above, networks supporting virtual circuits guarantee that packets are 

delivered to the receiver process in the same sequence they are sent by the sender process. In 

a network supporting virtual circuits, a process P may request to set up a virtual circuit to 

communicate with another process Q. Each packet sent by P contains a sequence number, 

assigned to departing packets in ascending order. The packets are delivered to Q in the 

ascending order of the sequence numbers. The packets are resequenced before they are 

delivered to the receiver process. The mechanism used to resequence packets vary from net

work to network. In the Datapac network, the packets of a virtual circuit are independently 

routed, and so they can take different paths from the source to the destination. A resequenc

ing buffer is kept at the destination to put the packets back in sequence [23]. This is called 

end-to-end resequencing, and the transport layer is responsible for assigning sequence 

numbers and for reordering the packets in sequence. On the other hand, in IBM's System 

Network Architecture (SNA), a virtual circuit is assigned a fixed path at the time of setting 

up the circuit. All the packets of the circuit are constrained to take this path. The intennedi

ate nodes of this path may be connected by multiple parallel links. A resequencing buffer is 

kept at each intennediate node to put the packets back in sequence [17]. This is called hop

by-hop resequencing. The network layer thus becomes involved in the resequencing process. 
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In distributed database systems with replicated data, there are multiple copies of the 

database on servers in geographically different locations. For reliability, no centralized con

trol of the copies is allowed. Database updates are carried out at each location by a database 

server. It is absolutely necessary that the replicated databases be mutually consistent within 

reasonable resynchronization delays. Mutual consistency means that all replicated databases 

must converge to identical copies should update activity be interrupted. The database access 

sites (user locations) are connected to the database copy locations by a computer network. 

Because of variations in network. delays in sending update requests from access sites to data

base copy locations, update requests can be received at database copy locations in a sequence 

different from the sequence in which they are sent Moreover, the sequence in which the 

update requests are received at one database copy location is possibly different from the 

sequence in which they are received at another database copy location. If the updates are 

made at each database copy location in the sequence in which they are received, the different 

copies of the database could be inconsistent. 

One way to maintain mutual consistency in replicated databases is to use the "ticketing 

algorithm" [10]. In this algorithm, updates generated from independent access sites are allo

cated sequentially increasing ticket numbers before entering the network.. A circulating token 

is "in charge of delivering tickets". At each database copy location updates must be pro

cessed according to the sequence numbers in the associated tickets so that mutual consistency 

is preserved. Thus, this algorithm requires that update requests be resequenced at each data

base copy location before they are made. The response time for an update request thus 

includes a resequencing delay in addition to the delay in sending the request over the net

work. 

In systems requiring resequencing, such as those described above, a part of the total 

delay suffered by a customer (packet or update) is due to the need to wait for packets or 

requests with earlier sequence numbers. We call this delay the resequencing delay. The 

objective of this dissertation is to develop analytical methods to detennine resequencing 
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delay and total delay in systems requiring resequencing. This will enable us to study the 

behavior of resequencing and total delay as system parameters are changed. Since the time 

instants at which packets or update requests are presented, and the network delays for packets 

or update requests are not determinate but random, the models we develop in this dissertation 

are probabilistic. For various assumptions about the probability distribution of times at which 

packets or update requests are presented, and assumptions about the probability distribution 

of network delays, we show how to determine the probability distribution and expected value 

of resequencing delay and total delay. 

The next section develops a queueing model of systems requiring resequencing. We 

have incorporated standard notations and terminology from classical queueing theory [13]. It 

is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of queueing systems. Leonard 

Kleinrock's standard work [13] contains the basic definitions and concepts. To make the 

dissertation self-contained, the needed basic definitions have been reviewed here. Establish

ing the problem as an extension of classical queueing theory helps us in using known results 

from the literature on queueing theory. 

1.2. A Queueing Model of Systems Requiring Resequencing 

Let us consider two nodes S and L. Customers C1, C2 , ••• , Ckt ••• arrive at S at 

times tl, t2,···, tkt ... (Fig. 1.3). The customers model the packets in the computer 

network application described in the previous section, and they model the update requests in 

the replicated database application. After arrival at S each customer immediately goes to a 

composite server. This composite server can be a number of single servers in parallel with a 

single buffer for waiting customers in front of them, or a network of servers and queues con

nected in any fashion. The delay suffered from the source to the destination in the applica

tions described in the previous section is modeled by the composite server; thus "service 
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Exit of Customers from 
the Composite Server 

<: U 2 -----:3>1 

1< 

(=0 

Composite Server 

C1 C2 Ca 
Entry of Customers to 
the Composite Server 

20 

Figure 1.3 Illustrations of notations associated with the entry of customers to the composite 
server and their exit from the composite server. 
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time" is used to model network transmission delays in these applications. Different applica

tions will be modeled by composite servers with an appropriate internal structure. We call 

the time interval Ak between the time of arrival tk of Ck and the time of arrival tk _ 1 of 

Ck - 1 the interarrival time of Ck. 

Thus {tk} are epochs of a process governed by interarrival times {Ad, so that 

(1.1) 

Denoting the time spent in the composite server by customer Ck as Dk and his time of 

exit from the composite server as Uk> we have 

k=l, 2,'" (1.2) 

K >K 

L 

• 

Figure 1.4. Illustration of notations for the delays suffered by a customer. Customer CA; goes to 
the composite server at time tA;. leaves the composite server at time UA; (see Fig. 1.3) and leaves the 
resequencing buffer at time VA;. The time spent in the composite server is denoted by DA;, and the time 
spent in the resequencing buffer is denoted by RA;. 
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We call Dk the delay suffered by customer Ck in the composite server. From (1.1) and (1.2) 

we have the following relationship among {Uk}, {Ad and {Dk}: 

k 

Uk= L Ai+Dk' 
i=1 

(1.3) 

The global system specifications require that the customers "leave" L in the same 

sequence as they "arrive at" S. It is clear that due to variations in delay suffered by the cus-

tomers in the composite server, they may exit the composite server in a sequence different 

from the sequence in which they arrive at S. If the customers are allowed to "leave" L 

immediately after they exit the composite server, the global system requirements will be 

violated. 

For example, in Fig. 1.3 customers CI, C2 and C3 exit the composite server in the 

sequence C2, C3 and CI' If they are allowed "to leave L" immediately after they exit the 

composite server, the global system requirements will be violated. So we must keep C2 and 

C3 waiting until CI exits the composite server. For convenience we will assume the presence 

of a buffer in front of L. We will call this buffer the resequencing buffer (Fig. 1.4). After 

exiting the composite server each customer must wait in this buffer until all customers who 

arrived at S before him have exited the composite server. The amount of time a customer 

waits in the resequencing buffer is called his resequencing delay. The resequencing delay of 

customer Ck is denoted by Rk. If a customer exits the composite server after all his prede

cessors at S have exited, then his resequencing delay is zero. In particular, the resequencing 

delay of customer C I is necessarily zero. In general. the resequencing delay of Ck depends 

on the time of exit of customers CI. C2 •...• Ck - I• Ck from the composite server. 

From Fig. 1.3 the resequencing delays of customers CI. C2 and C3 are given by 

R I = max(u I) - U I 

R2 = max(u!. U2) - U2 
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The resequencing delay of customer Ck depends on the maximum of the time of exit of 

customers Cl, C2, •.. ,Ck from the composite server and can be written as 

(1.4) 

The dependence of the resequencing delay on the maximum of the time of exit of the 

customers from the composite server motivates us to introduce the following notation: 

Vk = max(ul, U2,' •. ,Uk)· (1.5) 

Using this notation we can write the following expression for Rk: 

(1.6) 

Since Vk = Uk + Rk, Vk is the time of exit of Ck from the resequencing buffer; we can 

derive a simple recurrence for vk+l: 

Vk+ 1= max(Vk, Uk+l) . (1.7) 

Using this recurrence we can derive the following recurrence for Rk + 1 : 

= max(Rk + Uk - Uk+ 1, 0) . 

Substituting the expressions for Uk and Uk + 1 from (1.3), we have the Basic Recurrence for 

Resequencing delay: 

Ro=O 

Do=O. 

(1.8) 

Let us define the total delay Tk for customer Ck as the sum of his delay in the compo

site server and his resequencing delay: 

Tk=Dk+Rk · (1.9) 

Adding Dk + 1 to both sides of (1.8) gives the Basic Recurrence for Total delay [29]: 



Tk+l = max(Tk -Ak+1> Dk+l) 

To=O. 
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(1.10) 

Given sequences A I> A 2 • ...• Ako .•. and D 10 D 2 • •.•• Dk • ...• we can compute 

the sequence Rio R2 • .•.• Rk • .•• using (1.8). Once the sequence {Rk} is detennined th~ 

total delay Tk for customer Ck can be obtained by adding Dk to Rk. Alternatively. (1.10) can 

be used to compute Tk directly given Ak and Dk. 

In the following chapters we will describe some methods to detennine properties of the 

sequences {Rk} and {Tk} given some specification for the sequences {Ak} and {Dk}' In most 

cases the sequences {Ak} and {Dk} will not be known exactly. All we can hope for is a pro

babilistic description of the two sequences. From these we solve for probabilistic properties 

of {Rk} and {Tk} such as their distribution and expected values. We will start with some 

strong statistical assumptions about the sequences {Ak} and {Dk}. viz .• that they are indepen

dent sequences of independent random variables. Then we will gradually relax the assump

tions. each relaxation requires more complex solution methods. Throughout this dissertation 

we will develop numerical techniques for computation of distribution and mean value of 

resequencing delay and total delay. All of them apply only to systems that are in equilibrium. 

That is. the system is assumed to have been in operation for a long time and averages are 

taken over a very long sample interval. The behavior of a system is influenced by its initial 

state only for a short time. making eqUilibrium models useful in practice. The eqUilibrium 

behavior is independent of the initial state of the system. The exact conditions required for a 

system to have a well-defined eqUilibrium are given during discussions of specific models. 

We will obtain insightful analytical results whenever possible; where this is impossible. 

mathematical relationships will be derived that allow numerical computations to be per

fonned. In Section 1.3. we summarize all the results presented in this dissertation. and survey 

the known results on this topic found by other researchers. 
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In [29] Vanna gives a different derivation for the Basic Recurrence for Total delay, 

from which the Basic Recurrence for Resequencing delay can be derived (this is opposite 

from the approach taken here). There are some stochastic ordering results available for 

queueing systems requiring resequencing. These results have been obtained by Varma [29], 

and Baccelli and Makowski [2]. These results allow us to compare the total delay of one 

queueing model with another. Of particular importance is the result that the total delay of the 

G/G/m composite server model of resequencing is monotonically decreasing as m is 

increased. The stochastic ordering results provide bounds on resequencing and total delay. 

Thus if there are no known methods for computing the delays for a particular queueing sys

tem, the stochastic ordering results may be used to obtain bounds on the delays. 

There is another expression for Rk and for Tk which usefully relate these to remaining 

delays of customers in the system at the epochs of arrival. Although these expressions have 

been used in the literature [1], no formal derivations of these expressions seem to exist. In 

the following we give formal derivations of these expressions since they are needed in the 

later chapters. 

From (1.4) and (1.2) we have 

Rk = max(ul,u2, ... ,Uk) - tk -Dk 

= max(u 1 - tko u2 - tk, ••• , Uk - tk) - Dk 

=max('tl,'t2,'" ,'tk)-Dk (1.11) 

where 'tj = Uj - tk = D j - (tk - tj), 1 ~ j ~ k. Note that 'tk = D k• The quantity 'tj is 

clearly dependent on the sequence number k of the customer Ck. However the sequence 

number k is not included in the notation. 

Now D j is the delay of the jth customer in the composite server, and tk - tj is the time 

between the arrivals of customer Ck and customer Cj, j ~ k. 

If Dj < tk - tj, then Cj has left the composite server by the time Ck arrives. Since 

'tj < 0, and 'tk ~ 0, then'tj < 'tk' In this case we can drop 'tj from the arguments of the max 
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function in (1.11). 

If Dj ~ tk - tj' 'tj is immediately recognized as the excess delay of Cj at tk in the com

posite server at the time of arrival of Ck at the composite server, i. e., the remaining delay 

for Cj at the epoch of arrival. 

Thus if customer Ck finds n < k customers in the composite server on arrival, and the 

excess delays of the n customers at the time of his arrival are denoted by ZI, Z2, ... ,Zn 

then (1.11) can be rewritten as 

Rk I Ck finds n customers = max(ZI,Z2, ... ,Zn,Dk)-Dk. (1.12) 

Expression (1.12) appeared in [1]. Since the total delay Tk suffered by C" is Rk + Dh we have 

(1.13) 

This completes our presentation of the basic definitions and relationships. These rela

tionships are valid even for deterministic systems in which {Ak} and {Dk} are completely 

specified; so far nothing has been said about random variables or stochastic processes. 

1.3. Summary of Results 

In this section we present all the important results obtained in this dissertation. Also, 

we discuss the insights provided by the results. Collecting all the results in one single sec

tion helps in looking at the results and their interpretations without going through the compli

cated mathematics required in obtaining the results. The results are accompanied by equation 

numbers giving the chapter in which the result is to be found. 

This dissertation presents primarily analytical methods to determine the distribution and 

mean value of resequencing delay, and of total delay. Often computation of mean values 

from the distribution is complicated. There are simpler alternative ways to obtain the mean 

values. For some models we present simpler indirect methods to compute the mean values. 

In the simplest models, closed form analytical expressions are obtained, but in more complex 
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models numerical methods are developed to compute the distribution and mean of resequenc

ing delay, and of total delay. In every case the composite server has been assumed to be in 

equilibrium. 

The primary probabilistic modeling assumptions of this dissertation are that: 

(1) {Ak} is an independent and identically distributed random variables, generically 

denoted A, with distribution function A (x) = peA :s:; x] . 

. (2) {Dk } is a not necessarily independent sequence of random variables typically deter

mined by the successive system times of customers in a queueing network or system. 

In equilibrium the resequencing delay and total delay of a customer are denoted by R 

and T. The distribution of these random variables are denoted by R (x) and T(x). 

R(x)=P[R :S:;x] = 

T(x)=P[T:S:;x] = lim P{Tk :S:;x} . 
k-.oo 

We denote by E[R] and E[T] the expected values of resequencing delay and total 

delay: 

E[R] = fxdR(x) 
o 

E[T] = fxdT(x) . 
o 

In Chapter 2 we consider a composite server consisting of infinitely many identical 

pamllel servers. We assume that the sequence {Ak} consists of independent and identically 

distributed random variables, the sequence {Dk } consists of independent and identically dis

tributed random variables, and the sequences {Ak} and {Dk} of mndom variables are mutu

ally independent. The sequences {Ak} and {Dk} of random variables are said to constitute the 

GIGloo queueing system. We call the composite server model the GIG/oo composite server 

model. In equilibrium the interarrival time is denoted by A and the delay in the composite 

server is denoted by D. The reciprocal of the mean interarrival time is called the arrival rate 
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and is denoted by A. In a G/G/oo system, the delay D is just the service time of the custo

mer. The system attains equilibrium if A E[D] < 00 [12]. It should be noted that for the 

infinite server model, there is no queueing delay (waiting time). The total delay is the sum of 

the resequencing delay and service time. It is no surprise that this is the simplest model to 

analyze. 

In spite of its simplicity, this model is applicable when there are infinite disjoint paths 

between the source and the destination and the times taken by the customers to go from the 

source and the destination are independent and identically distributed. This model is also 

important because the expected value of resequencing delay for the finitely many server 

model is bounded above by that of the infinitely many server model. Also, the expected 

value of total delay for the finitely many server model is bounded below by that of the 

infinitely many server model. As we will see, often computation of the mean delays for a 

finitely many server model is quite complicated. In those cases, using the infinitely many 

server model we can quickly compute useful bounds on mean delays. These bounds are use

ful in the sense that they help in feasibility studies. That is they can indicate whether the 

mean total delay can be kept below a specified value with a finitely many server model. 

If the sequences {Ak} are independent, and identically and exponentially distributed, the 

interarrival sequence is called the Poisson process. The queueing system is then called the 

M/G/oo queueing system. 

In addition, if the sequences {Dk } are independent, and identically and exponentially 

distributed, the queueing system is called the M/M/oo queueing system. 

For the MIM/oo composite server model, we have obtained relatively simple and easily 

interpreted expressions for the mean resequencing delay and mean total delay. This model 

was analyzed before [1, 10]. But the relationship of the me~n r.;;sequencing delay and mean 

total delay with the entire exponential integral (Appendix 1, Section 7.3) was not known 

before. The relationships derived here provides insight into the behavior of the mean delays. 
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Previously, Harms and Plateau [5] present results for resequencing delay for the 

MIGloo composite server model. We have presented extensive analysis for specific models to 

study the behavior of performance metrics with variations of system load. Our analysis pro

vides clear insight into the dependence of the mean resequencing delay and mean total delay 

on the system load parameters such as arrival rate, mean service time and variance of service 

time. The methodology followed by us has three steps. In step 1, we determine the rese

quencing delay and total delay, conditioned on the number of customers found on arrival. In 

step 2, we determine the probability distribution of the number of customers found on arrival. 

In step 3, we remove the conditioning on the number of customers found on arrival to obtain 

the resequencing delay and total delay. The resulting (complicated) formulas are interpreted 

using asymptotic approximation or bounding techniques. 

In Section 2.1.1, we show the following results for the MIMloo composite server model. 

Here I/J.l is the mean service time of a customer. A. is the arrival rate of customers. The 

quantity p = 1..1 J.l is the mean service time demanded by customers per unit of time and is 

called the traffic intensity. 'Y is Euler's constant, and Ein(x) is the entire exponential integral 

(Appendix 1). 

1 1 - e-P e-I'X 

R(x)= P e-~x x~O 

E[R] = -1 Ein(p) + -1 (1- e-P) _-1 
J.l A. J.l 

1 'Y 1 1 
E[R] = - In p + - + - - - + O(e-P) 

J.l J.l A. J.l 

x~O 

E[T] = -1 Ein(p) + -1 (1- e-P) 
J.l A. 

E[T] = -1 lnp + .1. + -1 + O(e-P) 
J.l J.l A. 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.9) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The above results can be interpreted in the following way. For the MIMloo composite server 

model for large values of traffic intensity p = A/J.l, if the mean service time I/J.l is increased 
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keeping the arrival rate A. fixed, then the mean resequencing delay and mean total delay 

increase asymptotically in proportion to (11 J.l) In(1I J.l). For large values of p, if the arrival 

rate A. is increased keeping the mean service time 1IJ.l fixed, then the mean resequencing 

delay and mean total delay vary in proportion to In A.. Thus the mean resequencing delay and 

mean total delay depend more sensitively on the mean service time 1/J.l than on arrival rate 

A.. 

Since with the MIMloo composite server model, we cannot isolate the effect of variabil-

ity in service time upon the behavior of the mean resequencing delay and mean total delay, 

we next model the service time as K-stage hyperexponential distribution with density 

Laj J.lje- IliX This composite server model is called the MIHKloo composite server m?del. In 

Section 2.1.2 we show that for the MIHKloo composite server model the distribution of the 

total delay is given by 

K a· K 
T(x) = exp( - A. L ---1..e-~Jx) L aj(1- e-~Jx) x ~ O. (2.22) 

j = I J.lj j = I 
We derive an expression for the conditional resequencing delay distribution and show how to 

remove the condition. In order to obtain a numerically satisfactory method to compute the mean 

delays, we developed the following recurrence to compute E[max(i lo i2, ... , iK)], the mean 

of the maximum of a set of i I exponential random variables of mean 1 I Ill, i 2 exponential 

random variables of mean 1IJ.l2 etc. 

E[max(i I, i2, ... , iK)] = [ f Ilmimj-I{1 + f Ilnin E[max(i 10 i2, ... , in - 1, ... , iK)]} 
m=1 n=1 

E[max(O, 0, ... , im = 1, ... , 0)] = _1_ . 
Ilm 

(2.27) 

The above recurrence is important in its own right. We have used this recurrence to 

compute the mean resequencing delay and mean total delay for the MIHKloo composite 

server model. 
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In Section 2.1.3 we plot the mean resequencing delay for the MIH2/°o and MIH3/°o 

composite server model versus the square of the coefficient of variation of service time, 

keeping the arrival rate and the mean service time fixed. We find that the mean resequencing 

delay varies almost perfectly linearly with the square of the coefficient of variation. We then 

present an asymptotic bound analysis to explain this regular behavior for the MIH2/oo com

posite server model. We obtain the following lower bound on the mean resequencing delay. 

alA. 
I-exp(--) 

1 . (alA.) ____ Il_l _ _ al -1. 
L=-Em- + 

III III A. III 

(2.39) 

An asymptotic analysis of this bound shows that it varies linearly with the square of the 

coefficient of variation, if the arrival rate and the mean service time is kept fixed, for large 

values of the coefficient of variation. 

We also derive an expression that is an upper bound on E[R] - L: 

(2.41) 

The significance of D is that it is an upper bound on the error if E[R] is approximated by L. 

An asymptotic analysis shows that this error bound is independent of the coefficient of varia

tion and grows logarithmically with arrival rate A., for large values of the coefficient of varia

tion. 

In Section 2.2 we considered the GIMloo composite server model. For the GIMloo 

queueing system the state distribution from the arriving customer's point of view is given by 

[24] 

Pn = r~} _l)r-n [~JKr 
r A.(jll) 

where Kr= n . 
j=l I-A (j Il) 

and Ko = 1. 

Here A • (s) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the distribution function of the interarrival 
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time distribution A (x), and I/J.l is the mean service time. 

The distribution and mean of the resequencing delay, and of total delay are given by 

00 1_(1_e-Jlx)n+l 
R(x)= LPn ( 1) -JlX 

n=O n+ e 

1 00 1 
E[R]=- LPnHn+l--

J.l n=O J.l 
00 

T(x) = L Pn[l- e-J.1x]n + 1 
n=O 

1 00 

E[T] = - LPn Hn+l . 
J.ln=o 

n 
Here Hn is the hannonic sum defined as Hn = L Iii. 

i = 1 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

Bounds can be used to estimate the growth of expected perfonnance figures, and are 

frequently simpler than exact expressions. We find the following upper bound on the mean 

resequencing delay and mean total delay. 

1 1 
E[R]:::; -HE[N)+l --

J.l J.l 
(2.47) 

1 
E[T]:::; -HE[N)+l . 

J.l 
(2.48) 

Since Hx -lnx + ,,(, x ~ 00, the above bound implies that the growth of E[R] and 

E[T] are no faster than logarithmic in E[N], the expected number of customers in the sys

tem. In the MIMloo case, where E[N] = p, these bounds approach the asymptotes given in 

(2.9) and (2.13) for MIMloo as p ~ 00. 

Finally in Section 2.3 we present an application of the analytical models. We compare 

two strategies for packet resequencing to implement virtual circuits in computer networks and 

show that one is superior to the other. 

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we consider a subclass of the much more complex GIGlm 

model. The basic difference between this model and the model in Chapter 2 is that the com

posite server consists of finitely many parallel servers. The number of servers is denoted by 
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m. This model is applicable when there are only a few paths between the source and the 

destination and the time taken by the customers in going from the source to the destination 

are independent and identically distributed. Here there are significant queueing delays (wait

ing time) within the composite server in addition to the resequencing delay. The service time 

of a customer is denoted by B. The delay D in the composite server consists of waiting time 

W, and the service time B, D = W + B. The total delay is T = W + B + R. The system 

attains equilibrium if A E[B] < m [12]. Varma [29, Theorem 2.5.5] presents a fundamental 

and non-obvious property of this model: as the number of servers m is increased, the total 

delay T is monotonically decreasing. Thus, results on the value of T for GIG/co systems can 

be used as a lower bound on the value of T for GIGlm systems. 

In Chapter 3 we present GIGlm models that are analytically tractable. More complex 

GIGlm models, for which we develop numerical methods, are presented in Chapter 4. 

In Section 3.1 we present the distribution and mean of resequencing delay, and of total 

delay for the MIMlm composite server model. The distribution and mean of the resequencing 

delay for the MIMlm composite server model has appeared before in [1] and [3]. We have 

included them here for the sake of completeness. However, the distribution and mean of total 

delay, for this model, presented in Section 3.1 is new. 

Several other papers [9, 16, 31] have appeared in the literature that considered variants 

of the MIMlm composite server model. In [16] Luke Lien has developed an analytical 

method to compute the mean total delay for a composite server modeled as the MIMI2 

queueing system with the two servers having different capacities. In [31], Yum and Ngai 

have presented a numerical method to compute the resequencing delay distribution for a 

composite server modeled as the MIMlm queueing system with servers having different 

capacities. In [9] lliadis and Lien developed an analytical method to compute the resequenc

ing delay distribution for a composite server modeled as the MIMI2 queueing system with 

the two servers having different capacities and a "threshold-type" server scheduling strategy. 
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For the M/M/m queueing system the equilibrium probability that the system is in state 

n is given by [13] 

P 
_em! 1 

n - n! (mp)m-n 
forn <m. 

Pn = e pn-m for n ~m. 

[
1

m
-

1
m! 1 1-1 

where e=Pm = -1- + L -k' )m-k p k=O • (m p 

A. and p=-- < 1. 
mJ.l 

The distribution and mean of the resequencing delay, and of the total delay are given in 

tenns of the above quantities by 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

x ~ 0(3.5) 

We also show the following upper bound for the mean resequencing delay. 

1 I 
E[R]:::;; Hmin(E[NJ+ I, m) -; • (3.7) 

This upper bound can be interpreted in the following way. For light load, the growth of E[R] 

is logarithmic in the expected number of customers in the system, E[N]. For heavy load, 

E[R] is upper bounded by (Hm - I)/J.l. That is, irrespective of the load the mean resequenc

ing delay is never greater than (Hm - 1)/J.l. This upper bound grows logarithmically with the 

number of servers m. 

In Section 3.2 we generalize the interarrival time distribution beyond the exponential 

M. It is well-known [24] that the equilibrium probability of the G/M/m queueing system 



being in state n is given by 

if 0:::; n:::;m-l 

n':2m 

where a is the unique root of the nonlinear equation 

x =A *(m J.L-m J.Lx) 

in 0 < x < I, and the other parameters are given by 

We show that R and T are given by 

m - j -.mA (jJ.L) * ]-1 
m-j -ma 

1 {e e m-l } 
E[T]=- 2 + +-I--Hm+ L Pn H n+l 

J.L m (1-a) -a n=O 

T(x) = m~IPn(l_e-J.LX)n+l+ i [r:zj(-li em . e-;JlX_e-JLxm(l-a~ 
n=O ;=0 l m(l-a)-l J 
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(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

x ':2 O. (3.11) 

As in the case of Poisson arrival, we show the following upper bound for the mean 

resequencing delay. 

1 1 
E[R]:::; ~ Hmin(E[N] + I, m) - ~ • (3.12) 

So for light load, the growth of E[R] is logarithmic in the expected number of customers in 

the system, E[N]. For heavy load, E[R] is upper bounded by (Hm - l)/J.L. That is, irrespec

tive of the load (as long as it is subcritical) the mean resequencing delay is never greater 
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than (Hm - 1)/1l. This upper bound grows logarithmically with the number of servers m. 

In Chapter 4 we consider service time distributions more general than the exponential 

distribution. In Section 4.1 we consider the M 1 H 21 m composite server. It is difficult to 

obtain closed form expressions for resequencing and total delay for this model. So we 

develop numerical methods to compute resequencing and total delay. To simplify the prob

lem we have divided the computation of resequencing and total delay into three distinct 

parts. Part 1 consists of computation of conditional resequencing delay conditioned on the 

number and type of customers found by a tagged customer when he goes into service. In part 

2, we develop a method to describe the changes in server state during the time the tagged 

customer waits in the queue. In part 3, we develop a numerical method to compute the 

equilibrium state distribution of the M 1 H 21 m queueing system. This approach is necessary as 

the server state at the time of arrival of a customer in the system is possibly different from 

the server state when he goes to service. The delays are evaluated by conditioning on the 

system (or server) state at these two points in time, and then removing the conditions. 

It is necessary to say a few words here about the importance of the numerical method 

developed here to compute the eqUilibrium state distribution of the MIH21m queueing sys

tem (and again of the MIHypo21m queueing system in Section 4.2). The two multi server 

queueing systems for which solutions are readily available in almost every text book on 

queueing systems are the MIMlm queueing system and the GIMlm queueing system (we 

have used these solutions above). Because of the rapid development of parallel and distri

buted systems in recent years, there is a need for multi server queueing system models that 

allow more general service times than the exponential distribution. The models of parallel 

and distributed systems that appear in the literature [26, 27] almost always use the MIMlm 

queueing system model - partly because solutions of the state distribution of multi server 

queueing systems with general service time distribution are not readily available. The basic 

principles for development of numerical methods for computation of equilibrium distribution 

of a class of general multi server queueing systems are laid out in Marcel Neuts' book [18]. 
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But, there are some features of specific multi server queueing systems which may be exploited 

to obtain computationally efficient solutions. For example, for the MIH21m queueing system, 

if one tries to write a computer program simply following the basic principles in [18], the 

solutions would require operations on matrices of size 0 (m 2 ), where m is the number of 

servers. Exploitation of the structure of the transition probability matrix of special multiserver 

queueing systems can sometimes lead to numerical methods that employ only operations on 

matrices of size 0 (m). More importantly, after careful examination of the transition probabil

ity matrix of the embedded Markov chain of the MIH21m queueing system, we discovered 

that the transition probability matrix can be decomposed into submatrices that are products of 

three sets of elementary matrices denoted by Ako Ck and Dk. The notations for these matrices 

should not be confused with the arrival sequence, customer sequence and delay sequence. 

There are just 3 m such elementary matrices each of size 0 (m). There are particular proba

bilistic interpretations of the elementary matrices. The dynamics of the M 1 H 21 m queueing 

system can be completely explained with these matrices. We have also extended the method 

to the MIHypo21m queueing system in Section 4.2. There we discovered that the submatrices 

of the transition probability matrix are products of four sets of elementary matrices. 

The MIH21m and the MIHypo21m are two simple but powerful models. They retain 

the simplicity of the MIMlm queueing system to some extent, yet allow modeling of service 

times with coefficient of variation respectively greater than 1 and less than 1. The author 

believes that the development of the relatively simple numerical method for computing the 

eqUilibrium state probabilities for the MIH21m queueing system and MIHypo21m queueing 

system is a major contribution of this dissertation. 

In Section 4.2 we develop a numerical method to compute the mean resequencing delay 

and mean total delay for the MIHypo21m composite server model. In Section 4.3 we intro

duce the concept of delay curves. These curves can be used to determine the number of 

parallel links necessary to keep the mean total delay below a specified value. In Section 4.4 

we outline how to generalize our numerical methods for more general service time 
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distributions that consist of series and parallel connections of exponential seIVers. 

In Chapter 5 we concentrate on a composite seIVer consisting of a network of queueing 

systems. We explain the "system time dependency problem" in such models. Then we for

mulate and solve an optimization problem. We consider two disjoint parallel paths from the 

source to the destination. Each path is modeled as a sequence of M / M /1 queues. A customer 

takes one of the two paths depending on the outcome of a Bernoulli trial. We develop a 

numerical method to compute the mean total delay for this model. Thus, we can determine 

the optimum probability of success of the Bernoulli trial to minimize the mean total delay. 

As part of the solution to this system, we develop a recurrence to compute the largest of two 

(not necessarily identical) hypoexponential random variables. 

In Chapter 6 we conclude the dissertation with a discussion of open problems. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE G/G/oo COMPOSITE SERVER 

We first consider the case in which the sequence {Ak} consists of independent and 

identically distributed random variables, the sequence {Dk } consists of independent and 

identically distributed random variables, and the sequences {Ak} and {Dk} of random vari

ables are mutually independent. The sequences {Ak } and {Dk } detennines a GIG/oo queueing 

system. That is, the independence assumptions made here imply that the composite server 

consists of infinitely many parallel servers (Fig. 2.1). Since the number of servers is 

unbounded, the time spent by a customer in the composite server does not include a waiting 

r-

I 
L_ 

-, 

I 
--1 

Infinitely Many Resequencing 

Parallel Servers Buffer 

Figure 2.1 The G/G/oo composite server model. In this chapter we consider a composite server 
(enclosed by dashed lines) consisting of infinitely many parallel servers. The delay D" suffered by 
customer C" equals his service time B". In addition customer C" suffers a resequencing delay R". 
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time. The delay Dk is the service time Bk of customer Ck. Let us consider the interdepen

dence of the random variables in the right hand side of the Basic Recurrence for Resequenc

ing delay (1.8). Under our assumptions D k, Dk + 1 and Ak + 1 are independent. From (1.3) and 

(1.4) we fmd that Rk is independent of Dk+ 1 and Ak+l' Also, it is clear from (1.3) and (1.4) 

that Rk depends on Dk. Next, let us consider the interdependence of the random variables Tko 

Ak + I, and Dk + 1 appearing in the right hand side of the Basic Recurrence for Total delay 

(1.10). By our assumption Ak + 1 is independent of Dk + 1. By (1.3), (1.4) and (1.9) Tk is 

independent of Ak + 1 and Dk + 1 leading to a technically simpler recurrence for the total 

delay. We will see below that as a result of this distribution of total delay is often simpler 

than the distribution of resequencing delay. Also we will see below that the distribution of 

total delay is easier to obtain. 

Let A (t) be the distribution function of interarrival times {Ak}, A *(s) be the Laplace

Stieltjes transfonn of A (t), A.. = l/E[A] be the arrival rate, and Ca be the coefficient of varia

tion of the interarrival time distribution. The composite server consists of infinitely many 

equal capacity parallel servers. Each customer is served immediately upon arrival by one of 

the parallel servers. Let B(x) be the distribution function of service times {Bk }. The service 

times are independent. The delay Dk suffered by customer Ck in the composite server is 

equal to his service time Bk. Let B\s) be the Laplace-Stieltjes transfonn of B(x), and Cb be 

the coefficient of variation of the service time distribution. The traffic intensity p = A.. E[B] 

represents the service demand on the system per unit of time. Because there are sufficient 

servers for any new arrival, the system remains in equilibrium for any finite value of p [12]. 

In eqUilibrium the resequencing delay of a customer is denoted by R, and his total delay is 

denoted by T. The distribution function of resequencing delay is denoted by R (x). and the 

distribution function of total delay is denoted by T(x). 

We derive the distribution of resequencing delay and the distribution of total delay in 

eqUilibrium for several models of the arrival process and service time. Also, we derive 

expressions for the expected values of resequencing delay and total delay, and study their 
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dependence on system parameters. In Section 2.1.1 we consider the M I M 100 composite 

server model. In Section 2.1.2 we consider the MIHKloo composite server model. In Section 

2.1.3 we present an asymptotic bound analysis for the mean resequencing delay of the 

MIH 2 /°o composite server model. In Section 2.2 we consider the GIMloo composite server 

model. In Section 2.3 we present an application of our models to compare two strategies for 

resequencing in computer networks. 

In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we will consider a model of the composite server consisting 

of finitely many parallel servers. Some customers then would have to wait for availability of 

servers. There we will see that this complicates computation of resequencing delay and total 

delay. 

2.1. Poisson Arrival of Customers 

The first interarrival time distribution we consider is the exponential distribution: 

A(t)= l-e-'A.I t ~O . (2.1) 

The interarrival sequence {Ak} gives rise to a Poisson arrival process. The mean interarrival 

time is E[A] = VA. The coefficient of variation Co is 1. We consider two service time distri

butions in the following. 

2.1.1 Exponential Service Time 

The service time distribution we consider in this section is the exponential service time 

distribution: 

B(x) = 1 - e-JLx x~O . (2.2) 

The mean service time E[B] is 1/J.l. the coefficient of variation of service time Cb is 1. 
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The composite seIVer is immediately recognized as an MIMloo queueing system. We 

define the state of the system as the number of customers in the system. Let us assume that 

the system is in equilibrium, and consider a tagged customer X. The equilibrium probability 

that arriving customer X would find the system in state n is given by [13] 

I Pn = e-P - pn n ~ 0 
n! 

A. 
P="j! . where 

Let Z 1, Z2, ... ,Zn be the remaining seIVice time of the n customers found by X at 

arrival. By the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, each of Z/, 1 ~ I ~ n, is 

exponentially distributed with mean VI!. Let us denote the seIVice time of X by B. By our 

assumption B is exponentially distributed with mean 1/1!. By (1.12) the conditional rese

quencing delay of X conditioned on the system state at the time of arrival of X is given by 

R I state = n 

=max(Zlo Z2,'" ,Zn' B) -B . (2.3) 

The distribution of the expression on the right hand side can be easily derived by conditioning 

onB 

P[max(Zl, Z2, ... ,Zn' B) -B ::;;x] 

= f[1- e-~(x+y)]n I! e-~Ydy 
o 

Substituting r for B (x + y) = 1 - e-Jl(x + Y), we have 

P[max(Zl, Z2, ... ,Zn, B)-B ~x] 

1 

= e~x f rndr 
B(x) 

= 1_(1_e-~x)n+l 
(n + 1) e-~x 
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Removing the condition on the system state, the distribution of R is found to be 

= ~ e-P eJ.Lx [ eP - eP (l-e-I"j 
1 l-e-pe-I" 

p e-J.Lx 
X~O. (2.4) 

The mean resequencing delay can be obtained from the above distribution. However, 

there is a simpler direct derivation for the mean resequencing delay. Taking expectations on 

both sides of (2.3), we have 

1 
E[R I state = n] = E[max(Zl, Z2, . .. ,Zn, B)] - - . 

J.l 
The first tenn on the right hand side is the expected value of the largest of n + 1 independent 

and identically distributed exponential random variable of mean 1IJ.l. From [26, p. 218] 

1 
E[max(Zl, Z2, . .. ,Zn' B)] = - Hn+l 

J.l 
n 

where Hn = L 11k is the Hannonic sum. Hence 
k=l 

1 1 
E[R I state=n]=-Hn+l--· 

J.l J.l 
Removing the condition on the number of customers found by X on arrival we have 

1 co 1 
E[R]=- LPnHn+l--

J.l n =0 J.l 

1 ; _P 1 nn 1 =- LJ e -p n+l--
J.l n=O n! J.l 

Since Hn+l = Hn + _1-1 and Ho = 0, we have 
n+ 
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1 00 1 1 00 1 n 1 
E[R] = - L e-P -, pn Hn + - L e-P , p --

J.l n=l n. J.l n=O (n + 1). J.l 

By (A.4) in Section 7.3 in Appendix 1, we have 

(2.5) 

where Ein(x) is the entire exponential integral [22] defined in Section 7.3, Appendix 1. For 

large x, Ein(x) can be approximated as [22] 

-x 
Ein(x) = lox + 1+ O(_e_) 

x 
where 1= 0.5772156649 is Euler's constant. Hence 

1 .1.. 1 1 E[R] = -lop+ +---+O(e-P) 
J.l J.l A J.l 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The rapid decay of the error tenn indicates that (2.9) is an excellent numerical approximation 

even for small p. 

Since p = A/J.l, for large values of p, E[R] can be written as 

111 1 
E[R] - -lnA+-+-(1o-+1-1). 

J.l A J.l J.l 
(2.8) 

So, for large values of p if we increase the arrival rate A keeping the mean service time 

1/ J.l fixed, the mean resequencing delay E[R] increases in proportion to 10 A. The above 

expression can also be rewritten as 

1 1 1 1 
E[R] - -In- + -(loA+1-1)+ -. 

J.l J.l J.l A 
(2.9) 

So, for large values of p if we increase 1/J.l keeping A fixed, E[R] increases in proportion to 

1/J.l1o 1/J.l. Thus, E[R] depends more sensitively on mean service time I/J.l than on arrival 

rate A. 

By (1.13) the conditional total delay of X conditioned on the system state at the time of 

arrival of X is given by 

T I state = n 

=max(Zl, Z2, ... ,Zn, B). (2.10) 
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The distribution of the expression in the right hand side is 

P[max(Zl, Z2, •.. ,Zn' B)~x] =[l_e-l1.%]n+l . 

Removing the condition on the system state, the distribution of the total delay of X is 

00 

T(x)= ~Pn[1-e-l1.%]n+l 
n=O 

x~O. (2.11) 

Adding E[B] = III! to E[R], we have from (2.5) 

E[T] = ~ Ein (p) + ~ (1 - e-P) . (2.12) 

Also, for large values of p, we have 

1 'V 1 
E[T] = -lop + -L. + - + O(e-P) 

I! I! A. 
(2.13) 

The dependence of E[T] on III! and A. for large values of p is similar to that of E[R] 

as discussed above. 

In the above we obtained relatively simple. closed-form analytic expressions for the dis

tribution and expectations of Rand T for the composite server modeled as an MIMloo queue. 

Of course this is the simplest possible composite server model. We will see in the sections to 

follow that for more complex models of the composite server it is difficult to obtain closed

form analytic expressions for the distribution and expectations of R and T. Thus we will 

soon have to resort to numerical techniques. 
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2.1.2. Hyperexponential Service Time 

Consider the case that the service time is a K-stage hyperexponential distribution Hko 

with distribution function 

K 
B (x) = 1: (Xj (1 - exp(-J.ljx» 

j=l 

K 
1: (Xj = 1, (Xj ~ O. (2.14) 
j=l 

The composite server is recognized as the MIHKlco queueing system. The service time 

distribution does not exhibit the memoryless property, and the service time B of the tagged 

packet X has a different distribution from the remaining service times Zit Z2, ... ,Zn and 

the remaining service times are not identically distributed. This makes determination of the 

resequencing delay difficult. To simplify the problem we will use the following standard 

interpretation of the hyperexponential distribution. We will consider the K-stage hyperex

ponential distribution as a mixture of K exponential distributions. A customer has an 

exponentially distributed service time of mean I/J.li with probability (Xi. Such a customer is 

called a type-i customer. We define the composite server to be in state (i 1 , i2 , .. , iK) if it 

has in service a total of i 1 type-I customers, i2 type-2 customers, ... , iK type-K custo

mers. A system with an infinite number of servers, with Poisson arrival rate A, and with a 

K-stage hypcrexponential service distribution can be thought of as K parallel and independent 

MIMlco systems, the jth system (1 :5 j :5 K) having an arrival rate (XjA and service rate J.lj. 

The state distribution for the jth system is given by [13] 

(X'A 
provided -" - < co. 

J.lj 

Since the K systems are independent, their joint distribution is given by 
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The probability that the composite server is in state (i 1 • i 2 •••• iK) is given by the 

above two expressions. 

[ 
K A<Xnl K { 1 [ A<xml ;ot} P[il ,i2 , ••• iKl = exp - ~ -- IT -. -, --

n = 1 Iln m = 1 1m· Ilm 
(2.15) 

. A<Xm 
provided -- < 00, 1 S m S K. 

Ilm 

We denote by R (x) I state = (i 1> i2, ...• iK), type = j the distribution of conditional 

resequencing delay of X conditioned on the system state at the arrival time of X. and on the 

type of X. Its conditional total delay distribution is denoted by 

T(x) I state = (i 1, i2 • ...• iK). type = j. 

By removing the condition on the type of X we have 

K 
R(x) I state=(il ,i2 •.. , iK) = ~<Xj (R(x) I state=(il • i2,'" iK). type=j} (2.16) 

j=l 

K 
T(x) I state=(il ,i2 •.. , iK) = ~<Xj (T(x) I state=(il ,i2,'" iK), type=j}. 

j=l 

By removing the conditioning on the system state at the time of arrival of X. we can 

find the distribution of resequencing and total delay. 

00 00 

R(x) = ~ ~ ... L P[il. i2 ..... iK]{R(x) I state=(il • i 2 , ... iK)}. (2.17) 
;. =0 ;2=0 ;/C=O 

T(x) = L L ... L P[il. i2, ...• iKl (T(x) I state=(il, i2, .. , iK)}. 
;. =0;2 =0 ;/C=O 

The distribution of conditional resequencing delay of X conditioned on the system state 

and on the type of X can be obtained as follows. Let Z7, ... ,Z7., 1 S n S K, be the 

remaining service times of the customers of type-n when X enters service. So by (1.12) the 

conditional resequencing delay of X is given by 

R I state = (i 1 • i 2 ••• , iK). type = j (2.18) 

- max(ZII ... Z! Z21 ••• Z~ ... ZK1 ... Z~ B)-B 
- " '. t' "2' , , "IC' • 



The distribution of the conditional resequencing delay of X is given by 

R(x) I state=(il ,i2, .. , iK), type=j 

-P[max(ZI ... ZJ Z21 ••• Z?- ... ZK1 ••• Z~ B)-B ~x] - 1" '1" "2' , , "K' 

00 

-JP[max(ZI. Zl Z2 ... Z?- ... ZK ••• Z~ y)~x+y]lI·e-IlJYdy - 1> ", ii' 1> '12' ,I , 'I/C' t"'J 
o 
00 

= J[l-e-!lI(X+Y)]i l [1_ e"i12(x+Y)i2 ••• [1_e-!l/C(x+y)]i/C J.!.je-!lJYdy 
o 
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(2.19) 

Using (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) and (2.19) we can obtain the distribution of resequencing 

delay of X. 

By (1.13) the conditional total delay of X is given by 

T I state=(il, i2, .. , iK), type=j (2.20) 

- max(ZI ... ZJ Z2 ... Z?- .. , ZK '" Z~ B) - I" II' I' '12' ,I , 'I/C' • 

The distribution of conditional total delay of X conditioned on the system state and on 

the type of X can be obtained as follows. 

T(x) I state=(il ,i2 , •• , iK ), type=j 

- P[max(ZII ... ZJ Z21 '" Z?- .. , ZK1 ... Z~ B) ~x] - " '1" "2' , , "K' 

=[I_e-!llx]il ••• [1_e-!lJ- l x]iJ-1 [1_e-llr]iJ+I 

x[1 - e -!lJtlx]iJtl .,. [1 - e -Jl/Cx]i/C 

Using (2.15), (2.16) (2.17) and (2.21) we have 

x~O. 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 
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We can compute the mean resequencing delay and mean total delay from the above dis

tributions. However. there is another method which is numerically more satisfactory. and 

which can be used to calculate expected delays in more complicated systems in the sequel. 

Below we describe this method. 

Taking expectations on both sides of (2.20) we have 

E[T I state=(il. i2.'" iK). type=j] (2.23) 

- E[max(ZI ... ZI Z2 ... Z?- ... ZK1 ••• Z~ B)] - 1" i., 1, "2' , , "K' • 

Let us consider a set S 1 of i 1 exponential random variables of mean 1/ Ill. a set S 2 of i 2 

exponential random variables of mean 1/ J.l2 etc. All random variables are assumed indepen

dent. Let max (i It i 2. . . • iK) represent the largest and min (i It i 2. . . • iK) represent the 

smallest of these random variables. That is. 

max(i 1. i2 • ..• iK) = max{z I Z E .(.; Si} 
1=1 

and 

min (i It i 2 • .. • iK) = min{z I Z E .(.; SI} . 
1=1 

Using this notation (2.23) can be written as 

E[T I state = (i 1 • i 2 •.•• iK) I type = j] 

(2.24) 

To compute the mean conditional total delay of X we now develop a recurrence to 

compute the right hand side of (2.24). 

Clearly. 

E[max(il. i2 • ...• iK)] = E[min(i lt i2 • ...• iK)] 

+ E[max(il. i2 •. '" iK)-min(i l • i2 • ...• iK)]' (2.25) 

Denoting min (i 1. i 2. . . . • iK) by Z. we see that the second term on the right hand side 

of (2.25) can be written as 



Now 

P[Z - z > z I Z > z. z = z] 

= P[Z > z + z I Z > z] 
=P[z > z] 

so 

by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution. Hence the amount Z - Z by which 

each of the random variables exceeds the minimum (2) has the same distribution as that of 

the random variable Z. Also. we can discard Z - Z from the right hand side of (2.26) as it is 

identically zero. (Z is a member of USj.) Hence the second term on the right hand side of 

(2.25) can be written as E[max (i 1 - 1. i 2 ••••• ik)] if the variable Z corresponding to the 

minimum belonged to set S I. Extending this idea. we can write the following recurrence for 

E[max(il. i 2 • ...• iK)]: 

-+ P[Z E Stl E[max(i l -1. i2 • ...• iK)] 

+ P[Z E S2] E[max(i 10 i2 - 1 •...• iK)] 

+ ... 
-+ P[Z E SK] E[max(i lo i 2 •...• iK-l)]. 

K 
Now min(il. i 2 • ...• iK) is exponentially distributed with parameter L Jlmim [26. p. 153]. 

m= 1 

Hence 

E[min(il' i2 •...• iK)] = K 1 

L Jlmim 
m= 1 

It is an easy calculation that [26. p. 236] 

- Jlnin 
P[Z E Sn] = ---=-=K--

L Jlmim 
m= 1 
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Hence we have 

E[max(ilt i2, ... , iK)] = [f ~mimJ-l{l + f ~nin E[max(i} , i2' ... , in -1, ... , iKJ 
m=l n=l J 

E[max(O, 0, ... , im =1, .. , 0)] = _1_ . (2.27) 
~m 

Using the above recurrence we can compute the mean total delay for M I Hkloo compo-

site server. Subtracting the mean service time E[B] from the mean total delay E[T], we get 

the mean resequencing delay. This recurrence method is used in Section 2.1.3 to compute the 

mean resequencing delay. 

2.1.3. Dependence of Resequencing Delay on Variance of Service Time 

With the MIMloo composite server we could (and did) study the dependence of the 

mean resequencing delay on the mean service time, and on the arrival rate (see Section 

2.1.1). However, the exponential service time distribution being a single parameter distribu

tion, once the mean of the exponential distribution is chosen, the extent of variation in ser

vice time is fixed (the coefficient of variation is 1). Thus, we cannot study the relationship 

between the mean resequencing delay and variations in service time with an exponential ser-

vice time distribution. 

The hyperexponential service time distribution can have different variations for the 

same mean. With an appropriate choice of parameters the coefficient of variation of the 

hyperexponential distribution (a measure of variability of service time) can assume any value 

above one. In this section we study the relationship between the mean resequencing delay 

and variations in the service time distribution using the M IHKloo composite server model. In 

Section 2.1.3.1 we consider a two-stage (K = 2) hyperexponential service time distribution, 

and in Section 2.1.3.2 we give an asymptotic bound analysis to explain the relationship 

between the mean resequencing delay and the squared coefficient of variation of the two-
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stage hyperexponential service distribution. In Section 2.1.3.3 we consider a three-stage 

(K = 3) hyperexponential service time distribution. 

2.1.3.1. Two-stage hyperexponential service time distribution 

The mean (E[B]) and the squared coefficient of variation (C~) of the two-stage 

hyperexponential distribution are given by 

al al 
E[B]=-+- , 

J.ll J.l2 
(2.28) 

and 

(2.29) 

where al = 1 - al . 

For normalization, we take 1/J.l2 = 1 sec/customer. In the two-stage hyperexponential distri-

bution we must have J.ll ¢ J.l2' Using (2.28) and (2.29) with the normalization assumption, 

routine algebra shows that 

2(E[B] _1)2 a - -=--,,--=",'--''--~---

1 - (C~ + I)E2[B] - 4E[B] + 2 
(2.30) 

and 

1 (C~ + I)E2 [B] - 2E[B] 
-J.l-l = 2(E[B] -1) sec/customer. (2.31) 

For given values of E[B] and C~ we can compute 1/ J.ll and al from the above expres

sions (l/J.l2 = 1). Using these values we can compute the mean resequencing delay using the 

results in Section 2.1.2 and the recurrence (2.27). In Fig. 2.2 we report the results of the 

numerical algorithms based on these methods. There is no known closed form expression for 

E[R] that can be used for analytic study of its dependency on the coefficient of variation. 

We have plotted the mean resequencing delay as a function of the squared coefficient of vari

ation of the service time distribution keeping the mean E[B J constant. We kept ",ErB J, the 
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Fig. 2.2. The mean resequencing delay versus squared coefficient of variation of two-stage 
hyperexponential service time distribution. Tmffic intensity AE[B] = 1.0. 1I1lz = 1.0 second. <Xl and 
III are such that the mean and the squared coefficient of variation of service time distribution 
correspond to the values in the graph. Notice that the mean resequencing delay varies almost perfectly 
linearly with the squared coefficient of variation. With an asymptotic bound analysis, we explain this 
regular behavior. 
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traffic intensity, equal to 1.0. Fig. 2.2 indicates that the mean resequencing delay varies 

almost perfectly linearly with the squared coefficient of variation, with slope increasing with 

the mean selVice time. Detailed study of the data shows some non-linearity, especially near 

the origin. 

2.1.3.2. An Asymptotic Bound Analysis of the Mean Resequencing Delay 

In this section we give an asymptotic bound analysis to explain the almost linear depen

dence of the mean resequencing delay on the squared coefficient of variation of the two-stage 

hyperexponential distribution. 

An upper bound on the mean conditional resequencing delay of a type-l customer con

ditioned on the state of S at the arrival epoch is given by 

E[R I state = (i, j), type = 1] = E[max(i+l, j)] __ 1_ 
J.lI 

~ E[max (i+l , 0)] + E[max(O,})] __ 1_ . 
J.lI 

From [26, p. 218] 

Hence 

1 i l 1 
E[max(i I)] = - L -k . 

J.lI k= 1 

1 i+ll 1 j 1 
E[R I state = (i, j), type = 1] ~ - L -k + - L -k . 

J.lI k=2 J.l2 k=1 
(2.32) 

A lower bound on the mean conditional resequencing delay of a type-l customer condi-

tioned on the state of S at the arrival epoch is given by 

E[R I state = (i, j), type = 1] = E[max(i+l, j)] __ 1_ 
J.lI 

~ E[max(i+l, 0)] __ 1_ 
J.lI 
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1 j + I 1 

= -;:t; k~2 k . (2.33) 

An upper bound on the mean conditional resequencing delay of a type-2 customer con-

ditioned on the state of S at the arrival epoch is given by 

E[R I state = (i, j), type = 2] = E[max(i, j+l)] __ 1_ 
112 

S E[max(i, 0)] + E[max(O, j+1)] __ 1 
112 

1 j 1 1 j+ll 1 
=-L-+-L---· 

III k= I k 112 k= I k 112 

A lower bound on it is given by 

E[R I state = (i, j), type = 2] = E[max(i, j+l)] __ 1_ 
112 

~ E[max(i, 0)] __ 1 
112 

1 j 1 1 
= -;:t; k~l k - 112 • 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

An upper bound on the mean conditional resequencing delay can be obtained from 

(2.32) and (2.34) as 

{
I j + I 1 1 j I} -{ 1 j 1 1 j + I II} 

E[R I state = (i, j)] S (Xl - L - + - L - + (Xl - L - + - L - - -
III k = 2 k 112 k = I k III k = I k 112 k = I k 112 

1 (Xl 1 (Xl 
= -Hj+ -(-.- -1)+H·+I - -.--1 + (Xl , (2.36) 

III III l + 1 J J + 1 

where Hj is the hannonic sum and 1/112 = 1. A lower bound on the conditional mean rese-

quencing delay is obtained from (2.33) and (2.35) as 

E[R I state = (i, j)] ~ (XI{_I_
ji l 

k11+ (XI{_I- i k
1 _.J.J 

Illk=2 J Illk=l 1l2J 

1 i 1 (Xl 1 
=- L -+-(-.--1)-1 + (Xl 

III k = I k III l + 1 
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1 (Xl 1 
~-Hi+-(-.--I)-I. 

J.lI J.lI l + 1 
(2.37) 

Denoting our lower bound on the mean resequencing delay by L, and noting that H 0 = 0, we 

have 

00 00 1 (Xl A (Xl A [(Xl AJ i [(Xl AJj{ 1 (Xl 1 ~ L = L L -. -.-exp(--)exp(--) - - -Hi + -(-. - - 1) - 1 
i=oj=odJ! J.lI J.l2 J.lI J.l2 J.lI J.lI l+1 

00 1 (Xl A [(Xl AJ i{ 1 (Xl 1 ~ =L-. exp(--) - -Hi+-(-.--I)-1 
i = 0 d J.lI J.lI J.lI J.lI l + 1 

1 00 1 (Xl A [(Xl AJ i (Xl 00 1 (Xl A [(Xl AJ i 1 (Xl =- L-. exp(--) - Hi+-L-. exp(--) - -.--- -1. 
J.lI i = I d J.lI J.lI J.lI i =0 d J.lI J.lI l + 1 J.lI 

The second term on the right hand side of (2.38) is easily seen to be 

(Xl 00 1 (Xl A [(Xl AJ i 1 - L -exp(--) - -
J.lI i = 0 i! J.lI J.lI i + 1 

= ~ {t-exp(-~>}. 
By (2.7) the first term on the right hand side of (2.38), can be written as 

Hence 

00 1 (Xl A [(Xl AJ i (Xl A L -. exp(--) - Hi = Ein(-) 
i = I l! J.lI J.lI J.lI 

(Xl A 
l-exp(--) 

1 (Xl A J.lI (Xl 
L = -Ein(-) + A - - - 1. 

J.lI J.lI J.lI 

By (2.28) and J.l2 = 1, 

(Xl - = (E[B] - 1) + (Xl = K + (Xl 
J.lI 

where K = E[B] - 1. And 

1 K 
-=-+1 
J.lI (Xl 

Hence by (2.39) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 
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K 1-exp[-A(K + al)] 
L = (- + 1)Ein[A(K + al)] + A - (K + al) -1 . (2.40) 

J.lI 
Now by Taylor Expansion 

Ein[AK + Aad = Ein(AK) + Ein'(AK) Aal + O(a~) 

So by (2.40) 

= Ein(AK) + 1 - exp(-AK) Aal + O(a~) 
AK 

L = (JS.... + 1)[Ein(AK) + 1 - eX~-AK) al + 0 (ar)] 
al 

1- exp[-A(K + al)] 
+ A - (K + al) - 1 . 

L=( K +1)Ein(AK)+[1-exp(-AK)]+ [1- exi(-AK)] -K-1+0(al) 
al 

Using (2.30) and (2.31) 

C2E2[B] + E2[B] - 2E[B] 
L = b Ein(A( E[B] - 1» 

2(E[B] -1) 

1 1 
+ (1 + ";\)1-exp(-A(E[B] -1» - E[B] + 0(-2) 

I'. Cb 

Since A and E[B] are fixed, we find L varies linearly with C~, for large C~. 

Naturally we are interested to know how close the lower bound L is to E[R]. To 

answer this question we detennine a bound on the difference between E[R] and L. 

Subtracting (2.37) from (2.36) we find the difference between the upper and lower 

bound on the actual conditional mean resequencing delay to be 

al 
Hj+l- -'-1 +al· 

J+ 
Removing the condition on state, we get an upper bound D on the difference E[R] - L: 

00 00 1 all. all. [alAJi [alAJj 
E[R] - L =s; D = L L -. ,-.-, exp(--) exp(--) - -

i=Oj=OI.J· J.l.1 J.l.2 J.l.1 J.l.2 
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~ 1 ~ ~ 
Now Hj+l---+CXI =Hj+------+CXI =Hj+--+CXI' 

j+l j+l j+l j+l 

Thus, 00 1 CXI A. [ CXI A.Jj{ cxI } D= !;-. exp(--) - H·+-.-+CXI 
j=oJ! 112 112 J J + 1 

- 1 -
= Ein(cxI A.) + ~(1 - exp(-cxI A.)) + CXI . (2.41) 

1 - 1 
Now we note from (2.30) as C~ ~ 00, CXI ~ 0(-2 ) and CXI ~ 1 - 0(-2 ). Hence, 

Cb Cb 

D = Ein(A.) + ~ (l-exp(-A.)) + O(~) 
II. Cb 

as C~ ~ 00. 

So, if E[R] is approximated by L the error is bounded by the above expression which is 

asymptotically independent of C~. For large A., the second term on the right hand side van-

ishes. So by (2.8) 

D -lnA.+y asA.~oo. 

That is, the bound on the error grows only logarithmically with A., and depends only on the 

arrival rate A.. 

2.1.3.3. Three-stage hyperexponential service time distribution 

To further investigate the relationship between the squared coefficient of variation and 

the mean resequencing delay, we compute the mean resequencing delay for a three-stage 

hyperexponential service time distribution. The mean and the squared coefficient of variation 

of the three-stage hyperexponential service time distribution are given by 

CXI CX2 CX3 
E[B]=-+-+-

III 112 113 
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Fig. 2.3. The mean resequencing delay versus squared coefficient of variation of three-stage 
hyperexponential service time distribution. Traffic intensity A.E[B] = 1.0. lIJl3 = 1.0 second. 
(X3 = 0.1. IlJl2 = 4.0 seconds. (XI and JlI are such that the mean and the squared coefficient of varia
tion of service time distribution correspond to the values in the graph. We again observe that the 
mean resequencing delay varies almost perfectly linearly with the squared coefficient of variation. 
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and 

where <Xl + <X2 + <X3 = 1 . 

For example take 1/J.l3 = 1 sec/customer, <X3 = 0.1 and l/J.lz = 4 sec/customer. For 

given values of E[B] and C~ we can solve the above expressions to obtain J.ll and <Xl. Once 

these values are obtained, the mean resequencing delay can be computed using the method 

described above. The mean resequencing delay thus computed has been plotted against the 

squared coefficient of variation of service time distribution (Fig. 2.3). We again find that the 

mean resequencing delay varies almost perfectly linearly with the squared coefficient of vari-

ation. 

2.2. The Total Delay for GIMloo Systems 

The MIMloo model of the composite server can be easily extended to a GIMloo model. 

The major complication is in computing the state distribution from the given interarrival dis

tribution A. For a general interarrival time distribution and an exponential service time dis

tribution, the eqUilibrium state distribution is given by [24, p. 166] 

Pn = r~ (-1 y-n[~JKr 
_ r A"(jJ.l) 

Kr - I1-~;!-L-''-
j = I 1 - A .. (j J.l) 

Ko=1. 

Following a development similar to that of Section 2.1.1, we can show that 

00 l_(1_e- ILx )n+1 
R(x)= P[R ~x] = ~ P 

£oJ n ( 1) -ILX n=O n + e 

1 00 1 
E[R]=- ~PnHn+I--

J.l n =0 J.l 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 



T(x) = peT ~ x] 

=P[Z+R ~x] 

= P[max(Z I, Z2, ... ,Zn, B) ~ x] 

00 

= LPn[1-e-~%t+l 
n=O 

E[T] = E[8] + E[R] 

1 00 

=-LPn Hn+l. 
J.l n=O 
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(2.45) 

(2.46) 

Since Hn is a concave function, by Jensen's inequality applied to concave functions, we have 

(see Appendix 1) 

L Pn Hn+l ~HE[Nl+l . 
n=O 

Hx is the harmonic sum extended to real arguments; see Appendix 1. So 

1 1 
E[R] ~ - HE[Nl+l --

J.l J.l 

1 
E[T] ~ - HE[Nl+ 1 • 

J.l 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

Since Hn grows logarithmically in n, E[R] and E[T] grows no faster than the logarithm of 

the expected number of customers E[N] in the queueing systems. 

2.3. Comparison of Two Resequencing Strategies 

In this section we apply the analytical models developed in Section 2.1.1 and Section 

2.1.2 to compare two strategies for resequencing of customers. Let us consider resequencing 

of packets in virtual circuit oriented computer networks. The network, we consider, consists 

of two nodes S and D connected by multiple parallel links. There are N virtual circuits from 

S to D. Each virtual circuit guarantees that the packets of that circuit will be delivered to the 

receiver of that circuit in the same sequence as they are sent by the sender of the circuit. 

There are two strategies to resequence the packets of the virtual circuits. These two strategies 
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Fig. 2.4. Channel level resequencing. In channel level resequencing packets belonging to various 
virtual circuits (VC) are resequenced at the destination as a single stream. 
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Packet Arrival Multiple Links Resequencing Buffers 

Fig. 2.5. Virtual circuit level resequencing. In virtual circuit level resequencing, a packet is rese
quenced only with respect to other packets belonging to the same virtual circuit. 
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were described and compared in [3] using a simple model assuming all packets in the net

work have exponential service time distribution with the same mean. In channel level rese

quencing, all the packets are assigned sequence numbers at S. The packets are resequenced at 

D according to the sequence numbers as a single stream regardless of which virtual circuit 

they belong to (Fig. 2.4). Virtual circuit level resequencing differs from channel level rese

quencing in that a packet is resequenced at D only with respect to other packets belonging to 

the same virtual circuit (Fig. 2.5). Since in channel level resequencing a packet is rese

quenced with respect to all the packets, it is clear that the mean resequencing delay would be 

higher in channel level resequencing, and the total buffer requirement in channel level rese

quencing would be higher than that in virtual circuit level resequencing. Below we compare 

the two strategies using the analytical models developed in this chapter. Our models allow us 

to compare the two strategies for different mean packet service time for different virtual cir

cuits. 

As we increase the number of links between the two nodes, the queueing delay of pack

ets decreases as there are more links available to transmit packets. However, the resequencing 

delay increases as there are more ways for packets to go out of sequence. The resequencing 

delay of a system connected by infinitely many links is an upper bound on the resequencing 

delay of systems connected by finitely many links [I, 29]. Numerical methods developed by 

us in Chapter 4 show that as the number of links are increased the mean resequencing delay 

of the finitely many links models quickly approach that of the infinitely many link model. 

This makes the infinitely many link model appropriate for our comparison. So for our study 

of comparative performance of the two resequencing strategies we consider two nodes con

nected by infinitely many links. 

We assume that there are N = 2 virtual circuits from S to D. The virtual circuits are 

called VCI and VC2• Each virtual circuit contributes a Poisson stream of packets of rate Aj 

at S. The service time (transmission time) of a packet belonging to VCj is exponentially dis

tributed with mean l/J.l.j. The arrival process at S is the superposition of 2 Poisson streams. 
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That is, the anival process is a Poisson process of rate A = Al + Az. A packet arriving at S 

belongs to VCj with probability ~j = Aj/A. 

2.3.1. Channel Level Resequencing 

In channel level resequencing, the resequencing delay of a packet depends on the 

number of packets from VCI and the number of packets from VC2 present at S at the arrival 

time of the packet. The mean resequencing delay can be detennined using the M/H2/00 

model developed in Section 2.1.2. Let us define the state of S as the pair (i, j), where i is 

the number of packets from VCI currently receiving service at S, and j is the number of 

packets from VC2 currently receiving service at S. Since there are infinitely many links, the 

arrival of packets from VCI is a Poisson process of rate AI, and the service time of packets 

from VCI is exponentially distributed with mean 1I1l1o the eqUilibrium probability that there 

are i packets from VCI at S is given by the eqUilibrium distribution of the M/M/oo queueing 

system [13] 

Al 1 [AI] i P[i] =exp[--] -;- -
III l! III 

(2.49) 

provided AI/Ill < 00. Similarly the probability that there are j packets from VC2 currently at 

S is given by 

PU] = exp[--] -. -2 Az 1 [A]j 
112 J! 112 

provided Az/1l2 < 00. 

Since packets arrive from VCI and VC2 independently, the probability that S is in state 

(i, j) is given by 

Al Az 1 1 [AI]i [Az]j P[i, j] = exp[-(- + -)] -;- -. - -
III 112 z! J ! III 112 
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Let us consider a tagged packet X belonging to VCI that arrives when the system is in 

state (i, j). Let zl, ... ,Z} be the remaining service time of the i packets belonging to VCI. 

Let Zr, ... ,ZJ be the remaining service time of the j packets belonging to VC2. Denoting 

the service time of X by z1 + I, the conditional resequencing delay of X for channel level 

resequencing is given by 

Rc I state = (i, j) 

- max(ZI ... Zl Zl I Z21 ••• Z~) _Zl I - I" I' 1+' , 'J 1+' 

Taking expectations 

E[R c I state = (i, j)] 

= E[max(ZL ... ,zl, z1 + 10 Zr, ... ,ZJ)] - I/J.lI . 

Denoting the largest of i exponential random variables of mean l/J.lI and j exponential 

random variables of mean 1/J.l2 by max(i, j), the conditional resequencing delay of X can be 

written as 

E[R c I state = (i, j)] 

= E[max(i + 1, j)] - l/J.lI 

E[max(i, j)] can be computed as a special case of Recurrence (2.27): 

E[max(i, j)] =. 1. {I + i J.lIE[max(i - 1, j] + j J.l2 E [max(i, j - I)]} 
, J.lI + J J.l2 

E[max(1, 0)] =_1 
J.lI 

1 
E[max(O, 1)] = - . 

J.l2 

Removing the conditioning on state, we get the mean resequencing delay of packets 

belonging to VCI: 

E[Rc] 

00 00 

= L L P[i, j] E[R c I state = (i, j)] . 
i=Oj=O 
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If we assume that X belongs to VC2 then the expected conditional resequencing delay 

of X is given by 

E[R c I state = (i, j)] 

= E[max(i, j + 1)] __ 1_ 
112 

Removing the conditioning on state, we get the mean resequencing delay of packets belonging 

to VC2. We can again use Recurrence (2.27) for computation of mean resequencing delay. 

2.3.2. Virtual Circuit Level Resequencing 

In virtual circuit level resequencing, the resequencing delay of a packet belonging to 

VCI depends only on the number i of type-l packets from VCI present at the time of arrival 

of the packet. So the analysis is similar to that presented in Section 2.1.1 for the MIMloo 

composite server. Let us consider a tagged packet X belonging to Vel, the probability that 

X finds i packets from VCI on arrival is given by (2.49). Let zl, ... ,z1 be the remaining 

service times of the i packets from VCI at the time of arrival of X. Denoting the service 

time of X by zl + I, the resequencing delay of X is given by 

R v I state = (i, j) 

= max(ZI, ... ,Z}, z1+ I) -zl+ I . 

Taking expectations 

E[R v I state = (i, j)] 

I I I 1 = E[max(ZI, "', Zi' Zi+I)] --
III 

1 = -(Hi + I ..:.1) . 
III 

Removing the condition on the number of packets from VCI we get the resequencing delay 

for X as: 
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00 Al 1 [All; 1 E[Ryl= :Eexp(--)-. - - (H;+I-I) 
; = 0 III t! III III 

1 Al 1 AlII = -Ein(-) - -exp(- -) + - --
III III Al III Al III 

Similarly, the mean resequencing delay of a tagged packet X from VC2 is given by: 

00 ~ 1 [~l; 1 E[Ryl= :Eexp(--)-. - -- (H;+I-I) 
; = 0 112 t! 112 112 

1.~ 1 ~ 11 = -Em(-) - -exp(- -) + - - -
112 112 A2 112 ~ 112 

2.3.3. A Numerical Example and Comparison 

To compare the two resequencing strategies, let us assume that 1/1l1 = 1.0 sec/packet, 

1/1l2 = 0.8 sec/packet, and A = 1.0 packet/sec. We compute the mean resequencing delay as 

Al (i. e. arrival rate of packets from VCl) is varied from 0.0 to 1.0 packet/sec. Note that we 

have the total arrival rate A at S is fixed. We examine the behavior of mean resequencing 

delay and average buffer size as 131 = Al lA, the fraction of long packets, is varied from 0 to 

1. 

Fig. 2.6 is a plot of the mean resequencing delay of the packets of VCl for channel 

level and virtual circuit level resequencing. We observe that the mean resequencing delay 

for virtual circuit level resequencing is significantly less than that for channel level rese

quencing. If the fraction of packets from VCl is small, the mean resequencing delay of 

packets of VCl for virtual circuit level resequencing is much less than that for channel level 

resequencing. The packets suffer more resequencing delay in channel level resequencing as 

they are also resequenced with respect to packets from VC2. However, as the fraction of 

packets from VCl increases the difference in the mean resequencing delay in the two stra

tegies decreases. 
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Fig. 2.6. Comparison of resequencing strategies for a system with two virtual circuits VC l and 
VCz. Mean service times: l/Ill = 1.0 s/packet ("long" packets), l/Ilz = 0.8 s/packet ("short" pack
ets). Total packet arrival rate is A. = 1.0 packet/so The plot is the mean resequencing delay of VCl 
versus A.l lA., the fraction of long packets. Clearly, virtual circuit level resequencing results in much 
better performance. 
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Fig. 2.7. Plot of the mean resequencing delay of VCz versus fraction of "long" packets. All 
parameters are as in Fig. 5.3. We again find that virtual circuit level resequencing is much superior to 
channel level resequencing. 
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Fig. 2.8 Plot of the average buffer size versus fraction of "long" packets. Both "short" and 
"long" packets have larger resequencing delay in channel level resequencing. Consequently, channel 
level resequencing needs more buffer. 
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Fig. 2.7 is a plot of the mean resequencing delay of the packets of VC2 for channel and 

virtual circuit level resequencing. When the fraction of packets from VCI is small, most of 

the packets are from VC2. So the mean resequencing delay of packets from VC2 is almost 

the same in the two strategies. As the fraction of packets from VC I increases, the fraction of 

packets from VC2 decreases. The mean resequencing delay in virtual circuit level resequenc

ing decreases as there are fewer packets from VC2. The mean resequencing delay in channel 

level resequencing increases as the packets are resequenced with respect to all the packets, 

and the packets from VCI are longer. 

Fig. 2.8 is a plot of average buffer size versus ~l' The curve for virtual circuit level 

resequencing is the sum of the average buffer size for VCI and VC2. Oearly for the entire 

range of values of ~l' the average buffer size in virtual circuit level resequencing is smaller 

than that in channel level resequencing. For virtual circuit level resequencing, the average 

buffer size is minimum when approximately 40% packets are from VCI and 60% packets are 

from VC2 • This is because if we move away from this operating point, i. e., if we increase 

the arrival rate of one and decrease that of the other, then the increment of mean resequenc

ing delay of one is always bigger than the decrement of the mean resequencing delay of the 

other. 

None of the curves in Fig. 2.6 - Fig. 2.8 is linear despite the appearance. 

Since the buffer requirement in virtual circuit level resequencing is smaller than that in 

channel level resequencing, for this example virtual circuit level resequencing is clearly supe

rior to channel level resequencing. 

To summarize, in this chapter we described methods to compute the distribution and 

mean of the resequencing delay, and total delay for MIMloo, MIHKloo and GIMloo compo

site servers. Also, we presented asymptotic analysis of the mean resequencing delay and 

mean total delay. Finally, we compared two strategies for resequencing in computer net

works. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE GIGlm COMPOSITE SERVER: ANALYTICAL METHODS 

In this chapter we consider a composite server consisting of finitely many parallel 

servers. There is an unbounded buffer or queue in which a customer waits if all the servers 

are busy at the time of arrival of the customer. The interarrival sequence {Ak} are indepen

dent and identically distributed random variables. The service times {Bk} are assumed to be 

independent and identically distributed. The composite server is thus modeled as a G/G/m 

queueing system. The service discipline is first-come first-served. Since there are finitely 

r-------------------, 

, , 
L ___________________ , 

Queueing 

Buffer 

Parallel 

Servers 

Resequencing 

Buffer 
Fig 3.1. The G/Glm composite server model. The composite server (enclosed by dashed lines) 

consists of finitely many parallel servers. Customer Ck has to wait for W,t time for a server to become 
available. His service time is Bk • and resequencing delay is Rk • Thus delay in the composite server is 
D,t = Wk + Bk • and total delay is Tk = Wk + Bk + Rk • 
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many servers, customer Ck has to wait in queue for a time Wk before a server becomes avail

able. The sum of the waiting time Wk and the service time Bk of customer Ck is the delay Dk 

of the customer in the composite server. By adding the resequencing delay Rk to Dk , we get 

the total delay Tk of customer Ck' 

The waiting time Wk of customer Ck depends on the service time Bk-l of customer 

Ck - l • Thus Dk and Dk - l are not independent. As before we assume that the system is in 

eqUilibrium. We will compute the resequencing delay and total delay in eqUilibrium for vari

ous interarrival and service time assumptions. 

Our notations for the arrival process and service process are identical to that used in 

Chapter 2. The number of servers is denoted by m. In the following we describe how to com

pute resequencing and total delay for several arrival and service models. 

In Section 3.1 we derive expressions for the distribution and mean of the resequencing 

delay, and of the total delay for the MIMlm composite server. In Section 3.2 we derive 

expressions for the distribution and mean of the resequencing delay, and of the total delay for 

the GIMlm composite server. We also give an upper bound on the mean resequencing delay 

that shows the relationship between the mean resequencing delay and the mean number of 

customers in the system. 

3.1. The MIMlm Composite Server 

We assume that the interarrival times are exponentially distributed. Let us consider a 

tagged packet X. After arrival, X waits until a server is available. Let W be the time for 

which X waits. When a server becomes available, X goes into service. Let B be the service 

time of X. We assume that B has an exponential distribution of mean 1//l. Let us denote 

the resequencing delay of X by R. 
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The total delay suffered by X is clearly 

T=W+B+R. 

In the following we will derive an expression for the distribution of resequencing delay 

by first conditioning on the system state at the time of arrival of X, and then removing the 

condition. We then derive an expression for the distribution of the total delay. Expectations 

of these quantities are also derived. 

Let Pn be the equilibrium probability that the system is in state n. From [7, 13] 

m' 1 
P -9-·-.....:.....-

n - n! (mp)m-n forn <m. 

Pn = 9 pn-m for n ~m. 

[
1 m - 1 m' 

where 9=Pm= --+ L-' 
I-p k=O k! 

A. 
and p=-- < 1. 

mJ.1 

3.1.1. The Waiting Time W 

From [13] 

W(x) = P[W ::;;x] 

= 1- gexp(-m J.1(1-p)x) 
I-p 

E[W] = 9 
m J.1 (1- p)2 

3.1.2. The Resequencing Delay R 

1
-1 

(m p~m-k 

x~O. 

Suppose X finds j customers receiving service when it goes into service (excluding X). 

Let 2 1, 2 2 , •.• ,2j be the remaining service time of the j customers at the time X enters 
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service. By the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, each of Zl, I ::; I ::; j, is 

exponentially distributed with mean 1/1l. The conditional resequencing delay of X condi

tioned on the number of customers in service at the time X goes into service is given by 

R I X finds j customers in service (3.1) 

=max(ZI, Z2,'" ,Zj' B)-B. 

The distribution of the expression on the right hand side has been derived in Section 2.1.1: 

P[max(ZI, Z2, . .. ,Zj' B) -B ::;x] 

_ 1-(1-e-llxy+l 
- U + 1) e-Ilx 

If X finds the system in state n, n < m, on arrival, then it immediately goes into service 

fmding j = n other customers in service. Hence 

1_(1_e-llx)n+l 
R(x) I state = n at arrival time = Il 

(n + 1) e- x 
n <m. 

If X finds the system in state n, n ~ m, on arrival, then at the time it goes into service, 

there are j = m - 1 other customers receiving service. So 

1 - (1- e- Ilx )m 
R(x) I state = n at arrival time = Il m e- x 

n~m. 

The probability that the system is in state n ~ m is given by 

00 e 
L Pn = 1-p . 

n=m 

Removing the condition on the number of customers found by X on arrival, the distri

bution of R is found to be 

m -1 1 _ (1 _ e-Ilx )n + 1 e 1 - (1 _ e- Ilx )m 

R(x)= n"i:;/n (n+1)e-llx + 1-p me-Ilx . (3.2) 

The mean resequencing delay can be obtained from the above distribution. However, 

there is a simpler direct derivation for the mean resequencing delay. Taking expectations on 

both sides of (3.1), we have 
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E[R I x finds j customers in service] = E[max(Z 1, Z2' ... ,Zj' B)] - 1.. . 
J.I. 

The first term on the right hand side is the expected value of the largest of j + 1 independent 

and identically distributed exponential random variable of mean 11 J.I.. From [26] 

1 
E[max(Z 1, Z2, .. . ,Zj' B)] = - Hj+l . 

J.I. 
where Hj is the harmonic sum. Hence 

E[R I X finds j customers in service] = 1.. Hj+l _1.. . 
J.I. J.I. 

If X finds the system in state n, n < m, on arrival then it immediately goes into service, 

finding j = n other customers in service. Hence 

E[R I state = n at arrival time] = 1..Hn + 1 - 1.. 
J.I. J.I. 

n <m. 

If X finds the system in state n, n ~ m, on arrival, then at the time it goes into service, 

there are j = m - 1 other customers receiving service. So 

E[R I state = n at arrival time] = 1..Hm - 1.. 
J.I. J.I. 

n~m. 

Removing the condition on the system state, we have 

1 m-l e 
E[R] = - L Pn (Hn+1 -1) + (1 ) (Hm -1 ) 

J.I. n=O - P J.I. 

" E[R]=1..{m~lpnHn+l + l~ Hm- I } 
J.I. n=O P 

(3.3) 

3.1.3 The Total Delay T 

The mean total delay is the sum of the mean waiting time, mean service time and mean 

resequencing delay. Thus 

E[T] = E[W] + E[B] + E[R] 
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1 {e e m-l } 
= - 2 + -l--Hm + L PnHn+1 • 

J.I. m(1-p) -p n=O 
(3.4) 

In the following we show that the distribution function of the total delay T is given by 

T(x) = mil Pn (1_e-J.1 x)n+1 + :E [r:z](-li em . e-i~_e-J.1Xm(l-pl 
n=O i=O l m(l-p)-l f x ~O. (3.5) 

To obtain the distribution function of the total delay T, we condition on system state. If 

X finds the system in state n < m, its waiting time W = O. Hence 

T(x) I state=n = P[TSx I n] 

=P[W+B +R Sx In] 

n<m 

=P[B +R Sx In] 

=P[max(ZI, Z2,'" ,Zn' B)Sx] 

= (1- e-J.1x)n + I 

If X arrives when the system state is n ~ m, then it must wait for the service comple

tion of n - m + 1 customers. Since during this period m customers are receiving service at 

any time, the distribution of the interval between two service completions is the distribution 

of the smallest of m independent and identical exponential random variables of mean 1/ J.I.. 

The smallest of m independent and identical exponential random variables of mean 1/ J.I. is 

exponentially distributed with mean lImJ.l. [26, p. 153]. Hence the waiting time W of X is 

the sum of n - m + 1 independent and identically distributed exponential random variables 

of mean 1/ m J.I.. Thus the density function of W is given by [26, p. 126] 

_ (m J.I.)n-m+1 yn-m e-l1my 
/w(y) - (n -m)! y~O. 

Hence 

T(x)lstate=n = P[TSxln] n~m 

=P[W +B +R Sx In] 

x ( )n-m+l n-m -l1my = JP[B +R Sx _y] mJ.l. Y e dy 
o (n -m)! 



( )n-m+l x m ( J = ml1 JL "! (_lie"iLi(x-y)yn-me"iLmYdy 
(n -m)! 0 ;=0 l 

( )n-m+l m-l( J x = m 11 L "! (-Ii e"iLix J yn -m e"iLY (m-i)dy 
(n -m)! ;=0 l 0 

+ 
(m lI)n-m+l x 
~..c~~ __ ( _1)m e"iLmx J yn -m dy 

(n -m)! 0 

Now 

x J yn -m e"iLy(m-i)dy 
o 

1 ILX (m-;) 

= J zn-m e-zdz 
J.l n - m + 1 (m _ on -m + 1 0 

= 1 [(n-m)! _ e-Ilx(m-;)n~m (n-m)! (l1X(m- O}j] 
J.l n - m + 1 (m _ on -m + 1 /:0 j! 

= (n - m)! e-Ilx (m-i) ; 
IIn - m + 1 (m_l')n-m+l . ~ 
t'" J cn-m+l 

Hence 

T(x) I state = n 

(l1x (m - i)}j 

j! 

n'2!m 

= ~~J 7J (-1)' e-l'm% [m ~rm+1 j}m+1 [fL
X(7,-I»)J 

( )n-m+l 
+ m l1x ( _1)m e"iLmx 

(n -m + I)! 

Removing the conditioning on system state, we have 

m-l 
T(x)= L Pn[1-e-llx ]n+l 

ncO 

+ i: Pnm~l["!J (-Ii e-Ilmx [~ln-m+l L {l1X(~,-i)}j 
n=m i=O l m-l j=n-m+l J, 
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C>O ( )n-m+l 
+ 1: Pn m J.lX , (_l)m e-I.lmx 

n=m (n-m+l). 
(3.6) 

Since Pn = 8 P n - m for n ~ m, the third tenn on the right side of (3.6) can be written 

as 

00 ( y+l 1: 8 P j m J.lX ( _1)m e-JLmx 
j=O U+l)! 

C\ 00 ( y'+l 
= (_l)m ~e-JLmx 1: m ~x p , 

p j=O (j+l). 

=(_I)m : {e-l'mX(l-Pl _ e-l'mx} 

The second tenn on the right side of (3.6) can be written as 

m-l[ ) [ 00 [ In-m+l 00 { ( ')}jl ,1: 7 (-Ii e-JLmx 1: Pn ~ . ,1: J.lX ~,-l 
1=0 n=m m l J=n-m+l J. 

The expression within the square bracket can be written as 

~ 8pk ~ ~ {J.lX(~,-i)l' 
[ J

k+l ' 

k=O m -l j=k+l J. 

= 8 ~ ~ ~ {J.lX(~,-i)l' [ l
k+l ' 

p k=O m -l j=k+l J. 

=8 ~ {J.lX(~-i)}j f[~lk 
P j=l J! k=l m-l 

1-(~y 
8 00 {J.lx (m - i)}j m n m -l 

=- 1: " -=.:.:....L.... 

P j=l J. m-i 1-~ 
m-i 

= em [ ~ {J.lx(m - i)}j - ~ {J.lxm p}jl 
m (l-p)-i j=l j! j=l j! 

= em {el.lx<m-i) _ el.lmxp} 
m (l-p)-i 

Hence (3,6) can be written as 
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m-l 
T(x) = L Pn[l- e-1U]n+ 1 

n=O 

+ mil["!] (-Ii e;tmx em {eJ.LXCm-i) _ eJ.Lmx p} 
i=O l m(1-p)-i 

+ (-1)'" : {e"i'mX(l- p) _ e"i'mx} 

Further simplification yields (3.5). 

By Jensen's inequality we can prove that (see Appendix 1) 

1 1 
E[R] ~ -; HminCE[N]+l.m) - -;. (3.7) 

Using the expansion for Hx 

E[R] ,;; ~ In [min(E[NJ+ 1. m)J+ y- 1 + O( mln(E[i] + 1. m»} 
So for light load, the growth of E[R] is logarithmic in the expected number of customers in 

~e system, E[N]. For heavy load, E[R] is upper bounded by (Hm - l)/J.!. That is irrespec

tive of the load the mean resequencing delay is never greater than (Hm - 1)/J.!. This upper 

bound grows logarithmically with the number of servers m. 

3.2. The G/M/m Composite Server 

The analysis for a general interarrival distribution is very similar to the analysis in the 

previous section. 

Let Pn be the eqUilibrium probability that a G/M/m system is in state n. From [11] and 

[24, pp. 148-149] 

={:~:(-lr-n[~] Jr 

Pn ean-m 
if O~n ~m-l 

n~m 

where cr is the unique root of the nonlinear equation 



x =A *(m J.l.-m J.l.x) 

in 0 < x < 1, and 

m - j -.mA (jll) * 1-1 

W, R and T are given by 

W(x) = 1- e exp(-m J.l. (1- a) x) 
I-a 

E[W] = e 
m J.l. (1-a)2 

m-j -ma 

x~o. 

m-I 1-(1-e-1U)n+1 e 1_(1_e-1u)m 

R (x) = n"f/n (n + 1) e-l1x + 1 - a m e-l1x 

E[R]=1-{mi
l

pn Hn+1 + (1~ ) Hm- 1} 
J.l. n=O a 

By Jensen's inequality we can prove that (see Appendix 1) 

1 1 
E[R] ~ Il H min(E[N] + I, m) -Il' 

Using the series expansion for Hx 

E[R I ,; ~ In [min(E[NJ+ I. m)1 + y- 1 + O( min(E[N1I + I. m) )} 
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(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

x ~O. (3.11) 

(3.12) 

So for light load, the growth of E[R] is logarithmic in the expected number of customers in 

the system, E[N]. For heavy load, E[R] is upper bounded by (Hm - 1)/J.l.. That is irrespec

tive of the load the mean resequencing delay is never greater than (Hm - 1)/J.l.. This upper 
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bound grows logarithmically with the number of selVers m. 

With an asymptotic analysis we can prove that for the GIMlm composite selVer model 

the following result holds 

This concludes our analysis of the MIMlm and GIMlm composite selVer model. In 

Chapter 4 we generalize the selVice time distribution. There we find that it is difficult to 

develop analytical methods, so we resort to numerical techniques. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE G/G/m COMPOSITE SERVER: NUMERICAL METHODS 

In this chapter we consider service time distributions that are more general than the 

exponential distribution. In Section 4.1 we consider the MIH21m composite server. The two

stage hyperexponential service time distribution, H2, can be used to model service times with 

high variability (coefficient of variation greater than 1). The numerical methods developed 

for the two-stage case is relatively simple. The more general k-stage case requires relatively 

complicated numerical methods. In Section 4.2 we consider the MIHypo21m composite 

server. The two-stage hypoexponential service time distribution, HYP02, can be used to 

model service times with low variability (coefficient of variation less than 1). The MIH21m 

model and the MIHypo21m models are two simple but powerful models. They retain the sim

plicity of the MIMlm model to some extent, yet allow modeling of more general service 

times. However, there is no known analytical solution for the eqUilibrium state probabilities 

of the MIH21m queueing system, and of the MIHypo21m queueing system, so we have to 

resort to numerical methods. In Section 4.3 we introduce the concept of delay curves. These 

curves can be used to determine the number of servers necessary to keep the mean total 

delay below a specified value. In Section 4.4 we discuss how the methodology developed in 

this chapter can be extended to a series-parallel service time distribution. 

In this chapter we consider N classes of customers. The resequencing strategy used is 

virtual circuit level resequencing, i. e. a customer is resequenced only with respect to other 

customers belonging to his class. The arrival of customers from class r, 1 ~ r ~ N, is 

assumed to be Poisson of rate Ar • The superposition of N Poisson processes is a Poisson pro

cess of rate A given by [26, pp. 286] 
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N 
A= ~A,. 

r=l 

and the probability that an arriving customer belongs to class r is given by 

4.1. The MIH21m Composite Server 

It is convenient to consider the 2-stage hyperexponential distribution as a mixture of 2 

exponential distributions. A customer has exponentially distributed service time of mean 

l/J.ll with probability a (called a type-1 customer) and exponentially distributed service time 

of mean 1/J.l2 with probability a. = 1 - a (called a type-2 customer). We define the system 

to be in state (n, i) if there are n customers including those in service and if i of the custo

mers in service are type-I. Clearly, 0 SiS min(n, m). Let us consider a tagged customer X 

belonging to class r that arrives when the system is in state (n, i). If n ~ m, X must wait 

until a server becomes available. When X goes into service, the number of type-1 customers 

in service can possibly be different from i since some type-1 customers have possibly com

pleted service, and some new type-1 customers have possibly gone into service from the 

buffer. Let U be the random variable representing the number (excluding X) of type-1 custo

mers in service when X goes into service. Clearly, 0 SUS min(n, m-1). The computation 

of the resequencing delay of X is divided into three distinct parts as described below. 

In Section 4.1.1 we determine expressions for the distribution and expectation of the 

conditional resequencing delay of X conditioning on the system state at the arrival epoch of 

X, on U and on X's type (discovered at its time of advancing to service). We then remove 

the conditioning on X's type to obtain the conditional resequencing delay of X conditioned 

on system state and on U: 

R(x) I U = U, state = (n, i) 
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= ex {R(x) I type = 1, U = u, state = (n, O) + (i {R (x) I type = 2, U = u, state = (n, i)}. (4.1) 

In Section 4.1.2 we present the conditional distribution of U conditioned on the system 

state at the arrival epoch of X. Thus we can determine the conditional resequencing delay 

conditioned on the system state at the arrival epoch of X: 

min(n. m-l) 
R(x) I state=(n, 0 = L P[U=u I state=(n, i)] {R(x) I U=u, state=(n, 0{4.2) 

u=O 

In Section 4.1.3 we determine the system state distribution at the arrival epoch of X. 

Using the system state distribution we can obtain R (x): 

00 min(n. m) 

R (x) = L L P[state = (n, O]{R (x) I state = (n, O) . (4.3) 
ncO ;=0 

4.1.1. The Conditional Resequencing Delay 

Let us assume that X enters service when u type-l customers and s type-2 customers 

are in service. By the memoryless property of the exponential random variable and the fact 

that the arrival instant of X is generated by an independent Poisson process, the remaining 

service time of each of the type-l customers is exponentially distributed with mean 1 I J.ll. 

Also, the remaining service time of each of the type-2 customers is exponentially distributed 

with mean I/J.l2. 

Let V and W be the random variables representing the number of type-l customers 

belonging to class r and the number of type-2 customers belonging to class r when X enters 

service. Since the service time distribution and the scheduling of a customer for service are 

independent of which class it belongs to, V and W are binomially distributed: 

(4.4) P[V=v I U=u, state = (n, i)]=[~J[Prr [l_Pr)"-v 

peW = w I U =u, state = (n, 0] = [!J [PrJw [1- PrY-w O~w ~s =min(m-l-u, n-u). 
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Let TL TL ... ,T! represent the remaining service time of the v type-I customers, and 

Ti, T~, ... ,T; represent the remaining service time of the w type-2 customers. Let us 

assume for discussion that X is type-I. The service time of X is exponential of mean 1/ III ; 
we denote this service time by T!+I. The conditional resequencing delay of X is given by 

R I type-I, V=v, W=w, U=u, state = (n, i) (4.5) 

I I I T2 T2) TI =max(TI ,··. ,Tv, Tv+lt I,···, w - v+l· 

The distribution of the conditional resequencing delay can be obtained by conditioning 

on T!+I: 

R(x) I type-I, V=v, W=w, U=u, state = (n, i) 

=P[max(Tl, ... ,T!, T!+I' Ti, ... ,T;)-T!+I Sx] 

= JP[max(Tl, . .• ,T!, y, Tr, ... ,T;) S x + y] Ill e -J1IY dy 
o 
00 

= J[1_e-J1dx +y)]v [l_e-I12 (x+Y)]W Ill e-J1IYdy 
o 

= j :E(-l)k[VJ e-klll(x+Y) i:(-l>,[WJ e-/I12(X+Y)llle-IlIYdy 
o k=O k 1=0 1 

= ± £ (_l)k+/[ vJ [WJ III e -(kill +/112)x X ~ O. 
k=O 1=0 k 1 (k + 1)1l1 + IIl2 

Similarly, 

R (x) I type-2, V = v, W = W, U = u, state = (n, i) 

= ± £ (_I)k+/[ vJ [WJ 112 e -(kill +/112)X 
k=O 1=0 k 1 kill + (I + 1)1l2 

x~O. 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

Now using (4.4), (4.6) and (4.7) we can obtain the conditional resequencing delay of X 

conditioned on the system state at the arrival epoch, on U and on X's type: 

R (x) I type-j, U = u, state = (n, i) 

u s 
= ~ ~ {R(x) I type-j, V = v, W =W, U = u, state = (n, i)} . 

v=Ow=O 
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P[V=v I U=u, state=(n, i)]P[W=w I U=u, state=(n, i)]. 

Finally, using (4.1) we get the conditional distribution of R conditioned on the system 

state at the arrival epoch and on U. 

There are two methods to obtain the mean conditional resequencing delay. The first 

method is to obtain it from the distribution. 

E[R I type-I, V=v, W=w, U=u, state=(n, i)] (4.8) 

-± i; (_1)k+I-1 [vJ [w] J..lI 1 
- k=O 1=0 k 1 (k + 1)J..lI + IJ..l2 kJ..lI + IJ..l2 

k+I>O 

E[R I type-2, V = v, W = w, U = U, state = (n, i)] (4.9) 

-± i; (_I)k+I-1 [vJ [w] J..l2 1 
- k=O/=O k 1 k J..lI + (I+I)J..l2 kJ..lI +1J..l2 . 

k+I>O 

The second method is based on the recurrence we derived in Section 2.1.2. As noted 

above max(Tl, ... ,T!, T!+1t Tt, ... ,T~) is the largest of v + 1 exponential random vari-

abIes of mean lIJ..lI and w exponential random variables of mean I/J..l2' all of them being 

independent. Denoting this by max(v+l, w) we can write (4.5) as 

R I type-I, V=v, W=w, U=u, state = (n, i) = max(v+l,w)-T!+I 

Taking expectations on both sides 

I 
E[R I type-I, V=v, W=w, U=u, state=(n, t)]=E[max(v+l, w)]--. (4.10) 

J..lI 
By similar reasoning, assuming X is type-2: 

E[R I type-2, V = v, W =w, U = U, state = (n, i)] = E[max(v, w+I)] - _1_. (4.11) 
J..l2 

We use the following recurrence to compute E[max(v, w»), which has been derived in 

Section 2.1.2: 

I 
E[max(v, w)] = (l + vJ..lIE[max(v-l, w)] +wJ..l2E[max(v, w-I)]} (4.12) 

vJ..lI +WJ..l2 



E[max(1, 0)] =_1 
J.ll 

1 
E[max(O, 1)] = - . 

J.l2 
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The mean conditional resequencing delay conditioned on the system state, and on U 

can be obtained by first removing the conditioning on V and W using (4.4), and then remov

ing the conditioning on X's type, as we did in the case of the resequencing delay distribu

tion. 

4.1.2. The Conditional Distribution of U 

There are three cases to consider depending on state (n, i). 

Case n < m: If X arrives when the system is in state (n, i), n < m, then X goes 

directly into service as there are available servers. Thus at the time X goes into service the 

number of type-1 customer in service is i, the same as when he arrived. Hence the condi

tional distribution of U is given by the elements of the unit matrix In + 1 of order n + 1 

P[U = u I state = (n, i)] = [/n+l ]i u , 0::::n::::m-1,0::::u::::n. 

Case n = m: If X arrives when the system is in state (m, i), X goes into service when 

the first service completion occurs. Since the smallest of k independent exponential random 

variables of parameter J.l is exponential of parameter k J.l [26, p. 153], it has been prove that 

[26, p. 236] 

P[ first service completion is type-1 I state = (m, i)] =. ~ J.ll .) 
lJ.ll + m - l J.l2 

P[fi . I·· 2 I (.)] (m - i) J.l2 rst servIce comp etlOn IS type- state = m, I =. ( .) 
1J.l1 + m - I J.l2 

Hence if we define an (m + 1) x m matrix K whose elements are the conditional distribution 

of U, then 
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[K]jj-l = P[U = i-I I state = (m, i)] = 
i J.ll 

iJ.ll + (m - i)J.l2 

[K]j j = P[U = i I state = (m, i)] = 
iJ.lI + (m - i)J.l2 

(m - i)J.l2 

[K]ju = P[U=u I state=(m, OJ = 0 foru¢i, i-I, O~u~m-1. 

Case n > m: If X arrives when the system is in state (n, i), n > m, then the condi

tional distribution of U can be computed using the (m + 1) x (m + 1) one-step transition pro

bability matrix J of the servers. The elements of J are defined below and applies to the case 

that all the servers are busy and there are customers waiting in the buffer. The state i of the 

servers when all of them are busy is defined as the number of type-l customers in service. A 

state transition occurs when a customer completes service and a new customer enters service 

from the buffer. Thus the new state depends on the type of the customer leaving service and 

the type of the customer entering service. 

aiJ.ll +a.(m-i)J.l2 
[J]j j = P[next server state i I current server state i) = --'------

iJ.ll + (m - i)J.l2 

a i J.ll 
[J]j j -I = P[next server state i-I I current server state i) = -----

iJ.ll + (m - i)J.l2 

a(m -i)J.l2 
[J]j j + 1 = P[next server state i + 1 I current server state i) = -----

iJ.lI + (m - i)J.l2 

[J]j j = P[next server state j I current server state i] = 0 for j ¢ i-I, i, i + 1 . 

In terms of J and K the conditional distribution of U is given by 

P[U=u I state = (n, i)] = [r-mK]ju , n>m, O~i~m, O~u~m-1. 

4.1.3. The Distribution of the System State at the Arrival Epoch 

The computation of the state distribution presented below is based on matrix-geometric 

methods [18]. The presentation of our method is divided into five sections. In Section 4.1.3.1 

we present the basic concepts and equations. In Section 4.1.3.2 we present the construction of 
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the transition probability matrix of the MIH21m queueing system. In Section 4.1.3.3 we 

define the rate matrix and present its properties. In Section 4.1.3.4 we present the state proba

bility distribution. In Section 4.1.3.5 we present the major steps of an algorithm for numeri

cal computation of state probability distribution and the expected value of total delay. In 

Section 4.1.3.6 we discuss the convergence properties of the algorithm with numerical exam

ples. 

4.1.3.1. Basic Concepts and Equations 

We have defined the state of the MIH21m queueing system as the pair (n, i), where n 

is the number of customers in the system and i is the number of type 1 customers in seIVice. 

As proved by Kiefer and Wolfowitz [12], equilibrium state distribution of any GIGlm queue

ing system exists if A. E[B] < m. In the following we assume that this condition holds. 

Let customer Cl find the system in state (n, i), and customer Cl + 1 find the system in 

state (k, j). The state (k, j) is dependent on (n, i), on the number of customers that leave 

seIVice during the interarrival time AI + 1, and on the type of the customers leaving seIVice 

and the type of the customers entering seIVice during the interarrival time AI + l' So the state 

found by CI + 1 does not depend on the state found by C1, C2, "', CI _ 1. Also, the arrival 

rate and seIVice rate are independent of customer sequence number I, resulting in time homo

geneity. Thus the state of the system as seen by the arriving customers is a homogeneous 

Markov chain. When our assumption A. E[B] < m is satisfied, Kiefer and Wolfowitz showed 

that the Markov chain is irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent [12]. Thus the equili

brium state distribution is the solution of a system of linear equations given in matrix form 

as [13, pp. 29-31] 

1t=1tQ 

1tE = 1 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 
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where 1t is the infinite state probability vector, Q, defined below, is the transition probability 

matrix of the Markov chain, and E is an infinite column matrix all of whose elements are 1. 

The equation 1t E = 1, the normalization equation, simply states that the sum of the state pro

babilities equals one. 

The vector 1t and the elements of the transition probability matrix Q are defined in the 

following way: 

p[n, i] = P[state = (n, i)] 

1t = <p[n, i], n ~ 0, 0 SiS min(n, m» 

Q {(n, i), (k, j)}= P[ the next arrival finds the system in state (k, j) I (4.15) 

the current arrival finds the system in state (n, 0]. 

The set of equations (4.13) is not linearly independent. If one equation is discarded 

from (4.13), the set of equations (4.13) and (4.14) is linearly independent. 

To solve (4.13) and (4.14), we must know exactly what the individual elements of Q 

are. (4.15) gives us a definition for each individual element, but we do not know how to 

determine an arbitrary element directly using this definition. Since Q has an infinite number 

of rows and columns direct solution of (4.13) is out. In the following section we give a sys

tematic method to determine the elements. Our basic idea is to divide the 00 x 00 matrix Q 

into submatrices of finite order, and then show that the submatrices are products of a set of 

elementary matrices of finite order denoted by Ak , Ck and Dk , 1 S k Sm. The notation for 

the matrices should not be confused with the notation for arrival and customer sequences. 

The division of the Q matrix exposes the structure of the Q matrix as well (see Figure 4.1). 

This structure is then exploited to obtain solution of (4.13) and (4.14). The solution methods 

will approximate a solution using only matrices of fixed finite order (at most m + 1). 

Before we proceed, we partition the infinite vector 1t into finite vectors 'Ito, 1t1, ~, 

. . .. The vector 1tn corresponds to all states with a total of n customers in the system. 

This partitioning is useful in presenting the solution in a convenient way. 



1t = (1to I 1tl I 1t2 I ...) 

1tn = < p[n, 0], p[n, 1], ... ,p[n, min(n, m)] > 

4.1.3.2. Construction of the Q Matrix 
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(4.16) 

(4.17) 

The fact that the transition probability matrix Q of the MIH21m queueing system can 

be constructed completely from three sets of finite order elementary matrices is of paramount 

importance. This is what makes it possible for us to give the state probabilities of the 

MIH21m queueing system in terms of the elementary matrices Ak, Ck and Dk (Section 

4.1.3.3). These matrices are not arbitrary. As discussed below they have particular proba

bilistic significance. 

Fig. 4.1 shows the decomposition of the Q matrix for the MIH21m queueing system. 

In Fig. 4.1 we have partitioned the rows of Q into blocks numbered 0, 1, 2, .... For 

o S n S m, the nth block has n + 1 rows. For n ~ m, the nth block has m + 1 rows. The 

columns are partitioned into blocks numbered 0, 1,2, .... For 0 S k S m, the kth block has 

k + 1 columns. For k ~ m, the kth block has m + 1 columns. The partitioning of the rows 

and columns into blocks produces submatrices Zn k. The elements of Zn k belong to the nth 

row block and the kth column block. Zn k is just a part of Q and its elements are given by 

[ Zn k ]i j = Q {(n, 0, (k, j)} . 

As shown in Fig. 4.1 and elaborated below, for the MIH21m queueing system the subma-

trices are products of the set of elementary matrices Ako Bk and Ck' And the dynamics of the 

MIH21m queueing system relate these matrices to the submatrices Zn k of Q. In the following 

we define the elementary matrices, and show how they relate to the submatrices of Q. 

Any activity resulting in a change in system state is called an event. There are only 

three kinds of events in the MIH21m system: the arrival of a customer, the departure of a 

type-l customer, and the departure of a type-2 customer. 



1 
2 
3 
4 

. . 
m-2 ( 
m-l ( 
m ( 
m+l ( 
m+l ( 
m+l ( 
m+l ( 
m+l ( 

. 
m+l ( 

1 2 3 ", m+l m+l m+l ",+1 m+l 

~~,---.... r-"--. ~ ~~~~ 

Zoo ZOI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z10 ZII Z12 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ZlO Zll Zll 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z,o Zu Zu 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 

. . . . 
2.-30 2.-u 2.-u 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2.-20 2.-21 2.-2l 2.-2.-1 0 0 0 0 0 
2.-10 2.-11 2.-1 2 2.-1.-1 2.-1. 0 0 0 0 
2.0 2.1 2.2 2..-1 2.. A. 0 0 0 
Y4.0 Y4.1 Y2.2 Y 2..-1 Y2.. YA. A. 0 0 
yl2.o yl2.1 yl2.2 yl2..-1 yl2.. ylA.. Y A. A. 0 
y32.0 1'2.1 Y'2.2 Y'2..-1 Y'2.. Y'A. y2A. YA. A. 
y44. 0 y4 z.. 1 y42. 2 Y42.._1 y42.. y4A. Y'A. flA. YA. 

. . . 
YI A.. yl-l A.. yl-2 A. yl-3 A • yl z.. 0 yl z.. 1 yl z.. 2 yl2..-1 yl2.. 

Figure 4.1. The structure of the Q matrix for theMIJ/2lm system. 

Z .. o =C,,+l D,,+l D,," 'D 1 , Z",,+I = C .. +1 A .. +1 , 0 Sn Sm-l , Y=D".C".. 

Z".0=YD".D.-1···D1 , Z".t=YD".D"._1···Dt+1At,lSkSm-l, ZIII".=YA".. 

Zd=C"+lD,,+lD .. ···Dk+IAt , lSnSm-l, lSkSn. 
'Ie 
tN 



Consider a state (n, 0,0 SiS k = min(n, m). 

Ak is a diagonal matrix of order (k + 1) whose elements are given by 

[Ak]; i = P[the next event is an arrival I current state = (n, 0] 

A. 
- A. + ill l + (k - 0112 . 
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(4.18) 

Ck is a k x (k + 1) matrix whose elements are given below. The nonzero elements of 

Ck give the probability of a customer being type-I, or the probability of a customer being 

type-2. The elements of the Ck matrices can describe how the number of type-l customers in 

the servers changes as a new customer enters service or leaves service. 

(4.19) 

[ek]i ;+1 = a 

j ~ i, H1. 

Dk is a (k + 1) x k matrix whose elements are defined in the following way 

[Dk]j i-I = P[the next event is a type-l departure I current state = (n, i)] (4.20) 

i III =-------
A. + illl + (k - 0112 

[Dk]i i = P[the next event is a type-2 departure I current state = (n, 0] 

(k - 0 112 
- A. + illl + (k - 0112 . 

[Dk]ij=O for j~i,i-l. 

(4.21) 

The event probabilities given above can be proved as follows. The smallest of the 

remaining service times of the i type-l customers in service, denoted by B I, is exponentially 

distributed with mean 1/(1 Ild [26, p. 153]. The smallest of the remaining service times of 

the (k - i) type-2 customer in service, denoted by B 2, is exponentially distributed with mean 

l/«k - i) 1l2). The remaining interarrival time, denoted by A, is exponentially distributed 

with mean l/A.. So [26, p. 236] 
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which gives (4.18). Equations (4.20) and (4.21) can be proved similarly. 

The elements of Q are the conditional probabilities of system state transition as seen by 

an aniving customer. If one customer finds n customers on anival, the next customer can 

never find more than n + 1 customers in the system on anival. That is why the Q matrix is a 

block-triangular matrix with a non-zero block-band above the diagonal (see Fig. 4.1). In other 

words, 

Znk=O, for n ~ 0, k > n + 1 . 

Given that the current anival finds n customers in the system, the number of customers 

found by the next customer really depends on the number of departures before the next 

anival. If no departure occurs before the next anival, then the next customer will find n + 1 

customers in the system. If one departure occurs before the next anival, then the next custo

mer will find n customers in the system. At most n + 1 departures can occur before the next 

anival, which will result in the system becoming empty. Each one of these departures are 

events, and the probabilities of state transitions resulting from these events are given by the 

Dk and Ck matrices. The probabilities of state transitions resulting from departures will be 

discussed later. 

First, let us consider the case of no departure before the next arrival. If the current 

anival finds the system in state (n, i), n ~ m, the next anival will find the system in state 

(n + 1, i), since the current arrival joins the queue and no other event happens before the 

next arrival. Since there is no departure before the next anival the number of type-l custo

mers in service does not change. So the conditional state transition probabilities for this case 

should be given by a diagonal matrix. Looking at the probabilistic significance (4.18) of the 

elements of Am it becomes clear that the elements of Zn n + 1 are given by the elements of 

Am: 
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for n ;:::m. 

If the current arrival finds the system in state (n, 0, n < m, and there is no departure 

before the next arrival then the state found by the next arrival depends on the type of the 

current arrival. The next arrival will find the system in state (n + 1, i + 1) if the current 

arrival is type-I. The next arrival will find the system in state (n + 1, i) if the current arrival 

is type-2. The nonzero elements of the matrix Ck are the probabilities that the customer 

entering service is type-lor type-2. We have defined it in such a way that it can be used to 

describe the change in the number of type-l customers in service when a customer enters ser

vice. In the following, An + 1, is premultiplied by Cn + 1 because the arrival of next customer 

is preceded by the entrance of the current customer into service: 

Zn n+l = Cn+1 An+l for n < m . 
If no departure occurs before the next arrival, then the next arrival is the only event in the sys-

tem after the current arrival. That is why the submatrix Zn n + 1 contains just one matrix of 

event probabilities: Ak • 

Now let us discuss the case of departures before the next arrival. Consider what hap

pens when the system has n > m customers. The server of a departing customer is immedi

ately taken up by a customer who was waiting in the buffer. The state change due to the 

departure event depends on the type of the customer departing service and the type of the 

customer entering service. The state transition probabilities are given by the product Dm Cm. 

This time we have postmultiplied by Cm as the departure of a customer from service is fol

lowed by the entry of another. 

P[next state = (n, j) I current state = (n + 1, 0] = [DmCm]i j n ;::: m. 

For convenience we use the following notation: 

(4.22) 

If a customer arrives when the system is in state (n, i), n ;::: m, then the state of the sys

tem changes to (n + 1, i) on arrival of the customer. So for the next customer to find n cus-
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tomers in the system we must have one departure event followed by an arrival event. 

Zn n = Y Am n ;::: m . 

If the current arrival finds n + r, n ;::: m, customers in the system, then the next arrival will 

find n customers in the system if there are r + 1 departure events in the system followed by 

an arrival event. 

Zn+r n = yr+l Am n ;::: m, r ;::: O. 

The multiplication of Y by itself corresponding to successive departure events follows from 

the same conditioning argument that underlies the fact that the n-step transition probability 

matrix of a Markov chain is obtained by multiplying the one-step transition probability 

matrix n times by itself. 

Note that by now we have obtained all the submatrices in the right hand side of the 

second solid vertical line in Fig. 4.1, and all the submatrices on the nonzero block-band in 

the upper triangle. 

Let us now obtain the Zn 0 submatrices in the first column block of the Q matrix. These 

submatrices correspond to the state transition of the current customers finding n customers on 

arrival and the next customer finding no customer on arrival. So the next arrival is preceded 

by n + 1 departure events. First consider the case n < m. The arrival of the current customer 

increases the number of type-1 customers in service if the current customer is type-I. The 

number of type-1 customers in service does not change if the current customer is type-2. The 

state transition probabilities for each departure event is given by a Dk matrix. 

P[next state = (n-1, j) I current state = (n, i)] = [DnJi j n~m. 

So 

Zn 0 = Cn+1 Dn+l Dn ..• D 1 , 0 ~ n ~ m - 1. 

Cn + 1 appears first in the matrix expression for Zn 0 as the arrival of the current customer is 

followed by successive n + 1 departures. Next consider the case that the current customer 

finds m + r customers on arrival. For the next customer to find the system empty we must 
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have m + r + 1 successive departure events. The state transition probabilities for the first 

r + 1 of these departure events are given by the matrix Y. The state transition probabilities of 

the next m departure events are given by the Dk matrices. 

Z _yr+l D D ···D m+r 0 - m m-l 1 r;;:: O. 

We will derive the submatrices for just one more column block. The rest can be derived 

using similar ideas, and all have been given in Fig. 4.1. The submatrices Zn 1 correspond to 

the current customer finding n customers in the system on arrival and the next customer 

finding 1 customer in the system on arrival. So the arrival of the next customer is preceded 

by n successive departure events. Consider the case n < m. The arrival of the current custo

mer possibly changes the number of type-l customers in service. Then we have n successive 

departure events followed by an arrival event. So 

Zn 1 = Cn +1 Dn + 1 Dn ... D2 A 1 n <m. 
If the current customer finds m + r customers on arrival, then we will have m + r successive 

departure events followed by an arrival event. The state transition probabilities for the first 

r + 1 departure events are given by Y. The state transition probabilities of the next m - 1 

departure events are given by Dk. 

Z - yr + 1 D D ... D A m+r 1 - m m -1 2 1 

Below we present all the submatrices in terms of Ak, Ck and Dk matrices. 

Zn 0 =Cn+l Dn+l Dn ... Dl , Zn n+l = Cn+1 An+1 , 0 ~ n ~ m-l , 

Zm 0 = Y Dm Dm-l ... D 1 , Zm k = Y Dm Dm- 1 ... Dk+l Ak, 1 ~ k ~ m - 1, Zm m = Y Am . 

Zn k = Cn+l Dn+l Dn .•. Dk+l Ak , 1 ~ n ~ m - 1 , 1 ~ k ~ n . 

This concludes our discussion on how to construct the transition probability matrix Q of 

the MIH21m queueing system. 
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4.1.3.3. The Rate Matrix Bm of the MIH21m Queueing System 

Crucial to the development of a numerical method to compute the state distribution are 

the properties of the rate matrix Bm. In this section we define the rate matrix and present two 

of its important properties. The results presented here are given in Neuts [18]. Our notation 

is slightly different from the notation used in [18]. 

From the arriving customer's point of view the MIH21m queueing system is a Markov 

chain whose transition probability matrix Q is given in Fig. 4.1. Let us define the set of 

states {(n, i), 0:5; i :5; min(n, m)} to be level n. So if an arriving customer finds the system 

in one of the set of states {(n, i), 0:5; i :5; min(n, m)} we say that the arriving customer 

finds the system in level n. 

We denote by X(k) {(n, 0, (n + r, j)}, n ~ m, the probability that, starting in state 

(n, i), n ~ m, the chain reaches state (n + r, j) at time k without returning to level n in 

between. This probability is 0 for k < r. From the structure of the Q matrix it is clear that 

this probability is independent of n. 

The matrix B~) is defined as 

[B~)]i j = i: X(k) {(n, i), (n + r, j)} (4.23) 
k=O 

[B~)]i j is the expected number of visits to the state (n + r, j) before the first return to level 

n, given that the Markov chain starts in state (n, i). B2) is denoted by Bm , and is called the 

rate matrix of the Markov chain, because it gives the rates at which the chain proceeds from 

level n to n + 1. 

Neuts [18] proves some properties of the set of matrices B~). These properties lead to 

matrix-geometric solution. We present two of these properties here without proof. 

For a positive recurrent Markov chain 

B (r) '" 1 m' r.::;., is finite. (4.24) 
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and Bf:;) = B~ . (4.25) 

(4.24) says that B~) is the rth power of Bm. 

Let us consider the expected number of transitions before the first return to level m, 

given that the Markov chain starts in state (m, i). This quantity is finite if and only if the 

chain is positive recurrent (4.23) and (4.25) imply that it is given by the ith component of 

the vector 

i B~Em 
k=l 

This is finite if and only if 

~ B~ is finite. 
k=O 

Hence for a positive recurrent Markov chain, we have 

00 

L B~ is finite. (4.26) 
k=O 

The first important property of the rate matrix B m of the M / H 2/ m queueing system 

presented in this section is the following relationship: 

Lemma 1: 

00 

Bm = L B~ yr Am (4.27) 
r=O 

Premultiplying both sides by B~-l we also get 

00 

Bk - Bk - 1 ~ Br yr A m- m 4.J m m k~1. (4.28) 
r=O 

Proof of Lemma: By definition (4.23) of the rate matrix we have 

00 

= L X(k) {(n, i), (n + 1, j)} 
k=O 

00 

= x(O){(n, i), (n + 1, j)} + x(l){(n, i), (n + 1, j)} + L x(k){(n, i), (n + 1, j)t4.29) 
k=2 

The value of the first tenn on the right hand side is 0, since the chain cannot enter state 
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(n + 1, j) at time 0 starting in state (n, i) at time O. We show below that the second tenn on 

the right hand side is given by matrix Am defined by (4.18). 

Recall that we have shown in Section 4.1.3.2 that 

Zn n +1 = Am n :?! m . 

That is: the probability that the next state visited by the Markov chain is (n + 1, j), n :?! m, 

given that the current state is (n, i), is [Am]j j. Hence 

X(I) {(n, i), (n + 1, j)) = [Am]j j n:?!m. (4.30) 

An expression for the third tenn on the right hand side of (4.29) is obtained as follows. 

For k :?! 2 we have 

00 m 
x(k){(n,i),(n+l,j)) = ~ ~ X(k-I) {(n, i),(n+r, h)) [Zn+rn+i1hj k:?!2. (4.31) 

r=lh=O 

This is obtained by conditioning on the state visited by the Markov chain at time k - 1. 

[Zn + r n + I]h j is the probability that the Markov chain enters the state (n + 1, j) at time k 

given that at time k - 1, it is in state (n + r, h). In Section 4.1.3.2 we have shown that 

Zn + r n + 1 = yr Am n :?! m, r:?! O. 

Substituting for Zn + r n + 1 in (4.31) we have 

00 m 
x(k){(n, i), (n + I, j)) = ~ ~ X(k-I){(n, i), (n +r, h)) [yr Am]hj k:?!2. 

r=lh=O 

So the third tenn in the right hand side of (4.29) is given by 

00 

~ x(k){(n, i), (n + 1, j)) 
k=2 

00 00 m 
= ~ ~ ~ X(k-I){(n, i), (n +r, h)) [yr Am]hj 

k=2r=lh=O 

00 m 00 

= ~ ~ ~ X(k-I){(n, i), (n +r, h)) [yr Am]hj 
r=lh=Ok=2 

00 m 
= L L [B~:;>]jJl[yr Am]hj by (4.23) 

r=lh=O 
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00 

= L [B~) yr Am]; j (4.32) 
r=1 

By (4.25), (4.29), (4.30) and (4.32) we have 

00 

[B m]j j = [Am]j j + L [B~ yr Am]; j 
r=1 

(4.27) follows from this. III 

The second important property presented in this section can be used to develop a 

numerical method to compute the rate matrix of the MIH21m system. This property is as fol

lows. 

The rate matrix Bm is the minimal nonnegative solution of the matrix equation 

X=LxjyjAm . (4.33) 
j=o 

The above statement means that Bm can be obtained from the above equation using an itera-

tive method with an initial approximation of 0 for X. In step 1 of the iteration, the next 

approximation X (1) is obtained by substituting X (0) = 0 for X on the right hand side of 

(4.33). In step 2, X (2) is obtained by substituting X (1) for X on the right hand side of 

(4.33), and so on. 

XeO) = 0 

X(N) = L [X(N - 1)]iyjAm N ~ 1. 
j=o 

Lemma 2: XeO) =::; X(1) =::; X (2) =::; ••• =::; Bm. 

Proof: This proof is from Neuts [18]. By induction on N. 

X(O) = 0 =::; Am = X(1) =::; Bm by (4.27). The inductive step is as follows. 

Assume X (N - 1) ~ X (N - 2). Then 

00 

~ L [X(N -l)]iyjAm 
j=o 

Hence by (4.34) 

00 

~ L [X(N - 2)]iyjAm 
j=O 

(4.34) 
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X(N) ;?! X(N - 1) . 

Assume X (N - 1) S Bm. Then 

00 00 

=> L [X(N -1)yyjAm S L [BmyyjAm 
j=O j=o 

Hence by (4.27) and (4.34) 

X(N) S Bm. 

This completes the proof. II 

The sequence {X (N)} converges monotonically to a matrix X· S Bm. Neuts [Lemma 

1.2.3, 18] proves that Bm S X·. Combining the two inequalities we have X· = Bm. 

4.1.3.4. The State Probability Distribution of the MIHzlm System 

Before we present the solution of equations (4.13) and (4.14), we need to rewrite (4.13) 

and (4.14) in terms of the submatrices in Fig. 4.1 so that only matrices of finite order arise. 

First let us consider the equation for 1tn , 1 S n S m. This corresponds to the n + 1 th 

column block of Q (Fig. 4.1). By inspection of Fig. 4.1 we can write the following equation 

for 1tn • Note that this is just a "slice" of (4.13). 

m-l 00 

1tn = L 1tk Zk n + L 1tk yk-mZm n (4.35) 
k=n-l k=m 

The equation for 1tn• n > m, are given by the (n - m)th column block in the right hand 

side of the second solid vertical line in Fig 4.1. By inspection of Fig. 4.1 we can write the 

following equation for 1tn , n > m. 

00 

1tn = L 1tk yk-n+l Am 

k=n-l 

Also, (4.14) can be written as 

n >m. (4.36) 
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m-l 00 

L 1tn En + L 1tn Em = 1 . (4.37) 
n =0 n =m 

where En is a n + 1 column matrix all of whose elements are 1. Note that we have not 

presented the equation for 1to. We will discard this equation since it is redundant. We are 

now ready to present the state distribution. 

Theorem 1: The eqUilibrium state distribution of the M / H 2/ m queueing system is 

given by 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

where Bm is the rate matrix of the Markov chain. Furthennore. Bo. Bl • •••• and B m-l are 

directly given in tenns of the rate matrix as follows. 

(4.41) 

m-l 1-1 I-n-l 

Bn=Cn+lAn+l(/-Cn+2Dn+2An+l- L II BiCI+l II DI+l-iAn+l 
l=n+2 i=n+l i=O 

m-l m-n-2 

II BkLyDmCm II D m _i A n+lr
l O~n ~m -2(4.42) 

k=n+l i=O 

where 

00 

Ly = LB~ [Dm Cm]i . 
i=O 

Proof: 

To prove (4.40) we have to prove that it satisfies (4.36). That is we have to prove 

00 

1tmB~-m = L 1tmB~-myk-n+lAm 
k=n-l 

This can be easily proved starting from (4.28): 

n >m. 



=> k~1 

00 

=> 1Cm B~ -m = 1Cm B~ -m -I L Bin [y]j Am 
j=O 

00 

=> 1C B n-m - 1C ~ Bn-I+j-m yj A 
mm -m.£.J m m 

j=O 

00 

n>m 

=> 1CmB~-m = L 1CmB~-myk-n+IAm n>m, 
k=n-I 

Hence (4.40) follows. 
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Expressions (4.38), (4.39), (4.41) and (4.42) are proved by routine algebra, which is 

presented below. 

Substituting the expressions for Zk n in (4.35) we have for n = m 

Thus, 

00 

1Cm = 1Cm -1 C m Am + L 1Ck yk-m+IAm 
k=m 

C A ~ B k - m yk-m+ IA = 1Cm - 1 m m + 1Cm .£.J m m 
k=m 

00 00 

where Ly = L B:n yi = L B:n[DmCm]i • 
i=O i=O 

1Cm = 1Cm -I C m Am(l-Ly y Am)-I 

(4.41) is obtained directly from this. 

by (4.40) 

Let us now substitute (4.39) in (4.35), and substitute expressions for Zk n' 

m-I 

1Cn + 1 = 1Cn C n + 1 An + 1 + L 1CI C I + 1 DI + 1 DI ••• Dn + 2 An + 1 
I=n+ 1 

+ 1Cm :i:; B~ yl Y Dm D m- I ••• Dn +2 An + 1 
1=0 

which gives (4.42). 

0~n~m-2. 
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(4.38) gives the probability that the system is empty. (4.38) is obtained by substituting 

(4.39) and (4.40) in (4.37). 

1to{m-zl nilBjEn + i: miilBjB~-mE)::: 1 
n=Oj=O n=mj=O J 

If we apply the following identity for a matrix-geometric series, then (4.38) follows directly 

from above. 

i: B~ = (I - Bm)-l . 
i=O 

This identity is the matrix counterpart of the celebrated identity for the sum of a scalar-

geometric series, and has been proved in Section 8.1 of Appendix 2. II 

We note that once the state distribution has been obtained using the above theorem, the 

mean delay in the composite server (i. e. the sum of the mean queueing delay and mean ser

vice time) can be obtained using Little's law: 

1 {m-l 00 } 

E[D]=X- n~on1tnEn+n~mn1tnEm. (4.43) 

The mean queueing delay can then be obtained by subtracting the mean service time 

from E[D]. 

4.1.3.5. Algorithmic Computation of the State Distribution, and Expected Delays 

In this section we present an algorithm to approximately compute the state distribution, 

and the expectations E[R] and E[T]. 

Input: 

Arrival rate A. 

Parameters of service time distribution: J.ll' J.l2 and <X. 
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Number of selVers m. 

Restriction on input: 

The input must satisfy the following condition for the existence of an equilibrium: 

~[:. + l~al < m. 

Output: 

~ ~ 

An approximate mean resequencing delay E[R], and mean total delay E[T]. 

~ ~ 

E[R] and E[T] are computed in six steps given below. 

Step 1. 

Compute Ako 1 $; k $; m, using (4.18). 

Compute Ck , 1 $; k $; m, using (4.19). 

Compute Dko 1 $; k $; m , using (4.20) and (4.21). 

Step 2. 

Evaluation of Bm requires an iterative computation of (4.34): 

X(O) = 0 

X(N) = L [X(N -1)]iyjAm N 2! 1. (4.34) 
j=O 

Although the series on the right hand side is not finite it has a finite sum. In Section 8.4 of 

Appendix 2 we show that the speed of convergence of the series is very good. For our algorithm 

we construct a finite series by taking the first K + 1 tenns of the series on the right hand side 
~ 

of (4.34). If K is sufficiently large then the sum of the finite series, denoted by X(N), will 

approximate the sum of the infinite series with a great degree of accuracy. However, there is 

no straightforward way to find out the number of tenns necessary in the finite series to 

achieve a desired accuracy. So we use the following empirical method. 
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Let 

A 

X(O) = 0 

A K A 

X(N) = L [(X(N - 1)]1 (Dm cmi Am. (4.44) 
1=0 

We have detennined the number of tenns K in the finite series by the criterion that the rela-

tive size of the first expected tenn be smaller than a preassigned e of relative accuracy. In 

the following e is a very small number which detennines the accuracy of our computation. 

A K K 
[(X(N - 1» (Dm Cm) Am]i j 

A S e 
[X(N)]ij 

for all i, j. (4.45) 

To compute an approximation of Bm , we iterate (4.44) a fInite number S times, and then 
A 

take X(S) as a sufficiently accurate approximation of Bm. We denote this approximation by 

A A 

Bm = X(S) (4.46) 

The value S is detennined by the criterion that the relative error is smaller than a preassigned 

y. In the following y is a very small number which detennines the accuracy of our computa

tion. 

A A 

[X(S)]i j - [X(S - l)]i j 
A S Y 

[X(S)]i j 
(4.47) 

A method to choose appropriate values of e and y has been discussed in the next section. 

A A 

Thus Bm is computed using two nested iteration loops. The inner loop computes X(N) 

and its tennination condition is detennined by evaluating (4.45). The outer loop detennines 
A A 

the convergence of the sequence X(O), X(l), ... and its tennination condition is detennined 

by evaluating (4.47). 

Step 3. 

Since we compute an approximation Bm of Bm, we can only compute an approximation 
A 

Bm -1 of Bm-l using (4.41). Gauss-Jordan elimination [30] is used for matrix inversion in 
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the expression (4.41). 

Step 4. 

~ ~ ~ 

We compute approximations Bm _ 2, Bm _ 3, "', Bo using (4.42), and using Gauss-Jordan 

elimination for the matrix inversions appearing in these expressions. 

Step 5. 

~ ~ ~ 

Since we compute approximations Bm, Bm-I, "', Bo, the state distribution computed by us 
~ 

is an approximation 1t of the actual distribution 1t. 

~ ~ 

Compute 1to using (4.38), where Bj is replaced by Bj. 

~ ~ 

Compute 1tn, 1 ~ n ~ m, using (4.39), where Bn-I is replaced by Bn-I' 

~ ~ 

Compute 1tn, m < n ~ L, using (4.40), where Bm is replaced by Bm. 

L is determined using the following criterion. 

m ,.. L A 

L 1tn En + L 1tn Em ~ 1 - 0 
n=O n=m+I 

where 0 is a very small number whose value determines the accuracy of the values of E[R] 
~ 

and E[T] computed in the next step. 

Step 6. 

Approximate values of the mean resequencing delay and mean total delay, denoted by 
~ " 

E[R] and E[T], are computed in the following way. 

Truncating the series on the right hand side of (4.43) and using the approximate distri-
~ ~ 

bution 1t of 1t, an approximation E[D] of E[D] is computed as follows. 

(4.48) 

~ ~ 

Using the approximate distribution 1t of 1t, an approximation E[R] of E[R] is computed 

as follows. 
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" {L min(n. m) } 
E[R] = n~o i~O E[R I state=(n, i)]p(n, i) . (4.49) 

" An approximation E[T] of the mean total delay is computed as follows. In the following 

E[R I state = (n, i)] is computed exactly using (4.2). 

" " " E[T] = E[D] + E[R] . (4.50) 

4.1.3.6. Determination of the parameters E, 'Y and 3 

" We computed the approximate distribution 1t for several values of E and 'Y with varying 

input parameters. The following table gives the value of p(O, 0) (the probability that the 

queue is empty) for input: 

A. = 0.5 
I - = 8.0 

III 
1 - = 1.0 

112 
a = 0.1428571429 m=2. 

In the following table S is the number of times the outer loop is executed in computing the 

" approximation Bm of the rate matrix. K is the number of times the inner loop is executed for 

each iteration of the outer loop. We have given the range of values taken by K in S iterations 

of the outer loop. 

E 'Y p(O, 0) S K 

10-6 10-6 0.3408229765493 26 17-22 

10-12 10-12 0.3408219430504 57 36-46 

10-18 10-18 0.3408219430494 85 56-70 

10-24 10-24 0.3408219430494 86 75-94 

Table 4.1. Determination of E and 'Y. 
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We find that the value of p(O, 0) in the last two rows of the table are identical for 13 

places after the decimal point. So for this example e = "( = to-18 is adequate. 

Intuitively we know that the state distribution of the MIH21m system for very light 

load will approach the state distribution of the M 1 H 21 00 queueing system. In the following 

table we present p(O, 0), p(1,O) and p(1, 1) for the MIH21m system and MIH2/°o system. 

The values for the MIH21m system were computed by a program written according to the 

algorithm developed in Section 4.1.3.5. The values for the MIH2/°o system were computed 

exactly using (2.15). The arrival rate and service distribution parameters are as follows. 

1 A = 0.95 - = 8.0 
1 - = 1.0 a = 0.1428571429 

III 112 
For computation of Bm we take e = "( = to-18 • 

m 2 3 4 7 00 

p(O, 0) 0.02799 0.13235 0.14647 0.14955 0.14956 

p(1,O) 0.02411 0.11096 0.12020 0.12178 0.12179 

iiI, 1) 0.01989 0.13309 0.15786 0.16237 0.16238 

Table 4.2. Probability distribution for various m. 

We observe that as m is increased the state distribution of the MIH21m system 

approach that of the MIH2/°o system. The values for m = 7 and m = 00 are. the same for 

upto four places after the decimal point. This was used as a test to verify the correctness of 

the program. 

In the following we give an example of how 0 was chosen. We computed E[R] and 

E[:h for various o. We take e = "( = to-18 • The arrival rate and service time parameters are 

as follows. 
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A. ::: 0.5 
1 

- = 8.0 
1 

- = 1.0 <X = 0.1428571429 m=2. 
J.ll J.l2 

0 10-6 10-8 10-11 10-14 

.. 
E[R] 2.81643712102 2.81643885545 2.81643886283 2.81643886286 

.. 
E[T] 6.31830805288 6.31833558367 6.31835611397 6.31835611547 

Table 4.3. Detennination of o. 

From the above table we find that for this example 0 = 10-6 is adequate. 

4.2. The MIl/ypo2lm Composite Server 

The two-stage hypoexponential random variable is the sum of two independent 

exponential random variables. The first random variable has a mean of 1/ J.ll and the second 

random variable has a mean of 1/J.l2' It is convenient to think of the service of a customer as 

consisting of two stages. The service begins in stage 1. The service time in stage 1 is 

exponentially distributed with mean I/J.ll. After completion of service in stage 1, the custo

mer moves to stage 2, without leaving the server. The service time in stage 2 is exponentially 

distributed with mean I/J.l2. After service completion in stage 2, the customer leaves the 

server. The distribution and mean of the two-stage hypoexponential random variable is given 

by 

X~O. 
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E[B]=_1 +_1 . 
J.ll J.l2 

For the two stage hypo exponential service time distribution, we present a method to compute 

the mean resequencing delay, mean queueing delay and mean total delay. Our approach is very 

similar to that for the MIH21m composite server. 

We define the system to be in state (n, i) if there are n customers in the system (in ser

vice and in the queue) and i of the customers in service are in stage 1. Clearly, 

OS i S min(n, m). Let us consider a tagged customer X belonging to class r that arrives 

when the system is in state (n, i). 

If n ~ m, X must wait until a server becomes available. When X goes to service, the 

number of customers in stage 1 can possibly be different from i. Let U be the random vari

able representing the number (excluding X) of customers in stage 1 when X goes into ser

vice. Oearly, 0 SUS min(n, m - 1). 

In Section 4.2.1 we present a technique to compute the mean conditional resequencing 

delay of X, conditioned on the system state at the arrival epoch of X and on U, which we 

denote by E[R I U = u, state::: (n, i)]. 

In Section 4.2.2 we present the conditional distribution of U conditioned on the system 

state at the arrival epoch of X, P[U = u I state = (n, i)]. Then we can determine the mean 

conditional resequencing delay conditioned on the system state at the arrival epoch of X: 

min(n. m -1) 
E[R I state = (n, i)] = L P[U = u I state = (n, i)] E[R I U = u, state = (n, 0]. (4.51) 

u=O 

In Section 4.2.3 we present the eqUilibrium state distribution P[state = (n, 0] of the 

MI Hypo 2 1m queueing system from an arriving customer's point of view. Using this state dis

tribution we can obtain E[R]: 

00 min(n. m) 

E[R] = L L P[state = (n, i)] E[R I state = (n, 0]. (4.52) 
n=O i=O 
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4.2.1. The Expected Conditional Resequencing Delay 

Let us assume that X enters service when u customers are in stage 1 of service and s 

customers are in stage 2 of service. By the memoryless property of the exponential random 

variable, the remaining service time in stage 1 is exponentially distributed with mean 1/ Ill' 

and the remaining service time in stage 2 is exponentially distributed with mean 1I1l2' 

Let V and W be the random variables representing the number of customers in stage 1 

belonging to class r, and the number of customers in stage 2 belonging to class r when X 

enters service. Since the service time distribution and the scheduling of a customer for ser

vice are independent of which class it belongs to, V and W are binomially distributed: 

P[V=v I U=u, state=(n, i)l= [~][~nHJU-' 

P[W=w I U =u, state = (n, 1)]= [:] [~nl-~rw 

O~v~u (4.53) 

o ~ w ~ s = min(m - 1 - u, n - u). 

The expected conditional resequencing delay can be computed using a recurrence very 

similar to the Recurrence (2.14) we developed in Chapter 2. Let max(v, w) be the largest of 

v + w independent random variables, w of them being exponentially distributed with mean 

1/ 1l2' and v of them being the sum of two independent exponential random variables of mean 

11 III and 1I1l2. By using the memoryless property of the exponential random variable, we 

can establish the following recurrence for computing E[max(v, w)]. 

E[max(v, w)] = 1 (I + vlll E[max(v -1, w + 1)] +w 112 E[max(v, w - I)]} . 
vlll + wll2 

The proof is very similar to the proof of Recurrence (2.14) for the mean of the largest 

of a mixture of exponential. So the details are omitted here. The boundary conditions for the 

above recurrence are: 

1 w 1 1 
E[max(O, w)] = - L -:- = - Hw 

112 j = 1 l 112 



1 1 
E[max(l, 0)] = - + -. 

III Ilz 
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Using the above notation the mean conditional resequencing delay of X conditioned on 

the number of customers belonging to class r in stage 1 and stage 2 of service at the time X 

enters service is given by 

E[R I V = v, W = w, U = u, state = (n, i)] 

1 1 
=E[max(v + 1, w)]- - --. 

III Ilz 
The conditioning on V and on W can be removed by using (4.38). 

E[R I U = u, state = (n, i)] 

u s 
= L L E[R I V=v, W=w, U=u, state=(n, i)] 

v=ow=o 

xP[V=v I U=u, state=(n, i)]P[W=w I U=u, state = (n, i)]. 

4.2.2. The Conditional Distribution of U 

There are three cases to consider depending on state (n, i). 

Case n < m: If X arrives when the system is in state (n, i), n < m, then X goes 

directly into service as there are available servers. Hence the conditional distribution of U is 

given by 

P[U = U I state = (n, i)] = [In+l ]j u , 

where In is the unit matrix of order n. 

O~n~m-l, O~ll~n, 

Case n = m: If X arrives when the system is in state (m, i), X goes into service when 

the first stage 2 service completion occurs. If before the first stage 2 service completion, 

(i - J) stage 1 service completions occur, then X would find j customers in stage 1. Also, if 

i = m, then there must be at least one completion in stage 1 before there can be any service 

completion in stage 2. Hence if we define an (m + 1) x m matrix K whose elements are the 
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conditional distribution of U, then 

[K]mj = [K]m-Ij 

[K]i j = 0 for j > i, 0 ~ i < m 

i 1 III (m - j) 112 

[K]i j = I =~ I 1 III + (m -l)1l2 j III + (m - j) 112 
o ~ j ~ i, 0 ~ i < m. 

Case n > m: If X arrives when the system is in state (n, i), n > m, then X enters ser-

vice after n - m + 1 departures from service (stage 2 service completion). Each departure 

can possibly be preceded by several service completion in stage 1. The conditional distribu

tion of U can be computed using the (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix J defined below. Let us define 

the server state as the number of of customers in stage 1 of service. The elements of J are 

the conditional probabilities of server state after one customer departs service, and another 

customer enters service given the current server state. 

[J]mj = [J]m-Ij 

[J]i 0 = 0 for 0 ~ i ~ m 

[J]i j = 0 for j > i + 1 

i I III (m - j + 1)1l2 
[J]ij = I1------------

I =j I III + (m -l)1l2 (j - l)lll + (m - j + 1)1l2 

In tenns of J and K the conditional distribution of U is given by 

for 1 ~ j ~ i + 1. 

P[U=ulstate=(n,i)] = [r-mK]iu ,n>m, O~i~m, O~u~m-1. 

4.2.3 The Distribution of the System State at the Arrival Epoch 

The computation of eqUilibrium state distribution presented below is based on matrix

geometric solutions and parallels the presentation of the computation of eqUilibrium state dis

tribution of the MIH21m queueing system. The presentation is divided into three sections. In 

Section 4.2.3.1 we present the basic concepts and equations. In Section 4.2.3.2 we present the 

construction of the transition probability matrix of the MI Hypo 21m queueing system. In 
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Section 4.2.3.3 we present the equilibrium state distribution. 

4.2.3.1. Basic Concepts and Equations 

We have defined the state of the MIHypozlm queueing system as the pair (n, i), where 

n is the number of customers in the system and i is the number of customers in stage 1 of 

service. The equilibrium state distribution exists if A. E[B] < m, E[B] = l/J.ll + l/J.lz being 

the mean service time [12]. When this condition is satisfied the state of the MIHypozlm 

queueing system seen by arriving customers is a irreducible, aperiodic, positive recurrent 

Markov chain. The eqUilibrium state distribution is given by the solution of the following 

equations [13, pp. 29-31] 

1t=1tQ 

1tE = 1 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

where 1t is the equilibrium state probability vector, Q is the transition probability matrix, and 

E is an infinite column matrix each of whose elements are 1. The elements of 1t and Q are 

defined in the following way: 

p[n, i] = P[state = (n, i)] . 

1tn = < p[n, i], n;;:: 0, 0:::; i :::; min(n, m) > 

Q {(n, i), (k, j)} 

= P[ the next arrival finds the system in state (k, j) I 

the current arrival finds the system in state (n, i)]. 

(4.56) 

We do not know how to compute an arbitrary element of the transition probability 

matrix Q directly using (4.41). So in the following we divide the matrix Q into submatrices. 

Then we show that the submatrices are products of a set of elementary matrices Ak, Ck, Db 

F b 1 :::; k :::; m, and Y. The notations of these matrices should not be confused with the nota-

tions for arrival sequence and customer sequence. The division of the Q matrix exposes the 
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structure of the Q matrix as well (see Figure 4.2). This structure is then exploited to obtain 

solution of (4.39) and (4.40). Before we proceed we divide the state probability vector into 

finite vectors 1to, 1t1'~' .••. This helps in presenting the equilibrium state distribution in a 

convenient way. 

1tn = < p[n, 0], p[n, 1], ... , p[n, n] > for n!5; m 

and 

1tn = < p[n, 0], p[n, 1], ... , p[n, m] > for n > m. 

4.2.3.2 Construction of the Q Matrix 

The MIHypo21m queueing system is slightly more complex than the MIH21m queueing 

system. The reason for the complexity of the M IHypo21m system is the following. Whenever 

there is a service completion in the MIH21m queueing system, the number of customers in 

the system decreases by 1. In the MIHYPo21m queueing system the service time consists of 

two stages. When a customer completes service in the first stage, it goes to the second stage 

without leaving the system. The number of customers in the system does not change. So we 

need one more set of matrices which we denote by Fk. State transitions due to customers 

moving from one stage to another complicate the situation. 

Fig. 4.2 shows the decomposition of the Q matrix for the MI Hypo 2 1m queueing sys

tem. In Fig. 4.2 we have partitioned the rows of Q into blocks numbered 0, 1, 2, .... For 

o !5; n !5; m, the nth block has n + 1 rows. For n ~ m, the nth block has m + 1 rows. The 

columns are partitioned into blocks numbered 0, 1, 2, .... For 0 !5; k !5; m, kth block has 

k + 1 columns. For k ~ m, the kth block has m + 1 columns. The partitioning of the rows 

and columns into blocks produces submatrices Zn k. The elements of Zn k belong to the nth 

row block and the kth column block. Zn k is just a part of Q and its elements are given by 

[ Zn k ]j j = Q {(n, i), (k, j)} . 



1 ( 

I l ( 
3 ( 
4 , 
;"-l '( 
m-1 ( 
m ( 
m+l ( 
m+l ( 
".+1 ( 
m+l ( 
m+l ! 

. . 
m+1 , 

1 l 3 III ,"+1 m+l m+l 111+1 ".+1 

~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 

Zoo Zo. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z.o ZIl ZI2 0 0 0 0 0 
Z20 Z2I Zu 0 0 0 0 0 
Zso Zu Zu .0 0 0 0 0 

z",-30 z..-u z..-u 0 0 0 0 0 
z..-lO z..-l. z..-u z..-l.-. 0 ·0 0 0 
z..-.o z..-u z..-'2 z..-•• -. z..-•• 0 0 0 
z..o z... z..2 z...-. z... F.A. 0 0 
yz..o yz... yz..2 Yz..-. Yz.. Y F.A. F.A. 0 
flz..o fl2'... y22'..1 y2z..._. flZ.. y2F.A. Y F.A. F.A. 
Y'z..o Y'7... Y'7..1 Y'z...-. Y'z... y3 F.A. y2F.A. Y F.A. 
y4z.. 0 y42'... y4z.. 2 y4Z.._. y4z... y4F.A. y3F.A. y2F.A. 

. . . . . . 
y' z.. 0 y' ~. y' 2'..1 y'z..-. Y'z.. fl F.A. fl-'F.A. yl-1F.A. 

Figure 4.2. The structure of the Q matrix for the M I Jlypo2/m queueing system. 

Z.o=C.+ 1F.+ 1D.+ 1 F.D.··· F1D1 Z •• +1=C.+1F.+ 1 A.+ 1 OSnSm-l 

Z.,o=Y F.,D.,F"_l Dm - 1 " 'F1 D1 

Z.,t= Y F",D", F",_l D",_l .• ·Fi+1 Di+1 FtAt lSkSm-l, Z",.,=YF.,A", 

Zd=C.+ 1 F,.+l D.+1 F.D,.·· . Ft +1Di+1 FlAI; lSnSm-l,lSkSn. 
.... .... 
ID 
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As shown in Fig. 4.2, for the MIHYPo21m queueing system, the submatrices are products of 

the set of elementary matrices Ak, Bk, Ck, Fk, and Y. And the dynamics of the MIHypo21m 

queueing system relate these matrices to the submatrices Zn k of Q. In the following we 

defme the elementary matrices, and show how they relate to the submatrices of Q. 

Any activity resulting in a change in system state is called an event. There are only 

three kinds of events in the MIHypo21m system: the arrival of a customer, service comple

tion in stage I, and service completion in stage 2. The number of customers in the system 

change when there is an arrival or there is a service completion in stage 2. The number of 

customers in the system does not change when there is a service completion in stage 1. The 

customer moves to stage 2, after completion of service in stage 1. 

Consider a state (n, 0, 0 :s; i :s; k = min(n, m). We define four sets of matrices Ak, Cko 

Dko Fko 1 :s; k :s; m, and a matrix Yas follows. 

Ak is a diagonal matrix of order (k + 1) whose elements are given by 

[Ak]i j = P[the next event is an arrival 1 current state = (n, i)] 

=-------
A. + iJ.ll + (k - i)J.l2 • 

Ck is a k x (k + 1) matrix whose elements are given by 

j¢i+l. 

The elements of Ck describe the change in the number of customers in stage 1 due to entry 

of a new customer into service. 

Dk is a (k + 1) x k matrix whose elements are defined in the following way 

for j ¢ i 

[Dk]i i = P[the next event is a service completion in stage 21 current state = (n, i)] 

(k - i) J.l2 =-------A. + iJ.ll + (k - i)J.l2 • 



F k is a lower triangular matrix of order k + 1 whose elements are given by 

for j > i . 

[F k]i j = P[the next event is a service completion in stage 1 I current state = (n, 0] 

x P[the next event is a service completion in stage 11 current state = (n, i-I)] 

x P[the next event is a service completion in stage 11 current state = (n, i - 2)] 

x··· 

x P[the next event is a service completion in stage 11 current state = (n, j + 1)] 

i I III 
= I =1l1 A. + I III + (k -1)1l2 . 

The elments of matrix Y are defined as 
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[Y]i j = P[ the state after next departure = (n, j) I current state = (n + 1, i)] n ~ m. 

The next departure is also the next service completion in stage 2. Since the current state 

is (n + 1, i), n ~ m, there is at least one customer waiting in the queue. After the next depar

ture the customer entering service goes into stage 1 of service. So the state after the depar

ture cannot have zero customers in stage 1. 

O~i ~m 

Since the current state is (n + 1, i) n ~ m, the state after the next departure can have at most 

i + 1 customers in stage 1. If no service completion occurs in stage 1 before the next depar

ture, the state after the next departure would have i + 1 customers in stage 1. If i - j + 1 

service completions occur in stage 1, before the next departure, then the state after the depar

ture would have j customers in stage 1. 

[Y]i j = 0 for j > i + 1 

[Y]i j = P[ the state after next departure = (n, j) I current state = (n + 1, i)] n~m. 

= P[the next event is a service completion in stage 1 I current state = (n + 1, i)] 

x P[the next event is a service completion in stage 1 I current state = (n + 1, i-I)] 

x··· 
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x P[the next event is a seIVice completion in stage 11 current state = (n + 1, j )] 

x P[the next event is a seIVice completion in stage 21 current state = (n + 1, j - 1)] 

j I III (m - j + 1) 112 

= ;f}j A. + I J.LI + (m -1)J.l2 A. + (j - 1) J.Ll + (m - j + 1)J.L2 

We are now ready to write expressions for Zn kin tenns of Ako Ck, Dk, Fk and Y. 

The elements of Q are conditional probabilities of system state transition as seen by an 

arriving customer. If one customer finds n customers on arrival, the next customer can never 

find more than n + 1 customers in the system on arrival. That is why the Q matrix is a 

block-triangular matrix with a non-zero block-band above the diagonal (see Fig. 4.2). In other 

words, 

Znk=O, for n ~ 0, k > n + 1 . 

Given that the current arrival finds n customers in the system, the number of customers 

found by the next customer depends on the number of departures before the next arrival. If 

no departure occurs before the next arrival, then the next customer will find n + 1 customers 

in the system. If the current arrival finds the system in state (n, i), n ~ m, and no departure 

occurs before the next arrival, then the next arrival will find the system in state 

(n + 1, j), 0 ~ j ~ i, since the current arrival joins the queue and at most i customer can 

move from stage 1 to stage 2. We have one or more transitions from stage 1 to stage 2 fol

lowed by the arrival of the next customer. The conditional probabilities of transitions from 

stage 1 to stage 2 are given by the elements of the matrix F m and the conditional probabili

ties of arrival are given by Am. Hence 

for n ~m. 

If the current arrival finds the system in state (n, i), n < m, and there is no departure 

before the next arrival then the next arrival finds n + 1 customers in the system. We use the 

Cn + I matrix to account for the increment of the number of customers in stage 1 due to the 

arrival of the current customer. This arrival of the current customer would be followed by 

some possible transitions from stage 1 to stage 2. Then the next customer arrives. The 
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conditional probabilities of transitions from stage 1 to stage 2 are given by the elements of 

matrix Fn + 1. The conditional probabilities of the arrival of the next customer are given by 

the elements of matrix An + 1. 

for n <m. 

Consider what happens when the system has n > m customers. The server of a depart

ing customer is immediately taken up by a customer who was waiting in the buffer. If the 

current state is (n, i, n > m) then there can be at most i transitions from stage 1 to stage 2, 

before the departure takes place. The state transition probabilities are given by the elements 

ofY. 

If a customer arrives when the system is in state (n, i), n ~ m, then the state of the sys

tem changes to (n + 1, i) on arrival of the customer. So for the next customer to find n cus

tomers in the system we must have exactly one departure event. The departure is possibly 

followed by several transitions from stage 1 to stage 2, then the next arrival takes place. 

Hence 

Zn n = Y F m Am n ~ m . 

If the current arrival fmds n + r, n ~ m, customers in the system, then the next arrival will 

find n customers in the system if there are r + 1 departure events in the system followed by 

an arrival event. Note that the elements of Y take into account possible transitions from 

stage 1 to stage before a departure. So 

Zn+rn = yr+1 Fm Am n ~m, r ~ O. 

The multiplication of Y by itself corresponding to successive departure events follows from 

the same conditioning argument that underlies the fact that the n-step transition probability 

matrix of a Markov chain is obtained by multiplying the one-step transition probability 

matrix n times by itself. Note that by now we have obtained all the submatrices in the right 

hand side of the second solid vertical line in Fig. 4.2, and the submatrices on the nonzero 

block-band in the upper triangle. 
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Let us now obtain the Zn 0 submatrices in the first column block of the Q matrix. These 

submatrices correspond to the state transition of the current customer finding n customers on 

arrival and the next customer finding no customer on arrival. So there are n + 1 departures 

before the next arrival. But every departure can possibly be preceded by several transitions 

from stage 1 to stage 2. 

Zn 0 = en + 1 Fn + IDn + 1 Fn Dn ... F 1 D 1 0 ~ n ~ m-l 
en + 1 appears first in the matrix expression for Zn 0 as the arrival of the current customer 

increases the number of customers in stage 1 by 1. 

Next consider the case that the current customer finds m + r customers on arrival. For 

the next customer to find the system empty we must have m + r + 1 departures, each of the 

departures can be preceded by possible transitions from stage 1 stage 2. So 

Zm+rO=yr+l FmDmFm-l Dm- 1 •• 'F 1 Dl 

We will derive the submatrices for just one more column block. The rest can be derived 

using similar ideas, and all have been given in Fig. 4.2. The submatrices Zn 1 corresponds to 

the current customer finding n customers in the system on arrival and the next customer 

finding 1 customer in the system on arrival. So the arrival of the next customer is preceded 

by n departures. Each departure can possibly be precede by several transitions from stage 1 

to stage 2. If n < m the arrival of the current customer increases the number of customers in 

stage 1 by 1. So 

Zn 1 = en + 1 Fn + 1 Dn + 1 Fn Dn ... F 2 D2 F 1 All ~ n ~ m - 1 . 

If the current customer finds m + r customers on arrival, then we will have m + r departures 

followed by an arrival. Each of the departures and the arrival can possibly be followed by 

several transition from stage 1 to stage 2. 

r~O. 

This concludes our discussion on how to decompose the Q matrix and how to construct 

it for the MIHypo21m queueing system. 
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4.2.3.3. The Rate Matrix Bm of the MIHypo21m Queueing System 

The rate matrix Bm of the MIHypo21m queuing system has the following two important 

properties. The proof of the properties are very similar to the proof of the corresponding pro

perties of the rate matrix of the MIH21m queueing system given in Section 4.1.3.3. Hence 

the proofs are omitted. 

00 

Bm = L B~ yr F m Am (4.57) 
r=O 

Premultiplying both sides by B~-l we also get 

00 

Bk - Bk - 1 ~ Br yr F A m- m £.J m m m k~1. (4.58) 
r=O 

The rate matrix Bm is the minimal nonnegative solution of the matrix equation 

00 

X = LXiyjFm Am. (4.59) 
i=O 

The above statement means that Bm can be obtained from the above equation using an itera-

tive method with an initial approximation of 0 for X. In step 1 of the iteration, the next 

approximation XCI) is obtained by substituting X(O) = 0 for X on the right hand side. In 

step 2, X (2) is obtained by substituting X (1) for X on the right hand side, and so on. 

XeD) = D 

X(N) = L [X(N-l)]iyiFmAm 
i=O 

N~1. 

4.2.3.4. The State Probability Distribution of the M/ HYPo2/m System 

(4.60) 

Before we present the solution of equations (4.54) and (4.55), we would like to rewrite 

(4.54) and (4.55) in terms of the submatrices in Fig. 4.2. 
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First let us consider the equation for 1tn • 1 ~ n ~ m. This corresponds to the n + Ith 

column block of Q (Fig. 4.2). By inspection of Fig. 4.2 we can write the following equation 

for 1tn• Note that this is just a "slice" of (4.54). 

m-l GO 

1tn = L 1tk Zk n + L 1tk yk-mZm n l~n~m. (4.61) 
k=n-l k=m 

The equation for 1tn• n > m. are given by the n - mth column block in the right hand 

side of the second solid vertical line in Fig 4.2. By inspection of Fig. 4.2 we can write the 

following equation for 1tn • 

GO 

1tn = L 1tk yk - n + 1 F m Am 

k=n-l 

Also. (4.55) can be written as 

m-l GO 

L 1tn En + L 1tn Em = 1 . 
ncO n=m 

n >m. (4.62) 

(4.63) 

where En is a n + 1 column matrix all of whose elements are 1. Note that we have not 

presented the equation for 1tQ. We will discard this equation since it is redundant. We are 

now ready to present the state distribution. 

Theorem 2: The equilibrium state distribution of the MIHypo21m queueing system is 

given by 

where Bm is the rate matrix of the Markov chain. Furthermore Bo. Bh 

directly given in tenns of the rate matrix as follows. 

And 

(4.64) 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

and Bm - 1 arc 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 
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m-l 1-1 I-n-l 
- L n Bi C'+l n (F,+I_iD,+l_i)Fn+lAn+l 

l=n+2 i=n+l i=O 

m-l m-n-2 - n B"LyY n (Fm_iDm_;)Fn+lAn+l)-1 OSnSm-2. 
"=n+l i=O 

.. 
Ly = L B~Y". 

"=0 
To prove (4.66) we have to prove that it satisfies (4.62). That is we have to prove 

00 

1tmB~-m = :E 1tmB~-m y k - n +1 FmAm 
k=n -1 

n>m. 

This can be proved starting from (4.58): 

00 

B~ = B~-1 :E B!n [Yi Fm Am k ~ 1 
j=O 

00 

=> 1tm B~ = 1tm B~-1 :E B!n [yJi Fm Am k ~ 1 
j=O 

00 

=> 1tmB~-m = 1tmB~-m-l:E B!n [YY FmAm n >m 
j=O 

=> 1tmB~-m = 1tm :i: B~-I+j-m yj FmAm 
j=O 

=> 1tmB~-m = :E 1tmB~-myk-n+1FmAm 
k=n -1 

Hence (4.66) follows. 

n>m. 

Expressions (4.64), (4.65), (4.67) and (4.68) are proved by routine algebra, which is 

presented below. 

Substituting the expressions for Zk n in (4.61) we have for n = m 

00 

1tm =1tm -l CmFmAm+ :E 1tkyk-m+1FmAm 
k=m 

= 1tm -l Cm Fm Am + 1tm :i: B~-m yk-m+ 1Fm Am 
k=m 

by (4.66) 
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where Ly = L B~ yi = L B~[Y]i . 
i=O i=O 

Thus, 

1tm = 1tm -I Cm F m Am(l - Ly Y F m Am)-I 

(4.67) is obtained directly from this. 

Let us now substitute (4.65) in (4.61), and substitute expressions for Zk n. 

m-I 
1tn+ 1 =1tn Cn+ 1 Fn+ 1 An+l + L 1t1 CI+l FI+l DI+l FI DI··· Fn+2 Dn+2 Fn+l An+l 

I=n + 1 

+1tm i Bfn yl Y Fm Dm Fm-lDm-l ... Fn +2 Dn+2 Fn + 1 An + 1 
1=0 

which gives (4.68). 

OSnSm-2. 
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(4.64) gives the probability that the system is empty. (4.64) is obtained by substituting 

(4.65) and (4.66) in (4.63) . 

•. ~{milniIlBjEn+ i milBjB:!t-mE) = 1. 
n=Oj=O n=mj=O J 

(4.64) follows directly from above. II 

We note that once the state distribution has been computed the mean delay in the com

posite server (i. e. the sum of the mean queueing delay and mean service time) can be com

puted using Little's law: 

1 {m-l 00 } 

E[D] = I' n~o n 1tn En + n~m n 1tn Em . 

The mean queueing delay can then be obtained by subtracting the mean service time 

from E[D]. 

This completes the analysis for the MIHypo21m composite server. 
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4.2.3.5. Algorithmic Computation of the State Distribution 

Evaluation of Bm requires an iterative computation of (4.60): 

X(O) = 0 

00 

X(N) = L [X(N -l)iyjFmAm N ~ 1. 
j=o 

Although the series on the right hand side is not finite it has a finite sum. For our algorithm we 

construct a finite series by taking the first K + 1 terms of the series on the right hand side. If 
A 

K is sufficiently large then the sum of the finite series, denoted by X(N), will approximate 

the sum of the infinite series with a great degree of accuracy. However, there is no straight

forward way to find out the number of terms necessary in the finite series to achieve a 

desired accuracy. So we use the following empirical method. 

Let 

A 

X(O) = 0 

A K A 

X(N) = L [(X(N -l)i (Yi Fm Am. 
1=0 

We have determined the number of terms K in the finite series by the criterion that the rela-

tive size of the first expected term be smaller than a preassigned e of relative accuracy. In 

the following e is a very small number which determines the accuracy of our computation. 

[(X(N -l)l (y)K FmAm]jj 
A ~ e 

[X(N)]j j 
for all i, j. (4.69) 

To compute an approximation of Bm , we iterate (4.44) a finite number S times, and then 
A 

take X(S) as a sufficiently accurate approximation of Bm. We denote this approximation by 

A A 

Bm = X(S) (4.70) 

The value S is determined by the criterion that the relative error is smaller than a preassigned 

y. In the following y is a very small number which determines the accuracy of our 
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computation. 

" " [X(S)]i j - [X(S - 1)]i j 
" ~ 'Y 

[X(S)l j 
(4.71) 

" " Thus Bm is computed using two nested iteration loops. The inner loop computes X(N) 

and its tennination condition is detennined by evaluating (4.69). The outer loop detennines 

" " the convergence of the sequence X(O), X(1), ... and its tennination condition is detennined 

" " " by evaluating (4.71). After Bm is computed Bm _ I ... Bo are computed from (4.67) and 

" (4.68) substituting Bm for Bm. An approximate state probability vector is computed from 

" (4.64), (4.65) and (4.66) substituting Bm for Bn. 1 ~ n ~ m. 

4.3. Selection of Appropriate Number of Parallel Links 

In this section we introduce the concept of delay curves. The total delay for a GIGlm 

system decreases monotonically as the number of servers m is increased [20]. For a given 

workload (i. e. arrival rate and the mean and variance of service time) we can use the delay 

curves to find out the number of servers necessary to keep the mean total delay below a 

specified value. The delay curves presented in this section have been obtained by computing 

mean delays following the methods described in Section 4.1 for the MIH21m composite 

server. The bounds on the delay curves have been obtained using the the MIHKloo composite 

server model given in Section 2.1.2. 

We consider a two node network connected by multiple links (Figure 2.5). There are 

two virtual circuits VCI and VC2 from S to D. The resequencing strategy used is virtual cir

cuit level resequencing. The two nodes are connected by m links. We assume that the 

arrivals of packets from the two circuits constitute Poisson streams of rate Al and ~. The 

service time is assumed to have a two-stage hyperexponential distribution, and is assumed to 

be the same for the two virtual circuits. 
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Figure 4.3 is a plot of the mean delays of packets belonging to VCt versus the number 

of links between S and D. The horizontal line at 6.0 seconds indicates that the total mean 

delay is specified to be below this value. The delay values for the CUIves labeled 't', 'q' and 

'r' have been computed by the method described in Section 4.1. The delay values for the 

horizontal lines the three curves approach are computed by method described in Section 

2.1.2, and are the delays for a system with infinitely many links between Sand D. The 

arrival rates are 0.4 packets/sec from VCt and 0.3 packets/sec from VC2. The mean service 

time is 2.0 seconds and the coefficient of variation is 2.0. 

We find that as the number of links between Sand D is increased the mean total delay 

and the mean queueing delay quickly decrease and approach their asymptotic values. The 

mean resequencing delay quickly increases and approaches its asymptotic value. For the 

given workload, the mean total delay can be kept below 6.0 seconds with three links. With 

four links, the mean total delay is slightly more than that with infinitely many links between 

the two nodes. 

If the workload changes from the above values then it may not be possible to keep the 

mean total delay below 6.0 seconds with three links. In Figure 4.4 we have plotted the mean 

total delay of the packets belonging to VCt as the mean service time changes from 2.0 

seconds to 2.8 seconds. The coefficient of variation is fixed at 2.0. The three curves are for 3, 

4 and infinitely many links between S and D. The arrival rates are At = 0.4 and ~ = 0.3 

packets/sec. The horizontal line through 6.0 seconds indicates that the mean total delay is 

desired to be below 6.0 seconds. The curve for infinitely many links between Sand D inter

sect the horizontal line through 6.0 seconds at about 2.3 seconds (the position of the vertical 

line). So if the mean service time is above 2.3 seconds then even with infinitely many links 

we would not be able to keep the mean total delay below 6.0 seconds. This shows the utility 

of the MIH2 /°o model in providing feasibility bounds for this set of parameter values. If the 

mean service time is between 2.0 and 2.18 seconds (approximately), then with 3 links, we 
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Figure 4.3. The mean delay of packets belonging to vel versus the number of links. The arrival 
rates are A.I = 0.4 packets/sec and "-2 = 0.3 packets/sec. The mean service time is 2.0 seconds and the 
coefficient of variation of service time is 2.0. The MIH21m queueing model is used. The horizontal 
lines are the mean delays for infinitely many links between the nodes. The horizontal line at 6.0 
seconds indicates the specified upper limit on the mean total delay. 
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Figure 4.4. The mean total delay of packets belonging to vel versus the mean service time. 
The three curves are for three (labeled 3). four (labeled 4) and infinitely many links (labeled i) 
between the two nodes. The arrival rates are Al = 0.4 packets/sec and "-2 = 0.3 packets/sec. The 
coefficient of variation of service time is 2.0. The Mlfl21m queueing model is used. 
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Figure 4.5. The mean total delay of the packets of vel versus the coefficient of variation of 
service time. The three curves are for three (labeled 3), four (labeled 4) and infinitely many (labeled i) 
links between the two nodes. The arrival rates are Al = 0.4 packets/sec and ~ = 0.3 packets/sec. The 
mean service time is 2.0 seconds. The MIH2/m queueing model is used. 
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Figure 4.6. The mean delays of packets to VCI versus arrival rate of VCI • The arrival rate of 
VC2 is 0.3 packets/sec. Number of links = 2, mean service time = 2.0 seconds, and coefficient of vari
ation = 2.0. The MIH21m queueing model is used. 
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Figure 4.7. The mean delays of packets of VCI versus arrival rate to V~. The arrival rate to 
VCI is 0.4 packets/sec. Number of links = 2, mean service time = 2.0 seconds, and coefficient of vari
ation = 2.0. 
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will be able to keep the mean total delay below 6.0 seconds. For mean service time above 

2.18 seconds and below 2.28 seconds, the mean total delay can be kept below 6.0 seconds 

with 4 links. 

Figure 4.5 is a plot of the mean total delay of packets belonging to VCI versus the 

coefficient of variation of service time. The three curves are for three, four and infinitely 

many links between the two nodes. The mean service time is kept fixed at 2.0 seconds. It is 

specified that the mean total delay be kept below 6.0 seconds. We find that the curve for 

infinitely many links intersect the horizontal line at 6.0 seconds at approximately 2.36. So if 

the coefficient of variation is greater than 2.36, then even with infinitely many links between 

the two nodes the mean total delay will be above 6.0 seconds. If the coefficient of variation 

is less than 2.27 (approximately) then the mean total delay can be kept below 6.0 seconds 

with three links. If the coefficient of variation is between 2.27 and 2.359 then we can keep 

the mean total delay below 6.0 seconds with 4 links. Notice that over this entire range of 

workload the mean total delay for 4 links is almost as low as that for infinitely many links 

between the two nodes. 

Figure 4.6 is a plot of the mean delays of packets belonging to VCI versus the arrival 

rate Al of packets to VCt. The arrival rate A:z of packets to VC2 is kept fixed at 0.3 

packets/sec. The mean service time is 2.0 seconds and the coefficient of variation is 2.0. 

As the arrival rate of packets is increased the mean resequencing delay increases very 

slowly. It should be noted that if the traffic intensity A E[B] approaches m, the mean rese

quencing delay would approach a finite upper bound. Intuitively this can be explained as fol

lows. This is because at this point we expect every packet to find with a very high probabil

ity m - I other packets (a constant) in service when it goes into service. 

The mean queueing delay and the mean total delay at first increase slowly as Al is 

increased, but then they increase rapidly. The growth of the mean total delay and the mean 

queueing delay with Al is unbounded, while that of the mean resequencing delay is bounded. 
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If the arrival rate At is less than 0.285 packets/sec (approximately), the mean total delay is 

below 6.0 seconds. However, if At is greater than 0.29 packets/sec, the mean total delay is 

greater than 6.0 seconds. The mean total delay can be reduced by increasing the number of 

links beyond m = 2. 

Figure 4.7 is a plot of the mean delays of the packets of VCt with the arrival rate ~ of 

packets to VCz. For the packets of VCt, an increase of the arrival rate of the packets of VCz 

is equivalent to a decrease of the availability of the links. The mean queueing delay incre::lSes 

with an increase of ~, while the mean resequencing delay decreases. If the arrival rate is 

greater than 0.13 packets/s (approximately) the mean total delay is greater than 6.0 seconds. 

To decrease it below 6.0 seconds, we have to increase the number of links. 

4.4. The MISPlm Composite Server 

This section is a description of our future research for extending the method described 

in this chapter to more general service time distributions. 

Hz is a two-stage parallel server. Hk is a k-stage parallel server. Each of these stages 

consists of one exponential random variable. If we replace this exponential random variable 

by a j-stage hypoexponential random variable, then we get a series-parallel service time dis

tribution (SP). The state of a busy server can then be specified by a number i, 

1 !5: i !5: (k - 1) U - 1). The state of the m busy servers can be specified by a number I, 

1 !5: I !5: m (k - 1) U - 1). The method described in this chapter would involve matrices of 

size O(m k j). The high dimensionality is the biggest problem in extending the method 

developed in this chapter to SP servers. However, for small values of m, k and j we believe 

the method can be used. 

The basic idea behind the method we described is to divide the computation into three 

distinct parts. In part 1 we devise a method to compute the mean conditional resequencing 
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delay using (1.12). This method requires setting up a recurrence to compute the mean of the 

maximum of n independent random variables (not necessarily identical). The random vari

ables are the remaining service times of the customers in service when a tagged customer X 

enters service. The key to setting up the recurrence is to exploit the memoryless property of 

the exponential random variable. We have presented two examples in Section 2.1.2 and in 

Section 4.2. We have another example in Section 5.4. 

The second part consists of development of a method to describe the change in server 

state from the time the tagged customer X arrives at the system to the time it enters service. 

The conditional distribution of the server state at the time the tagged customer enters service 

given the system state at the time the tagged customer arrives at the system can be computed 

using two matrices denoted by J and K. 

The rows of the matrix K give the conditional distribution of the server state when the 

tagged customer enters service given the server state when the tagged customer appears at the 

head of the queue. After the tagged customer appears at the head of the queue, it must wait 

until a service completion. But during this time there may be several customer movements 

from one stage to another. The development of the matrix K should take all such movements 

into account. In Section 4.1.2 and Section 4.2.2 we have presented the matrix K for two-stage 

hyperexponential, and two-stage hypoexponential service time distributions. 

The rows of the matrix J give the conditional distribution of the server state after one 

departure from the system given that all the servers are busy, given that the queue is 

nonempty, and given the current server state. We again have to take into account that there 

may be several customer movements from one stage to another until the service completion. 

We have presented the matrix J for the two-stage hyperexponential service time distribution 

and the two-stage hypoexponential service time distribution in Section 4.1.2 and Section 

4.2.2. 
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If the tagged customer found n customers in the system when it arrived, then the condi

tional distribution of the server state when the tagged customer enters service given the 

server state when it arrives is given by the elements of the matrix r - m K. 

The third part consists of computing the equilibrium state distribution of the queueing 

system from an arriving customer's point of view. For a server consisting of series and 

parallel exponential servers, the equilibrium state distribution can be computed using the 

matrix-geometric method. The basic idea is to partition the rows and columns of the transi

tion probability matrix into blocks. The states in a row block or a column block consists of 

all the states with the same number of customers. Examples of this partitioning is given in 

Section 4.1.3 for the MIH21m queueing system, and in Section 4.2.3 for the MIHypozlm 

queueing system. The partitioning of the rows and columns into blocks produces submatrices, 

which can be expressed as the product of a set of elementary matrices. For the MIHzlm 

queueing system there are just three such sets: Ak, Ck, Dk. For the MIHypo21m queueing 

systems we need four set of matrices Ak, Ck, Dk, Fk, and a matrix Y. There are particular 

probabilistic interpretations of the matrices Ak, Dk Ck Fk and Y. The elements of the 

matrices Ak give the conditional probability that the next event resulting in a change in the 

number of customers in the system is an arrival given the current state of the system. The 

elements of the matrices Dk give the conditional probability that the next event resulting in a 

change in the number of customers in the system is a departure given the current state of the 

system. The elements of the Ck matrices describe how the population in various stages 

changes as a new customer enters service. The elements of the Fk matrices give the condi

tional probability that the customers move from one stage of service to another given the 

current state of the system. It is not clear if these sets of matrices are sufficient to construct 

the Q matrix of any SP distribution. More research work is needed to determine this. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE QUEUEING NETWORK COMPOSITE SERVER MODEL 

In this chapter we consider a composite server modeled by a queueing network. This 

model is applicable when there are several interconnected service stations between the source 

and the destination. The delays suffered while waiting at the service stations, and in receiving 

service at the service stations comprise the delay D suffered in the composite server. In Sec

tion 5.1 we discuss the "system time dependency problem" in queueing networks. In Sec

tion 5.2 we consider a composite server model consisting of two parallel sequences of 

M I M 11 queues in which customer takes one of the two paths depending on the outcome of a 

Bernoulli trial. We develop a numerical method to compute the mean total delay for this 

model. In Section 5.3 we show with an example how to detennine the optimum probability 

of success of the Bernoulli trial to minimize the mean total delay. The method developed 

here is applicable to a feedforward network of M I M 11 queues. 

5.1. A Composite Server Modeled by a Queueing Network 

Computation of resequencing and total delay for a composite server model consisting of 

a queueing network is difficult. The source of the difficulty is the fact that the time spent by 

a customer in one part of the network can be dependent on that spent in another part. Let us 

explain the problem with the composite server of Fig. 5.1. 

In Figure 5.1 we have three service stations marked 1, 2 and 3. The arrival of custo

mers at 1 constitutes a Poisson process of rate A.. After service completion at 1, a customer 

goes to 2 with probability <X, and to 3 with probability 1 - a. After service completion at 2, 

a customer goes to 3. After service completion at 3, a customer leaves the composite server. 
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Figure 5.1. A composite server modeled by a queueing network. 

2 

Figure 5.2. Another example of a composite server modeled by a queueing network. 

The service time at station i is exponentially distributed with mean 1 / Jlj, and all are 

independent for each customer. Each service station has an unbounded queueing buffer. The 

service discipline is first-come first-served. 

Consider a customer X that goes to 2 following service completion at 1. If the system 

time (waiting time + service time) of X at 1 is long then it is possible that there would be a 

few customers queued up after X in 1. When X receives service at 2, it is possible that some 

of those customers would complete service at 1 and proceed directly to 3 bypassing X. The 

system time of X at 3 depends on the number of customers that bypass X. This number in 

tum depends on the system time of X at 1. By refining this argument, Simon and Foley [21] 
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show that the system time of X at 3 and 1 are dependent random variables. 

In Figure 5.2, the composite server consists of a sequence of a single server service sta

tion, a multiple server service station, and a single server service station. Let us assume that 

arrivals of customers constitute a Poisson process, and that the individual service station ser

vice times are independent and exponentially distributed. Let us consider a customer X. If 

the system time (waiting time + service time) of X at 1 is long then it is possible that there 

would be a few customers queued up after X in 1. When X receives service at 2, it is possi

ble that some of those customers would complete service at 1 and proceed to 2. It is also 

possible that these customers would receive service at the other server at 2, and proceed to 3 

bypassing X. The system time of X at 3 depends on the number of customers that bypass X 

at 2. This number in tum depends on the system time of X at 1. By refining this argument, 

Burke showed that because of the bypassing of customers in the multi server queue, the sys

tem times of customers in the two single server queues are dependent [4]. 

It is interesting to note that the reason for customers going out ot sequence, and the rea

son for system time dependency is the same: it is the non-zero probability of the bypassing 

of one customer by another. 

This system time dependency is a major obstacle in the computation of resequencing 

and total delay when a composite server is modeled by a queueing network. For a number 

of simpler network structures, however, the dependency problem does not arise. For example 

consider a tandem network of n single server service stations with a Poisson arrival of custo

mers at the first station, and an exponential service time of mean 1I1li at station i. Here 

bypassing is impossible, and Reich [19] showed that in such a network the system times of a 

customer at the n stations are independent exponential random variables. 

In this chapter we consider a composite server consisting of two parallel tandem single 

server service stations (Fig. 5.3). Each tandem queueing system is called a path. Bypassing of 

customers on one path by those on the other path is now possible. 
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Resequencing 
Buffer 

Figure 5.3. A composite server consisting of two parallel tandem single server service stations. 

We have a stream of customers going from S to L. An arriving customer is routed to 

one of the two paths. The choice of a path is based on the outcome of a Bernoulli trial. The 

customers go out of sequence because of the difference in total system times along the two 

paths. So they are resequenced before they "arrive" at L. We model the service and queue

ing delays along each path as a sequence of MIMI 1 queues, and describe a method to com

pute the mean total delay suffered by a customer. Under these assumptions we show 

how to numerically compute the optimum Bernoulli distribution that minimizes the 

total delay suffered by a customer. We then illustrate the method with an example. 

5.2. The System Model 

We assume that the arrival of customers from S constitutes a Poisson process of rate A. 

There are two parallel paths (path 1 and Path 2). A customer takes either Path 1 or Path 2 
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based on the outcome of a Bernoulli trial. A customer takes Path 1 if the trial results in a 

success; otherwise it takes Path 2. We denote the probability of success of a Bernoulli trial 

by ~1' Thus, the arrival process contributes a Poisson stream of rate 1..~1 into Path 1 and a 

Poisson stream of rate 1..~2 into Path 2 (~2 = 1 - ~1)' 

Let there be i single server queues along Path 1, and j single server queues along Path 

2. In addition to traffic from S, each service station carries traffic from other sources. We 

call this traffic the background traffic. The background traffic in the kth queueing system, 

1 ::; k ::; i, in Path 1 is assumed to be a Poisson stream of rate 'Yk 1, and the background traffic 

in the Ith queueing system, 1 ::; I S j, in Path 2 is assumed to be a Poisson stream of rate 'Y12. 

Also, the service time in the kth queueing system in Path 1 is assumed to be exponential of 

mean 1/ J.lk 1, and the service time in the Ith queueing system in Path 2 is assumed to be 

exponential of mean 1/J.l/2' Each queueing system is assumed to have an unbounded buffer. 

Thus, Path 1 is modeled as a sequence of i M / M / 1 systems and Path 2 is modeled as a 

sequence of j M / M /1 systems. The service time of a customer at one queueing system is 

assumed to be independent of its service time at other queueing systems. Each queueing sys

tem serves a customer following the first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling discipline, and 

is assumed to be in eqUilibrium. 

The kth M / M /1 system along Path p (p = 1, 2) can be characterized by the quantities: 

the total arrival rate 

I..kp ='Ykp + ~p 1.., 

the traffic intensity 

I..kp 
Pkp=-' and 

J.lkp 

the eqUilibrium probability that an arriving customer in the kth queue is coming from S 
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Since the network of Figure 5.3 is feedforward with Poisson external arrivals, the 

arrival process to any service station is Poisson. We know the equilibrium distribution of the 

number of customers in the kth MIMI 1 system is given by 

P[number of customers = n] = (1- Pkp) (Pkp)n • 

Defining akp = 1 - akp' the probability that there is no customer from S in the kth MIMIl 

system is given by [12] 

P[no customer from S in kth system on path p] 

= L (akp)n P[numberofcustomers=n] 
n=O 

1-Pkp 
=-----=--

1-Pkp a kp 

Thus, the probability that there is at least one customer from S is given by 

peat least one customer from S in kth system on path p] 

= 1 - P[no customer from S in kth system on path p] 

= 
akpPkp 

1-Pkp akp 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

Since each service center is MIMI1 with arrival rate Akp and departure rate J.lkp' the 

system (queueing + service) time of a customer is exponentially distributed with rate 

J.lkp - Akp [12, p. 202], which we denote by Vkp. 

1 1 --= (5.3) 

5.3. The Mean Delay in the Composite Server 

The mean delay of a customer in the composite server E[D] of a customer can be 

determined by conditioning on the path taken by the customer. 
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j 1 
E[D I the customer takes Path 1] = L 'l 

k = 1 !lk 1 - II.k 1 

j 1 
E[D I the customer takes Path 2] = L A 

1=1 !l/2 - 12 

By removing the condition on the path taken by the customer, we have 

j 1 j 1 
E[D] = PI L + P2 L -----=--

k = 1 !lk 1 - AU I = 1 !l/2 - A/2 
(5.4) 

5.4. The Mean Resequencing Delay 

Consider a customer X that takes Path 1. X cannot bypass any customer along Path 1 

since each system along that path follows first-come-first-served scheduling discipline. How

ever, it is possible for X to bypass one or more customers that have taken Path 2. If X 

bypasses one or more customers on Path 2, then it must wait in the resequencing buffer until 

the last of the bypassed customers complete service. To detennine the resequencing delay of 

X we need consider only the trailing customer on Path 2 at the moment when X left S. 

Let us denote the system time of X at the kth system by Yk l' The time taken by X 
j 

along the path is given by L Ykl. 
k=1 

If at the time X leaves S there is no customer from S in Path 2, then the resequencing 

delay suffered by X is zero. The probability of this event can be detennined from (5.1): 

j 1-P/2 
P[no customer from S in Path 2] = IT . 

1=11-P/2()(/2 
(5.5) 

Let us consider the case that the trailing customer from S along Path 2 is at the rth sta-

tion when X leaves S. Using (5.1) and (5.2), the probability of this event is found to be 

P[last customer from S along Path 2 at rth system] (5.6) 
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<Xr2Pr2 rrr-1 1-P/2 
= P[ at least one in r and none in 1 ... r - 1] = ----

1-Pr2<Xr2 / =11-P/2<X/2 

Since the system time of a customer is exponentially distributed, at the time X leaves S 

the remaining system time of the trailing customer at the rth system is exponentially distri

buted with mean l!Vr 2. This is a consequence of the memoryless property of the exponential 

distribution. Let us denote the remaining system time of the trailing customer at the rth sys

tem by Yr2 • Let YI2 denote the system time of the trailing customer in the Ith system in 

Path 2, r+1 SIS j. YI2 is exponentially distributed with mean 11v/2. The interval between 

the time when X leaves S and the time when the trailing customer completes service along 

j 
Path 2 is given by L Y12 . 

I=r 

Denoting the resequencing delay of X by R, we have 

R I X takes Path 1, trailing customer from S in Path 2 at the rth system 

j j 

=max(O, L YI2 - L Ykl) 
I=r k= 1 

This relation can be rewritten as 

R I X takes Path 1, trailing customer from S in Path 2 at the rth system 

j j j 

=max( L Ykl , L YI2)- L Yk1 (5.7) 
k=l I=r k=l 

Taking expectations on both sides, 

E[R I X takes Path 1, trailing customer from S in Path 2 at the rth system] 

j j j 1 
=E[max( L Ykl , L YI2 )]- L - . 

k=1 I=r k=1 Vkl 
(5.8) 

We can determine the mean conditional resequencing delay conditioned on the path 

taken by X by removing the condition on the position of the trailing customer: 

E[RI X takes Path 1] = P[no customer from S in Path 2] . 0 (5.9) 
j 

+ L P[trailing customer from S along Path 2 at rth system] 
r=1 
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x E[RI X takes Path 1, trailing customer from S along Path 2 at rth system] . 

Substituting (5.5), (5.6) and (5.8) in (5.9), we have 

E[R I X takes Path 1] = ~ "'7"2 r2 IT 12 E[max( ~ Ykl , ~ Y/2)] - ~ - . 
j (V P r-l 1 -P { j j j I} 

r=l I-Pr2ar2/=1 I-P/2<Xi2 k=l I=r k=l Vkl 

Similarly 

E[R I X takes Path 2] = ~ rl rl IT E[max( ~ Yk2, ~ Y/I)] - ~ - . 
j a P r-l 1 -PI I { j j j I} 

r=l I-Prlarl/=l I-Pll <XiI k=l I=r k=l vk2 

The mean resequencing delay of X can be found by removing the condition on the 

path taken by X, 

E[R] = ~l E[R I X takes Path 1] + ~ E[R I X takes Path 2] 

Now to compute the mean resequencing delay of X we must have a method to compute 

the mean value of the largest of two sums of independent, (not necessarily identical) 

exponential random variables, i. e., the expected maximum of two, possibly distinct, 

hypoexponential variates. In the next section we develop a recurrence relation to compute 

this expectation. 

5.4.1. A Recurrence to Compute the Mean of the Maximum of Two Hypoexponentials 

For convenience we have reduced the model in Fig. 5.3 to the equivalent system model 

in Fig. 5.4. In Fig. 5.4 we have replaced each system in Fig. 5.3 along with its buffer of 

customers by a single exponential server. Path 1 is replaced by i exponential servers con

nected in series. The service time of the kth server along Path 1 in Fig. 5.4 is the system 

time of the kth server along Path 1 in Fig. 5.3. Path 2 is also replaced in a similar fashion. 

For computation of the mean resequencing delay, we need to compute the mean of the 

maximum of total service time of a customer along Path 1 (path 2) and remaining service 

time of a customer along Path 2 (path 1). Assuming the customer already in service to be in 
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Figure 5.4. A reduction of the queueing network of Fig. 5.3. Each MIMI1 system has been 
replaced by an exponential server whose service time is equal to the system time of the MIMI1 
queue. So we obtain a series-parallel multi-stage exponential server. 

the rth system. we need to compute the following quantities: 

; j 

E[max( L Ykl • L Y12)] (5.10a) 
.1:=1 I=r 

j ; 

E[max( L Y/2 • L Y.l: 1)] (5.10b) 
/=1 .I:=r 

where Ykl is the service time in the kth server along Path 1 and Y/2 is the service time in the ltb 

server along Path 2 (Figure 5.4). 

Let min(Ye I.Yd2 ) represent the minimum (smaller) of the two exponential random vari

ables Ye I and Yd2. Since Ye I is exponential of mean live I and Yd2 is exponential of mean 

1/vd2. min(Yc1. Yd2) is exponentially distributed with mean l/(Vc1 + Vd2) [26, p. 153]: 

E[min(Ye 10 Yd2)] = 1 
Vel +Vd2 

(5.11) 

Also we have [26, p. 236]: 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 
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Using the memoryless property of the exponential random variable we can write 

j j 

E[max(~Ykl' ~Y/2)]=E[min(Ycl' Yd2)] 
k=c I=d 

j j 

+P[Ycl < Yd2] E[max( ~ Yklt ~Y/2)] 
k=c+l l=d 

j j 

+P[Yd2 < Ycd E[max(~Ykl' ~ Y12)]' 
k=c l=d+l 

Using (5.11), (5.12) and (5.13) we have, 

j j 1 
E[max( ~ Yk 1, ~ Y12)] = --=---

k=c l=d Vc 1 + Vd2 
(5.14) 

The boundary conditions for the solution of this recurrence are given by 

(5.15) 

j 1 Vil j 1 Vd2 j 
E[max(Yil , ~ Y12)] = + ~ - + E[max(Yj 1, ~ Y12)] . 

I=d Vil +Vd2 Vii +Vd21=d V12 Vii +Vd2 l=d+l 

The derivation of relations (5.15) is also based on the memoryless property of the exponential 

distribution and is suppressed because of its similarity to the derivation of (5.14). 

Putting c = 1 and d = r in (5.14) we can compute (5.lOa); putting c = r and d = 1 in 

(5.14) we can compute (5.lOb). 

This completes the description of our method to compute the mean total delay of a customer. 
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Figure 5.5. Probability of success PI vs. mean delay. We find that the mean total delay is 
minimum for PI = 0.545. 
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5.5. Detennination of the optimum value of ~1 

The above method can be directly used to compute the mean total delay for various 

values of ~1 keeping other system parameters constant. Thus we can compute the value of 

~1 which minimizes the mean total delay. We illustrate this technique with an example. 

Let us consider a system with the following parameters. 

i = 3, j = 2, A. = 0.2 customers/sec, 

111 = 1.2 customers/sec, 1/J.111 = 0.5 sec, 

121 = 0.4 customers/sec, 1/ J.121 = 1.0 sec, 

131 = 0.3 customers/sec, 1/J.131 = 1.25 sec, 

112 = 0.4 customers/sec, 1/J.112 = 1.25 sec, 

122 = 0.5 customers/sec, I/J.122 = 1.0 sec. 

For various values of ~1 we have computed the mean total delay of a customer from S 

using the method described above. The results are plotted in Figure 5.5. We find from the 

graph that for this example the mean total system time is a convex function with its 

minimum occurring at ~1 = 0.53. For this set of parameter values, the mean resequencing 

delay is found to be a concave function, while the mean total delay is found to be a convex 

function with its minimum occurring at ~1 = 0.545. Thus, for this example to achieve the 

minimum mean total delay a customer should be routed to Path 1 if a Bernoulli trial with 

~1 = 0.545 results in a success. 

To summarize, in this chapter we consider a composite server consisting of a network 

of queueing systems. We explain the "system time dependency problem" in such models. 

Then we fonnulate and solve an optimization problem. We consider two disjoint parallel 

paths from the source to the destination. Each path is modeled as a sequence of MIMIl 

queues. A customer takes one of the two paths depending on the outcome of a Bernoulli 

trial. We develop a numerical method to compute the mean total delay for this model. Thus, 
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we can detennine the optimum probability of success of the Bernoulli trial to minimize the 

mean total delay. As part of the solution to this system, we develop a recurrence to compute 

the largest of two (not necessarily identical) hypoexponential random variables. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the advent of shared service systems requiring resequencing, it has become useful 

to develop mathematical models to determine resequencing delay and total delay of custo

mers in systems requiring resequencing. Such models allow us to study the sensitivity of 

these delays to system parameters. Knowing the relationship between these delays and system 

parameters, we can choose appropriate parameters to contain the delays. 

In this dissertation analytical methods have been developed to compute the quantities 

indicated for the following composite server models. 

Composite Server Model Quantities Section 

MIMloo [T] 2.1.1 

2.1.2 

MIMlm [T] 3.1 

GIMlm [T] 3.2 

Numerical methods have been developed to compute the quantities indicated for the fol

lowing models. Our numerical methods are based on matrix geometric methods which 

involve iterative solution of matrix equations. 
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Composite Server Model Quantities Section 

MIH21m R (x), E[R], E[T] 4.1 

MIHypo21m E[R], E[T] 4.2 

The models developed here have been used to study the sensitivity of the delays to sys

tem parameters. 

Our important new contributions include a recurrence to compute the mean of the max

imum of a mixture of exponential random variables of different means, and a recurrence to 

compute the mean of the maximum of two hypoexponential random variables (not neces

sarily identical). Also, details of a numerical method to compute the equilibrium state distri

bution of the MIH21m and MIHypo21m queueing systems have been presented. The equili

brium state distribution of the M I H 21 m queueing system has been presented in terms of three 

sets of elementary matrices. The eqUilibrium state distribution of the MIHypo21m queueing 

system has been presented in terms of four sets of elementary matrices. 

A method has been presented to compute the mean resequencing delay and mean total 

delay for a composite server modeled as two parallel paths of M / MIl queues. 

The ideas developed in this dissertation apply only to service distributions that consist 

of series and parallel stages of exponential distributions of different means. For probability 

distributions of this class, we can take advantage of the memoryless property of the exponen

tial random variable to develop analytical or numerical methods. When the number of series 

and parallel stages are large, the method developed here involve matrices of large dimen

sions. More research is needed on modeling of systems requiring resequencing. 
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APPENDIXl 

7.1. Jensen's Inequality 

A function $ from the reals to the reals is called convex [concave] if for every PI, PI, 

... ,Pn with ~Pi = 1, we have 

n n 

$( ~Pi Yi) S [~] ~Pi $(Yi) . 
i=1 i=1 

A useful inequality for deriving bounds in probability applications is Jensen's inequality, a 

result that is stated in terms of convex functions. Its proof is given in most standard probability 

texts [20, p. 243]. 

Jensen's Inequality: If $ is a convex function on the reals to the reals, and X and $(X) have 

finite expectations, then 

$(E[X)) S E[$(X)] . 

For our purposes, it will be useful to have the inequality stated in terms of concave func

tions. This inequality will provide upper bounds on expectations. Its proof is a simple dualiza

tion of the conventional Jensen's inequality. 

If $ is a concave function on the reals to the reals, and X and $(X) have finite expectations, 

then 

$(E[X)) ~ E[$(X)]. 

Proof: From the definition it is apparent that $ is concave if and only if -$ is convex. 

Therefore, by Jensen's Inequality 

(-$)(E[X]) S E[(-<\»(X)]. 

or 

$(E[X]) ~ E[$(X)] II 

In this dissertation the Jensen's Inequality is applied as follows. Expected resequencing 

delay often has the form 
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00 

E[R] = L Pi ICi) 
i=O 

where Pi = P[N = i] is the state distribution seen by an arriving customer, and where I is a func-

tion which is concave when viewed as a mapping from the reals to the reals. Jensen's Inequality 

then gives 

E[R] ::;; I(E[N]) . 

Since often the expected number in system E[N] is easily computed, the right side provides a 

useful bound. 

7.2. The Hannonic Sum 

The hannonic sum Hn is defined as 

n 1 
H=~-n £.J •• 

i ell 

The hannonic sum frequently arises in the analysis of algorithms and in queueing theory. It is 

defined for integer arguments since it usually arises in the analysis of discrete random variables. 

This function from the integer to the reals has the following useful asymptotic expansion for 

large argument [14, p. 74] 

1 1 1 
Hn = Y + Inn + 2 n - -- + 0 C-) 

12n2 n4 
n integer ~ 00 CA.1) 

where Y= 0.5772156649 ... is Euler's constant. 

The following identity is used in the next section [14, p. 77] 

CA.2) 
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7.3. The Entire Exponetial Integral 

The entire exponential integral, also known as the complementary exponential integral is 

defined as [22, p. 352] 

x 1 -I 

Ein(x) = J - e dt. 
o t 

Substituting the series expansion of e- I above, we have 

00 x t n - 1 
Ein(x) = L (_I)n+l f-,-dt 

II = 1 6 n. 

= i: (_I)n+l~. 
n=1 nn. 

(A.3) 

There is another series expansion of the entire exponential integral, which has been used 

in this dissertation. This expansion is as follows 

00 n 

Ein(x) = e-X L Hn~. 
n= 1 n. 

(A.4) 

This expansion can be proved in the following way. 

Ein(x) eX = f i: (_ly+l ~~, }{i: ~:l 
'1=1 JJ. i=OLJ 

= i:{i (_1/+ 1_1_ 1 lxn 
n=1 k=1 k k! (n -k)!J 

= L L (-1/+ 1- n. £ oo{n I '} n 

n=l k=1 k k! (n -k)! n! 

= i{i: (_l)k+ll. [kJ~ x~ 
n=lk=l k ~n. 

by (A.2) . 

The entire exponential integral has the following asymptotic value [22, p. 351]. 
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Ein(x) = lnx + "( + O(_e_) 

x 

7.4. The digamma function 
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as x --) 00. (A.5) 

For the bounds and estimates of this dissertation it is necessary to extend Hn to a function 

H:x from the reals to the reals. This is most easily accomplished by introducing the related and 

well-studied special function 'I'(x), called the digamma or psi function. It is defined by the fol

lowing integral identity [22, p. 425]. 

1 1 _ /:c-l 

'l'Cx) + "( = J 1 dt. 
o -/ 

CA.6) 

One readily verifies that 'l'Cx) is analytic except for poles at x = 0, -1, -2, .... Further-

more, for integer arguments x = n > 1, the integrand becomes a finite sum and direct integration 

yields 

'l'Cn) +"( = Hn -l CA.7) 

Other properties of 'I' that prove computationally useful are its series expansion [22, p. 

426] 

00 x 
'1'(1 + x) = -"(+ L .C. + ) 

i=1'1 X 
x :;e-l, -2, ... CA.8) 

and its asymptotic expansion [22, p. 427] 

111 
'I'(x) = lnx- 2x - 12x2 +O(7) x real--) 00 CA.9) 

The digamma function receives its name from the fact that it is the logarithmic derivative of 

the gamma function, i. e., 

d f"Cx) 
'l'Cx) = dx Inr(x) = rcx) . 

The last is often taken as the definition of '1'. Based upon the above properties of 'I' we define 

the extension of Hn to real arguments by using CAA) as: 
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Hx = \jI(x + 1) + 'Y . (A. 10) 

From this definition and (A.S) and (A.6) we get the following useful identities, now vaild 

for real argument: 

00 x 
Hx = L -. -."'-'--

i=ll(l+X) 
x;!: -1, -2, ... 

1 1 1 
Hx - 'Y+lnx- 2x - 12x2 +0(7) 

The final property of importance is that 

(A.ll) 

x real ~ 00 (A. 12) 

Hx is concave increasing for x ~ o. (A.13) 

This is most easily seen by differentiating (A.7); for x ~ 0, Hx' is positive and decreasing inx. 

7.5. Bounds on E[R] and on E[T] of the G/M/oo System 

In terms of the Hx function the mean resequencing delay of the G/M/oo system can be 

written as 

1 00 1 
E[R] = - LPn Hn + 1 - - • 

J.l n=O J.l 

Since Hx is concave for x ~ 0, we can apply the Dual Jensen's Inequality to get 

1 1 
E[R] ::;; - H (E[N] + I) - -

J.l J.l 
Applying (A.12) we have 

E[R] ::;; If 'Y-1 +In(E[N] + 1) - 21 (E[N] + 1)-1 + O( / )} E[N] ~ 00 

~ E [N] 

Adding 1/ J.l to both sides of (2.47), we have 

1 
E[T] ::;; - H (E[N] + I) • 

J.l 
Applying (A. 12) we have 

(2.44) 

(2.47) 

(A. 14) 

(2.48) 
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E[T] ~ ~f 1+ In(E[N] + 1) - 21 (E[N] + 1rl + O( 21 )} 
~ E [N] 

E[N] ~ 00 (A.IS) 

7.5. A Bound on E[R] of the GIMlm System 

In tenns of the Hx function the mean resequencing delay of the GIMlm system can be 

written as (Section 3.2) 

1 00. 1 
E[R]= - I:Pn mm(Hn+I' Hm)- -. 

J.1 n=O J.1 

1 00 1 
= - I:Pn Hmin(n+I,m) - -. 

J.1 n=O J.1 

1 00 1 
= -J.1 I:Pn Hmin(n, m-I)+I - -J.1 • 

n=O 

Since both min(x, c) and Hx are concave in x, so is Hmin(x, c)+ I. Applying Jensen's Inequality 

results in 

1 1 
E[R] ~ ~Hmin(E[Nl,m-I)+I-;' (3.12) 

Applying (A, 12) we have 

E[R] ~ ~ ( 1+ In(min(E[N], m -1) + 1) (A, 16) 
J.1 

- 21 (min(E[N], m - 1) + 1)-1 + 0(. 1 2) } E[N] ~ 00 

(mm(E[N], m - 1» 
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APPENDIX 2 

8.1. The Matrix Geometric Series 

Consider an n x n square matrix A. The matrix geometric series I, A, A 2, ... is 

analogous to the scalar geometric series 1, a, a2 , •••• If the sum S = L A k is finite, that is 

if [S]i j is finite, the matrix geometric series is called convergent. The condition for conver

gence depends on the eigenvalues of the square matrix A. A scalar A. is called an eigenvalue 

of A if there exists a nonzero vector x satisfying the equation A x = A.x. If A is n x n, it has 

n eigenvalues (counting multiplicity for some values may be repeated). The set of the n 

eigenvalues is called the spectrum of the matrix A. The magnitude of the largest eigenvalue 

is called the spectral radius of A and is denoted by sp(A). The condition for convergence is 

given by the following theorem [28, Theorem 3.7] 

sp(A) < 1 <=> 
00 

S = LA k is finite. (A. 17) 
k=O 

(A.I7) implies 

ask~oo (A.18) 

When the condition for convergence, sp(A) < 1, is satisfied the value of S can be com

puted rather easily. 

S = I+A+A2+A3+ ... 

SA = A + A 2 + A 3 + A 4 + ... 
Subtracting 

S(I-A) = I. 

Hence 
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S = (I-A) -1 . 

8.2. An Upper Bound on sp (A) 

If we use the above condition to detennine convergence of a matrix geometric series, 

then we cannot usually say whether the spectral radius is less than 1 just by looking at a 

matrix A. Fortunately, there is an upper bound on the spectral radius of A, which makes it 

possible in some cases to detennine convergence of a matrix geometric series just by looking 

at A. The upper bound on sp (A) is the maximum of the row-sums [22, Theorem 1.5]: 

n -1 
sp(A) ;5;; max L [Alij. 

i jeO 

8.3. The matrix Yofthe MIH2 1m Queueing System 

(A. 19) 

The (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix Y = Dm Cm' defined by (4.22) in Section 4.1.3.2, plays 

an important role in the analysis of the MIH2 1m queueing system. The sum of the elements 

in the ith row of this matrix is the conditional probability that the next event in the system is 

a departure given that the current system state is (n, i), n;:: m. So the sum of the elements 

of the ith row is strictly less than 1. By (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) 

m m 
L [Y]ij = L [Dm Cm]ij = 

j=O j=o 

i J.l1 + (m - i)J.l2 
'1' ( ) < 1. 11.+ l J.l1 + m - i J.l2 

Hence by (A.19), (A.l?) we can write 

00 

Sy = L y k is finite. (A.20) 
k=O 

(A.20) implies 

(A.21) 
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8.4. Computation of the Rate Matrix Bm 

We proved in Section 4.1.3.3 that the rate matrix is obtained as the iterative solution of 

the followiing matrix equations: 

X(O) = 0 

00 

X (N) = L [X(N - 1)]k yk Am (4.34) 
k=O 

In Section 4.1.3.3 we proved that X(N) ~ Bm. Since Bm is finite it follows that X(N) is also 

finite. That is, the right hand side of (4.34) has a finite sum. So 

[(X(N -l)i yk]ij ~ 0 as k ~ 00 (A.22) 

In this section we discuss how fast the elements of the matrix in (A.22) go to 0 as k is increased. 

In other words we discuss the speed of convergence of the elements of the matrix series on the 

right hand side of (4.34). This is important because the success of a numerical method to com

pute Bm depends on the speed of convergence of the series on the right hand side of (4.34). 

The entries of the (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrices Y and X(N - 1) are nonnegative. So we need 

not consider absolute values in the following discussion. 

Before we can proceed we need to discuss a result about the speed of convergence of 

the matrix geometric series discussed in Section 8.1. Consider an n x n square matrix A. We 

prove by induction that 

if [A]ij ~ c then 

[A k]j j ~ (nc)k . 

The basis, k = 1, is obvious. Now assume 

Then 

n 
[Ak]jj = 'L[A k- 1]il [A]lj 

1=1 

(A.23) 
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= (nc)k. 

This completes the proof. 

The matrix Y and X (N - 1) are (m + 1) x (m + 1). Let L be the smallest integer such 

that for a given f < 1, we have 

[(X(N _ 1»L] . . ~ _f_ 
I) m +1 

The existence of an integer L that satisfies the above conditions is guaranteed by (A.21) and 

(4.26). By (A.23) we have 

Hence 

[ykL]ij ~ (m + l)k (_f_)k = fk. 
m+l 

[(X(N -1)iL] .. ~ (m + l)k (-f-i = fk 
I) m+ 1 

m 
[(X(N -1)iL ykL]ij ~ L fk fk = (m + l)f2k. 

1=0 
(A.24) 

We can discuss the speed of convergence of the elements of the matrices in the series 

{(X (N - 1»k yk) using the above bound. The speed of convergence depends on the value of 

L, which is not easily detennined. So we discuss the nature of the speed of convergence in 

general tenns. For that it is convenient to divide the series {(X (N - 1»k yk, k ~ L) into 

blocks as follows. 

{ (X(N _1)).L y'L, (X (N _l))kL+ 1 ykL+I, '" ,(X(N _I))<'+I)L -I y<'+llL -I} k <: I. 

(A.24) gives a bound on the elements of the first matrix in each block. So we see that 

the elements of the first matrix of each block go to zero with a speed no slower than the ele

ments of the scalar geometric series. This result can be used to obtain a bound on the error 
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made if the infinte series on the right hand side of (4.34) is replaced by a finite series. Since 

the elements of the matrices of the series {(X(N - 1»kyk, k ~ L) are decreasing, we can 

write 

(A.25) 

Suppose we approximate the right hand side of (4.34) by the first k L tenns. Then the error 

due to the approximation is 

00 

Xe(N) = L (X(N -1)i ylAm 
l=kL 

A bound on the error due to the approximation is presented below. 

00 

[Xe(N)]ij = L [(X(N - l)i ylAm]ij 
l=kL 

00 L-l 
~ L L (m + 1)/2q 

q=k p=O 

00 

= L (m + I)L/ 2 q 
q=k 

_ (m + I)L/ 2k 

- 1-/2 

by (A.25) 

/<1. 

So the error can be made as small as we want by taking a very large k. 
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